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Abstract
In this thesis, signal processing strategies for the reduction of undesired interfering signals
in binaurally recorded signals are derived und described. The properties of the diﬀerent
processing strategies are discussed and the processing performance is investigated using
artiﬁcial signals. Two hearing aid algorithms are described that combine diﬀerent noise
reduction strategies and provide a complete processing of a simulated, digital hearing
aid. Furthermore, a method is described and applied that allows for the optimization of
“critical” processing parameters with respect to the subjectively perceived signal quality.
Finally, particular audiological properties of the algorithms are investigated and compared,
i.e., the inﬂuence of the processing on signal quality and on speech intelligibility in noise
is measured with hearing impaired subjects.
In chapter 2, several strategies and algorithms for binaural noise reduction that have
been described in the past in the literature are reviewed. Additionally, methods and
hardware setups for the evaluation of such algorithms either using oﬀ line or real time
processing are described.
In chapter 3, an algorithm is described that employs two diﬀerent noise reduction
strategies, i.e. a dereverberation technique and a suppression of lateral sound sources in
a ﬁxed combination of both strategies. Parameters of the processing are investigated and
optimized with respect to signal quality for diﬀerent acoustical conditions.
A measure of the “complexity” of the actual acoustical situation, i.e. the diﬀusiveness
of the sound ﬁeld is introduced and described in chapter 4. This measure allows for a
continuous rating of the acoustical situation within a binaural hearing aid algorithm in
order to automatically adapt the processing to the respective situation. This may be
realized by an automatic selection of appropriate processing strategies or an optimization
of processing parameters depending on the actual situation.
The algorithm described in chapter 3 and the measure of the diﬀusiveness of the actual
acoustical situation introduced in chapter 4 are the basis for the development of a new,
strategy-selective algorithm in chapter 5. This algorithm combines three diﬀerent noise
reduction strategies which are either based on existing processing techniques or have been
theoretically derived for particular acoustical situations. The application of two of the
processing strategies is depending on the actual acoustical situation which is rated using
the measure of the diﬀusiveness. All strategies are described and evaluated using artiﬁcial
signals. Particular processing parameters are optimized with respect to the subjectively
perceived signal quality.
In chapter 6, the strategy-selective algorithm introduced in chapter 5 is evaluated and
compared to the algorithm with the ﬁxed processing described in chapter 3. The evaluation
includes subjective preference judgements and speech intelligibility measurements with
hearing impaired subjects. The strategy-selective algorithm is shown to be superior or at
least comparable to the other algorithm in all investigated situations. The strategy-selective
algorithm is found to improve the signal quality in the situation with diﬀuse background
noise. It is also found that the algorithm is able to improve speech intelligibility under
certain conditions, although no signiﬁcant improvement of the speech reception threshold
was found in the free-ﬁeld listening conditions. The eﬀect of the processing, however,
appears to depend on the type of the hearing loss. Taken together, the strategy-selective
noise reduction algorithm and the parameter optimization procedures employed in this
work are promising candidates for the development of futural “intelligent” hearing aids.

Kurzfassung
In dieser Dissertation werden Signalverarbeitungsstrategien zur Reduktion von
Störgeräuschen in binaural aufgenommenen Signalen hergeleitet und beschrieben. Die
Eigenschaften der verschiedenen Verarbeitungsstrategien werden diskutiert und die Verarbeitungsleistung wird mit künstlichen Signalen untersucht. Zwei Algorithmen für
Hörgeräte werden beschrieben, die jeweils verschiedene Strategien miteinander zu einer
kompletten Verarbeitung in einem simulierten, digitalen Hörgerät kombinieren. Weiterhin
wird ein Verfahren zur Optimierung “kritischer” Parameter der Verarbeitung bezüglich
der subjektiv wahrgenommenen Signalqualität beschrieben und angewandt. Abschließend
werden bestimmte audiologischen Eigenschaften der Algorithmen untersucht und verglichen, d.h. der Einﬂuss der Verarbeitung auf Signalqualität und Sprachverständlichkeit
im Störgeräusch wird mit schwerhörenden Probanden gemessen.
Kapitel 2 gibt eine Übersicht über einige Strategien und Algorithmen zur binauralen
Störgeräuschreduktion, die in der Vergangenheit in der Literatur beschrieben wurden.
Außerdem werden Methoden und Versuchsaufbauten zur Evaluation solcher Algorithmen
mittels Signalvorverarbeitung oder Echtzeitsignalverarbeitung beschrieben.
In Kapitel 3 wird ein Algorithmus beschrieben, der zwei Strategien zur Störgeräuschreduktion, d.h. Enthallung und Seitenschallsuppression in einer festen Kombination
verwendet. Verarbeitungsparameter werden untersucht und bezüglich der subjektiv
wahrgenommenen Signalqualität in verschiedenen akustischen Situationen optimiert.
Ein Maß für die “Komplexität” der aktuellen akustischen Situation, d.h. die Diffusität des Schallfeldes wird in Kapitel 4 entwickelt und beschrieben. Dieses Maß erlaubt eine kontinuierliche Beurteilung der akustischen Situation in einem binauralen
Hörgerätealgorithmus, um die Verarbeitung automatisch an die jeweilige Situation anpassen zu können. Dies kann durch eine Auswahl geeigneter Verarbeitungsstrategien erfolgen oder durch die Anpassung von Parametern an die jeweilige Situation.
Der Algorithmus aus Kapitel 3 und das Maß der Diﬀusität aus Kapitel 4 bilden die
Grundlage für die Entwicklung eines neuen, Strategie-selektiven Algorithmus in Kapitel 5. Dieser Algorithmus kombiniert drei verschiedene Verarbeitungsstrategien, die
entweder auf bereits existierenden Strategien beruhen oder theoretisch für bestimmte
akustische Situationen hergeleitet werden. Zwei dieser Verarbeitungsstrategien werden abhängig von der aktuellen akustischen Situation ein- bzw. ausgeschaltet. Alle
verwendeten Verarbeitungsstrategien werden beschrieben und mit künstlichen Signalen
evaluiert. Einzelne Parameter der Verarbeitung werden bezüglich der subjektiv wahrgenommenen Signalqualität optimiert.
In Kapitel 6 wird der Strategie-selektive Algorithmus aus Kapitel 5 weiter evaluiert
und mit dem Algorithmus mit der festen Verarbeitung aus Kapitel 3 verglichen. Die
Evaluation umfaßt subjektive Präferenzurteile und Sprachverständlichkeitsmessungen mit
Schwerhörenden. Der Strategie-selektive Algorithmus erzielt dabei in allen untersuchten
Situationen bessere oder zumindest gleichwertige Ergebnisse als der andere Algorithmus.
Die Signalqualität wird z.B. in der Cafteria-Situation mit diﬀusem Störschall durch die Verarbeitung verbessert. Außerdem kann der Algorithmus unter bestimmten Bedingungen die
Sprachverständlichkeit verbessern, allerdings kann keine signiﬁkante Verbesserung des SRT
unter Freifeld-Bedingungen nachgewiesen werden. Die Ergebnisse scheinen jedoch durch
die Art des Hörverlustes beinﬂusst zu werden. Insgesamt erscheinen der Strategie-selektive
Algorithmus und die verwendeten Methoden zur Parameteroptimierung vielversprechend
für die Entwicklung zukünftiger, “intelligenter” Hörgeräte.
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Chapter 1
General Introduction
Hearing impairment is clinically often classiﬁed by the pure tone hearing threshold and
the speech-reception threshold (SRT) in quiet. These measures are used to determine the
medical indication of a hearing aid provision (cf. Kießling, 1997). However, it is well known
that the ability to understand speech in noise, i.e., in the presence of background noise or
interfering speakers, is considerably aﬀected in the hearing impaired (cf. Plomp, 1978). It is
also well known that binaural hearing plays an important role for understanding speech in
noise, especially when speech and noise are spatially separated (cf. Bronkhorst and Plomp,
1989; Peissig and Kollmeier, 1997).
Conventional hearing aids include an ampliﬁcation stage to compensate for the shift of
hearing threshold and optionally dynamic compression to compensate for a reduced dynamic range in one or more frequency channels. They provide almost complete restoration
of speech intelligibility in quiet to the level of normal hearing, but they are not able to
restore speech intelligibility in noise (cf. Plomp, 1978; Marzinzik and Kollmeier, 1999).
This can be explained by the fact that these hearing aids amplify speech as well as noise
and thus do not compensate for any kind of distortion process due to the hearing loss.
Furthermore, monaural and binaural hearing is aﬀected by the level and phase transfer
characteristics of the hearing instruments, by distortions due to technical restrictions of
the devices and by occlusion eﬀects due to the ear molds. These eﬀects rather decrease
speech intelligibility than improve it.
To overcome this problem, various noise reduction strategies for monaural, i.e. single
hearing aids have been developed. They comprise simple strategies like generally attenuating low frequencies (Kates, 1986) as well as sophisticated techniques like voice separation (Parsons, 1976; Stubbs and Summerﬁeld, 1991), spectral subtraction (Boll, 1979;
Ephraim and Malah, 1985; Cappé, 1994) or the so-called ZETA Noise Blocker (Graupe
et al., 1984), cf. overviews given by Lim (1983) and Boll (1991). However, although some
techniques are reported to improve speech intelligibility in noise under certain conditions
(e.g., Graupe et al., 1987), monaural noise reduction strategies are mainly reported to
rather improve subjective speech quality than speech intelligibility under realistic acoustical noise conditions (cf. Humes et al., 1997; Stubbs and Summerﬁeld, 1988; Elberling
et al., 1993; Marzinzik and Kollmeier, 1999).
As an alternative, directional microphones are often used which statically attenuate
signals emitted by lateral or backward sound sources and which are able to improve speech
5
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intelligibility while maintaining a good signal quality (Nielsen and Ludvigsen, 1978). Since
directional microphones usually employ two closely positioned omnidirectional microphones
or a single diaphragm with some acoustic delay, their useable eﬀect is limited by the physical
size of the directional microphone, and the obtained directionality is frequency dependent.
Because of the good practical results obtained with directional microphones, they should
be used in hearing aids whenever possible and in addition to any kind of noise reduction
processing.
More information about the signal is available by employing at least two microphones
with a certain distance between them, such as, e.g., a binaural hearing aid supply with a
central processor for both microphone inputs. In general, there are two diﬀerent approaches
for binaural noise reduction. The ﬁrst approach employs a two-microphone input and delivers a single output. Various studies consider the adaptive ﬁltering of the input signals,
the so-called “adaptive beamformer” (e.g., Strube, 1981; Griﬃths and Jim, 1982; Peterson
et al., 1987; Greenberg and Zurek, 1992; Kompis and Dillier, 1994; Berghe and Wouters,
1998). A considerable improvement in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be obtained with
this adaptive ﬁltering in a variety of laboratory conditions. However, the improvement
usually drastically decreases with an increasing number of interfering sound sources and
reverberation (cf. Lu and Clarkson, 1993). Additionally, if an adaptive ﬁlter is designed
to perform well at low signal-to-noise ratios (below 0 dB), its performance often is unsatisfactory at high signal-to-noise ratios (above 0 dB). The inﬂuence of the head related
transfer functions (HRTFs) on the signals recorded with hearing instruments also rather
deteriorates the performance of an adaptive beamformer in comparison to the free-space
condition. In more recent studies, adaptive beamformer techniques providing binaural output have been introduced (cf. Asano et al., 1996; Desloge et al., 1997; Welker et al., 1997;
Suzuki et al., 1999). These techniques already belong to the second binaural approach to
noise reduction that delivers a binaural output in order to provide binaural hearing aid
supply. A diﬀerent concept belonging to this second approach is the directional ﬁlter based
on the evaluation of interaural diﬀerences in level and phase as introduced by Gaik and
Lindemann (1986). Peissig (1993) described algorithms for binaural hearing aids based on
this concept. These algorithms require reference values for interaural level and phase differences for particular sound incidence directions, which, however, can be easily obtained.
Similar algorithms are also used in signal processors for cochlear implants (Goldsworthy,
1998). Bodden (1993) described a so-called “cocktail-party processor” for binaural noise
reduction, based on the interaural cross-correlation and contralateral inhibition model for
human sound source localisation introduced by Lindemann (1986a, 1986b). Furthermore,
Kollmeier and Koch (1994) introduced an algorithm which evaluates binaural diﬀerences
in the modulation frequency domain instead of employing the time or frequency domain.
All the latter algorithms including some kind of directional ﬁltering based on binaural
parameters have been reported to improve speech intelligibility under certain conditions,
although the eﬀect also decreases with increasing number of competing sound sources and
reverberation.
Another approach for noise reduction is the use of microphone arrays with more than
two microphones combined with a beamforming processing to produce a directivity with
respect to a desired incidence direction (Soede et al., 1993; Hoﬀman et al., 1994; cf. an
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overview by Zurek et al., 1996). The microphones are usually mounted on glasses or other
devices ﬁxed to the head. Multi-microphone arrays are reported to produce considerable
directivity, but the size and the required additional devices like glasses or other head-worn
devices make an application as every-day-life hearing aids in general very diﬃcult.
Among the various types of noise reduction strategies, the binaural approach with
binaural output signals seems to be not only recommended from the audiologic point of
view (in case of a binaural hearing loss), but also very promising with respect to expectable
beneﬁts in speech intelligibility and signal quality in noise. Binaural input signals are at
least “potentially” available for any kind of binaural hearing aid supply, independent of
the type of hearing aid (Behind-The-Ear = BTE, In-The-Ear = ITE or Complete-In-the
Canal = CIC) and the particular geometry (although ITE or CIC devices seem to be
recommended for strategies employing the individual HRTFs). No additional devices are
necessary to carry microphone arrays. However, the connection between the two devices
located at both ears is still an unsolved problem. Wire connections are usually used in
laboratory systems or prototype wearable devices (cf. e.g. Rass and Steeger, 1999; Wittkop
et al., 1997; Gingsjö, 1996; Sone et al., 1995; Gelnett et al., 1995; Terry et al., 1994), but
they are not suitable for commercial products. Only the development of an appropriate
wireless connection will allow for the application of binaural signal processing strategies
in commercial hearing aids. In consideration of the progress of mobile communication
devices in the last few years, however, it seems quite possible that this connection will be
available in the future. And since understanding speech in noise is still a severe problem
with present hearing instruments, the investigation of binaural noise reduction strategies
seems also worth the eﬀort, even though the connection to the central processor is not yet
applicable for every-day-life products.
This study describes the development and evaluation of several signal processing techniques for the use in noise reduction algorithms for binaural hearing aids. These techniques
aim at reducing the noisy part of the mixture of ambient noise and target signal in the
binaural microphone signals in order to restore the undegraded target signal and thus increase speech intelligibility under noisy conditions. However, each of the noise reduction
technique makes one or more assumptions about the statistical properties or the spatial
conﬁguration of the interfering noise and the target signal. For instance, one technique assumes that there is only a single interfering sound source present. One problem is that the
actual situation the noise reduction technique is applied to has to meet the assumptions,
otherwise the signal processing might not yield a beneﬁt for the hearing aid user or even
degrades the signal quality by introducing audible processing artefacts. A new measure
of the overall diﬀusiveness of the acoustical situation is therefore introduced which is employed to control and switch oﬀ signal processing techniques if the underlying acoustical
situation is assumed not to be suitable for the respective technique, i.e., if the processing
is assumed to rather decrease signal quality than to yield any beneﬁt.
Chapter 2 of this thesis gives a brief overview of the work done in the medical physics
group over the past years concering binaural noise reduction algorithms for hearing aids.
The stationary and wearable signal processing devices employed for the development and
evaluation of these algorithms are also described. Furthermore, two diﬀerent algorithms
are compared with respect to their eﬀect on the signal-to-noise ratio for diﬀerent spatial
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noise conditions.
Chapter 3 deals with the optimisation of the most recent implementation of the dereverberation and direction ﬁltering algorithm which already has been brieﬂy described in
Chapter 2. A method is described to systematically vary processing parameters with the
possibility of a comprehensive statistical evaluation of the results and their consistency.
Selected parameters of the algorithm are then systematically varied and their inﬂuence on
the subjectively perceived signal quality is investigated in detail in diﬀerent spatial noise
conditions with normal hearing listeners in order to ﬁnd appropriate values for diﬀerent
acoustical conditions.
In Chapter 4, a new measure for the diﬀusiveness of the acoustical situation is described
and evaluated. This measure is a monotonous function of parameters of the acoustical situation like the number of present interfering sound sources and the amount of reverberation.
This new measure allows decision units in hearing aid algorithms to continuously estimate
or rank the complexity of the acoustical situation and to control the inﬂuence of diﬀerent
noise reduction techniques on the processing depending on this estimate.
In Chapter 5, a new, strategy-selective algorithm for binaural noise reduction is described. This algorithm combines three diﬀerent signal processing techniques for noise
reduction. Furthermore, the measure introduced in Chapter 4 is employed to control the
processing by selecting, i.e. switching on or oﬀ particular processing techniques, depending
on the current acoustical situation. The eﬀect of the processing techniques is evaluated
technically and with respect to the sound quality perceived by normal hearing listeners
under appropriate noise conditions.
In Chapter 6, the strategy-selective algorithm described in Chapter 5 is investigated
and evaluated with respect to sound quality and speech intelligibility for hearing impaired
listeners. The two diﬀerent algorithms described in this work will be compared in three
diﬀerent acoustical situations with diﬀerent interfering signals. The results demonstrate
that the new, strategy-selective algorithm is superior to the other algorithm in all situations
and at least equal to or even better than the unprocessed condition in the investigated
situations with hearing impaired listeners. The new algorithm can thus be shown to be not
only a promising further development of former algorithms, but also successfully employing
an automatic processing strategy selection for diﬀerent acoustical situations.

Chapter 2
Noise reduction motivated by models
of binaural interaction1
Abstract
Several signal processing techniques are reviewed that aim at reducing ambient noise and
enhancing the ”desired” speech signal in complex acoustical environments (”cocktail-party
processing”). These algorithms are motivated by models of binaural interaction in the
normal human auditory system and try to simulate several diﬀerent aspects of normal
auditory function that are typically impaired in hearing-impaired listeners. All algorithms
assume input signals from microphones located near the ears of a subject and one or two
output signals to be presented. The ﬁrst class of algorithms performs a directional ﬁltering
with respect to the forward direction and a reduction of the perceived reverberation. The
second class of algorithms performs an analysis in the modulation frequency domain and
combines binaural cues with cues from modulation frequency analysis to perform a noiserobust directional ﬁltering. The third class of algorithms simulates a localization process
in a way comparable to neurophysiological ﬁndings in the barn owl, while the fourth class
of algorithms combines cues from binaural interaction and fundamental frequency analysis.
The respective psychoacoustical and physiological motivation of these algorithms as well
as their advantages and shortcomings are outlined. In addition, the hardware and software
required for implementing and testing these algorithms in real-time are introduced and
discussed. Since most of these algorithms are shown to provide signiﬁcant beneﬁt by increasing the ”eﬀective” signal-to-noise ratio in diﬀerent acoustical situations, a combination
of these algorithms appears promising for future ”intelligent” digital hearing aids.

2.1

Introduction

Restoring the ”desired” speech signal from a mixture of speech and background noise is one
of the oldest, still elusive goals in speech processing and communication systems research.
1

This Chapter was published as paper named “Speech processing for hearing aids: Noise reduction
motivated by models of binaural interaction”, written together with Stephan Albani, Volker Hohmann,
Jürgen Peissig, William S. Woods and Birger Kollmeier, see Wittkop et al. (1997).
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The possible applications of such techniques range from enhancing the communication
conditions in all kinds of communication systems (such as, e.g., telephones and video
conferences), to automatic speech recognition and to ”intelligent” hearing aids. One of the
main problems for separating ”target” speech from a background signal is the variability
of the target speech as well as the wide range of possible background noise sources and
acoustical conditions. Since the normal listener’s auditory system is fairly well capable
of performing this task even under very unfavourable acoustic conditions characterized by
speech masked by speech in a reverberant environment (for example, in a cocktail party),
this type of processing has often been referred to as ”cocktail-party processing”.
Sensorineural hearing-impaired patients suﬀer severely from their loss in understanding speech especially in noisy environments. This also holds when they use conventional
hearing aids that perform an ampliﬁcation and dynamic compression of the signals received at one or both ears. Since an improvement of their every-day communication situation only appears to be possible by introducing eﬃcient ”cocktail-party processing”
strategies into future ”intelligent” hearing aids, this contribution focusses on this application without limiting the processing to other applications. For a review of the speciﬁc problems encountered in signal processing for hearing-impaired listeners, the reader
is referred to, e.g., Allen (1996), Hohmann and Kollmeier (1996) and Verschuure and
Dreschler (1996). Noise reduction techniques developed for hearing aids in the past
can be divided into procedures using a single microphone as input or multiple microphones. Examples of the single-input approach use a directional microphone (the small
dimensions of which, relative to sound wavelengths in the audio frequency range, hardly
provide any directivity at low frequencies and limit the useful directivity to higher frequencies, cf. Soede, 1990), an attenuation of certain frequencies (e.g., low frequencies,
cf. overview given by Steeger, 1996), or a spectral subtraction technique (Boll, 1979;
Graupe et al., 1987). Although such systems have been employed in commercial hearing
aids, their eﬀect is rather limited because the inherent assumption about the stationarity
of the background noise is not always met. Other single-microphone techniques therefore
use assumptions about the target signal, such as the periodicity of voiced parts of the
speech signal. Then cepstral ﬁltering or harmonic selection enhances the appropriate components of the incoming signal (cf., Summerﬁeld and Stubbs, 1990). Such a technique has
been shown to be successful in certain laboratory situations, but has not yet been implemented in hearing aids because it requires control information (the value of the target’s
fundamental frequency) that cannot be unambiguously obtained from the input signal.
Taken together, the one-microphone approaches appear to be rather restricted in their
applicability to real-world situations. Therefore, multiple-microphone techniques appear
to be more promising, since more information about the target speaker and background
noise can be obtained by sampling the sound ﬁeld at diﬀerent points in space simultaneously. Using arrays of multiple microphones, the directivity and frequency range over
which the directivity is maintained can be largely improved in comparison with single directional microphones (cf., Soede et al., 1993). However, the physical dimensions of the
microphone array again impose a frequency dependend limitation on the directivity and the
eﬀective shape of the directional characteristic. More sophisticated approaches use adaptive ﬁlters to combine the signals from diﬀerent microphones to form an ”adaptive beam
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former” (Strube, 1981; Griﬃths and Jim, 1982; Brey et al., 1987; van Campernolle, 1990;
Kompis and Dillier, 1994; Zurek et al., 1996). A considerable gain in signal-to-noise ratio
can be obtained with these approaches in certain laboratory situations. However, the gain
decreases with increasing number of interfering noise sources and reverberation. In addition, the computational complexity is rather high, which limits the practical application
of these approaches in digital hearing aids.
An alternative way to overcome these problems in a manner similar to the ”eﬀective” processing performed by a normal listener’s auditory system is through the use of
approaches suggested in the literature that employ certain types of binaural signal processing. That is, they exploit the input signals to both ears of a subject or a dummy head
and perform a processing similar to the ”eﬀective” noise reduction processing performed
by the binaural system. This general concept of applying knowledge of the normal human auditory system to technical speech communication systems has been introduced by
Schroeder et al. (1979). One type of ”binaural” signal processing can be described as
directional ﬁltering, i.e., suppressing sounds emanating from ”undesired” directions and
restoring sound from a ”desired” direction (Gaik and Lindemann, 1986; Peissig, 1993;
Kollmeier et al., 1993; Lindemann, 1995). Another type of binaural signal processing
performs a reduction of the subjective impression of reverberation (Allen et al., 1977;
Peissig, 1993) or more elaborate versions of cocktail-party processing that include a more or
less detailed model of human binaural interaction (Bodden, 1993; Sullivan and Stern, 1993;
Kollmeier and Koch, 1994). These approaches were shown to operate successfully in a variety of acoustical environments. Although they appear to yield less artifacts and are more
stable for low signal-to-noise ratios than the beamforming algorithms mentioned above,
they encounter similar problems, i.e., their performance decreases with increasing number
of sound sources and reverberation. In addition, they require a high amount of computational power which restricts the usage in wearable hearing aids.
To overcome these problems, the current contribution describes further developments
that are based on these algorithms and that aim at increasing the robustness of the algorithms in diﬀuse noise and reverberation. In addition, the development of real-time signal
processing systems is described. Such systems are used to implement these algorithms for
testing their application with hearing-impaired listeners under realistic communication situations in real-time. First, a review of the binaural model-motivated algorithms is given.
The subsequent Section compares the performance of diﬀerent types of processing, and the
last Section describes the systems developed for real-time implementation.

2.2
2.2.1

Binaural signal processing techniques
Directional ﬁlter and dereverberation algorithm

Figure 2.1 sketches the algorithm developed by Peissig (1993) for suppressing lateral noise
sources and dereverberation in binaural microphone signals. In the original implementation, an overlap-add technique was used for digital frequency analysis and resynthesis
(Allen and Rabiner, 1977) using an FFT of 512 samples with Hanning-windowed segments
of 408 samples and an overlap rate of 0.5 at a sample rate of 25 kHz. In the modiﬁcation
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evaluated in Section 2.3, however, a ﬁlter-bank approach was used instead. In each frequency channel the interaural diﬀerences in phase and level, and the interaural coherence
function at zero lag, are determined from the short-term autocorrelation in both channels
and the cross-correlation between them (see Peissig, 1993, for more details). In a successive stage, a weighting factor g is derived for each frequency band that is used to either
suppress the respective frequency band or to leave it unchanged. The idea behind this
weighting function is that sound sources that emanate directly from the front should be
passed through unchanged (i.e., the target is assumed to be in front of the listener). Thus,
values of g near unity are applied to frequency bands exhibiting interaural phase and level
diﬀerences equal to or near those expected for sound sources directly in front (or a certain
angular region in front of the subject). Conversely, a low value of g should be obtained
for interaural diﬀerences that deviate from this ”desired” range. A similar concept was
described by Gaik and Lindemann (1986). Since interaural time and intensity diﬀerences
are not unambiguous indicators of a signal’s direction of incidence in diﬀuse sound ﬁelds,
the interaural coherence function is used to decide if the respective frequency channel is
due to components of a direct incident sound (high interaural correlation) or diﬀuse sound.
A low interaural correlation coeﬃcient is obtained for the reverberant (diﬀuse) part of a
signal which should result in an attenuation of the respective frequency channel and a low
value of g. A temporal and spectral average of this weighting factor g is performed to
reduce the artifacts (see Peissig, 1993, for details).
The general outline of the algorithm is motivated by the Jeﬀress (1948) model of binaural interaction, which assumes ﬁrst a peripheral ﬁltering process (similar to the FFT or
ﬁlter-bank analysis performed here), followed by a delay line arrangement of neural units
for the signal from both sides with coincidence detectors and subsequent integrators. This
yields a kind of cross-correlation function between the respective bandpass ﬁltered signals
from both ears. The shape of the main lobe of this cross-correlation function corresponds
inversely to the diﬀuseness of the incoming sound ﬁeld (measured here using the value of
the coherence function at zero lag), whereas the displacement of the maximum value along
the interaural delay axis (corresponding to the interaural time or phase diﬀerence evaluated here) is related to the lateral displacement of the sound source from midline. One
diﬀerence between the Jeﬀress model and the kind of processing introduced here (besides
the diﬀerent implementation methods) is the evaluation of interaural intensity diﬀerences.
They are coded into corresponding interaural time delays in the Jeﬀress model, whereas
they are independently evaluated here.
The directivity pattern of the algorithm given in Figure 2.1 can be selected from a wide
range by manipulation of the weighting function g. Figure 2.2 shows the directivity pattern
for a speech-spectrum-shaped noise as input signal as produced by both microphones of the
dummy head employed (upper left panel) and the algorithm described above (upper right
panel) with a particular weighting function (see Peissig, 1993, for details). The upper right
panel shows that the directivity pattern can be restricted to a very narrow range of target
directions. However, since the processing is highly nonlinear, the ”eﬀective” directivity
is changed as soon as more than one sound source is present: The lower left and right
panels of Figure 2.2 show eﬀective directivity patterns using the same noise as before, but
presenting one additional ﬁxed noise source at 105 degrees azimuth, and two ﬁxed sound
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sources (at 105 and 255 degrees azimuth), respectively. The directivity pattern is clearly
broadened relative to the condition with only one sound source. However, an attenuation
of sounds from the side is maintained.

Figure 2.2: Directionality of the algorithm from Figure 2.1, obtained with speechspectrum-shaped noise. The resulting signal levels of the left ear (solid line) and the
right ear (dashed line) are given as a function of the sound incidence direction (see text
for details). The numbers on the abscissa denote the attenuation (in dB) corresponding to
the respective circles relative to the direction exhibiting the least attenuation. Upper left
panel: no processing. Upper right panel: processing without interfering noise. Lower left:
processing with one ﬁxed interfering noise source at 105 degrees azimuth. Lower right:
Two interfering noise sources ﬁxed at 105 and 255 degrees azimuth.

Peissig (1993) and Kollmeier et al. (1993) demonstrated that the directional ﬁltering
algorithm provides a signiﬁcant gain in intelligibility both in a non-reverberant environment (using up to three interfering speakers from diﬀerent directions) and in a highly
reverberant environment (using one target speaker and one interfering speaker), both for
normal-hearing listeners and hearing-impaired listeners. Thus, the algorithm appears to
be very promising for an application in a digital hearing aid. However, the algorithm tends
to fail if the number of interfering sound sources increases and if the reverberation time
becomes larger. In these situations, the interaural time and level diﬀerences alone are not
a good and valid estimator for determining the spectral shape of the target speaker. This
introduces processing artifacts in the current algorithm and limits the performance. There-
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fore, the usage of additional information appears to be necessary (see below). A further
evaluation of the potentials and shortcomings of this algorithm is given in Section 2.3.

2.2.2

Binaural processing in the modulation frequency domain

Figure 2.3 gives the block diagram of an algorithm proposed by Kollmeier and Koch (1994),
which is similar in general structure to the algorithm presented in Figure 2.1. However,
it diﬀers in the aspect that interaural diﬀerences are extracted in a modulation frequency
domain. A modulation frequency analysis is performed by ﬁrst extracting the temporal
envelope within each band pass channel and then determining the modulation spectrum
for each band pass channel and each side. The comparison of interaural time (or phase)
and level diﬀerence with a ”target” diﬀerence is performed for each combination of center
frequency and modulation frequency (right most portion of Figure 2.3). The underlying
assumption is that the spectral analysis in the modulation frequency domain provides a
better separation between diﬀerent acoustical objects emitting energy in the same frequency
range but with a diﬀering temporal envelope and hence diﬀerent modulation spectrum.
Hence, the preservation of only those combinations of modulation frequencies and center
frequencies that exhibit the ”desired” range of interaural phase and level diﬀerence should
result in a more robust noise reduction. The reconstruction of the enhanced signal is
then performed by ﬁrst averaging across the weighting factors in the time, frequency and
modulation frequency domains, and using these weights on the modulation spectra to
determine a ”desired” envelope. The ”desired” envelope is reconstructed by an inverse
Fourier transform of the modiﬁed modulation spectra, and the output signal is determined
by modulating the original bandpass-ﬁltered signal with the desired envelope divided by
the original envelope. The time signal is ﬁnally reconstructed by an overlap-add synthesis
of these ﬁltered bandpass signals. Alternatively, a ﬁlterbank summation technique can be
used for the spectral analysis and reconstruction (see Section 2.3).
The model motivating this kind of processing is based on neurophysiological ﬁndings
of a modulation frequency analysis which is found to be represented orthogonally to the
center frequency analysis in diﬀerent stations of the auditory system in certain animals
(cf., Langner, 1992). A diﬀerent set of physiological evidence exists for a representation of
interaural disparities orthogonal to the tonotopic organization (cf., Casseday and Covey,
1987). The functional model of binaural signal processing proposed by Kollmeier and Koch
(1994) is a speciﬁc realization of an interaction that might exist between modulation frequency analysis and binaural analysis in each center frequency band. Such interactions
are used to group the energy falling in each critical band into diﬀerent internal ”objects”.
Each sound source is assumed to be characterized by speciﬁc patterns of interaural disparity and modulation across center frequencies. Decomposition of received energy into
objects is facilitated by this assumed linkage between binaural information and modulation spectrum information. These motivating assumptions are also compatible with the
feature linkage model of v. d. Malsburg and Buhmann (1992). They argued that diﬀerent
feature detectors in the brain link the respective features of each object by synchronous
oscillations. Under the motivating assumptions here, synchronous oscillations (i.e., similar patterns in modulation spectra across center frequency) leads to linkage of diﬀerent
features (for further discussion see Kollmeier and Koch, 1994). The algorithm depicted
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Figure 2.3: Block diagram of the algorithm employed for suppressing noise emanating from
”undesired” directions after Kollmeier and Koch (1994). Only the left stereo channel is
shown.

in Figure 2.3 was shown to provide a signiﬁcant improvement in speech intelligibility and
listening comfort for normal-hearing listeners in a variety of diﬀerent acoustical situations,
in both anechoic and echoic environments and with one to four interfering sound sources.
It should be noted that a positive eﬀect was even observed for very unfavourable signalto-noise ratios. For example, a 15% increase in sentence intelligibility was observed in a
reverberant environment with two interfering talkers at a signal-to-noise ratio of -8 dB
(Kollmeier and Koch, 1994). A further evaluation of this algorithm and a comparison with
the algorithm described above is given in Section 2.3.

2.2.3

Binaural signal processing with a localization model

Figure 2.4 gives the block diagram of a noise-reduction algorithm (Albani et al., 1996)
which is based on a localization algorithm motivated by physiological data from the barn
owl. The general structure of the algorithm is comparable to those depicted in Figures 2.1 and 2.3. This refers to the binaural input, the decomposition into frequency
bands, the evaluation of interaural level and interaural phase diﬀerences, the generation of weighting factors, and the reconstruction of the time signal with an overlap-add
technique. However, the algorithm diﬀers from the others by an across-frequency pro-
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cessing of interaural phase and level diﬀerences, motivated by neurophysiological ﬁndings of frequency-speciﬁc ”localization maps” in the barn owl (Konishi et al., 1988;
Brainard et al., 1992). Within each frequency band, the activity of neurons in this map
reﬂects the probability that the sound source emanates from a direction that the respective
neuron is most sensitive to. However, since the interaural phase and level diﬀerences within
a given frequency band are ambiguous with respect to the direction to the active sound
source (an ambiguity which is described by the ”cone of confusion”), an unambiguous localization decision can only be made if an interaction occurs across the spatial maps at
each frequency. This interaction ensures that only that direction is preserved which shows
the maximum excitation consistently across all diﬀerent frequency bands.
In the algorithm shown in Figure 2.4 the frequency-speciﬁc maps are generated by
comparing the actual frequency-speciﬁc interaural phase and level diﬀerence with a set of
reference interaural diﬀerences that are previously recorded from a ﬁxed set of azimuthal
and elevational angles of sound incidence. Those directions with the best match between
actual diﬀerences and reference diﬀerences receive the highest ”activity” values. The activity from each map is then weighted with the average level within the respective frequency
band and summed across bands to yield a global localization map. In this map, the position
with the highest activity is considered to be the direction of the sound source. In order to
stabilize the localization judgement and to implement properties similar to the ”law of the
ﬁrst wave front” (precedence eﬀect), a feed-back mechanism is introduced which uses the
resulting global map for ”presetting” (i.e., altering the activity of) the frequency-speciﬁc
maps in the subsequent time frame. This resembles a neuronal facilitation process and
helps to build more stable localization decisions across time. The acoustical ”target” object can be selected from the ”global map” (for example, the sound source coming from the
front), and only those frequency bands receive a high weighting factor where a contribution
to the respective activity in the global map occurred. The resulting weighting is applied
to the original input signal to yield the noise-reduced output signal.
It has been demonstrated that the algorithm yields a stable and reliable localization
performance for up to four diﬀerent sound sources both in anechoic and in reverberant
environments (Albani et al., 1996), and can track the spatial position of a target speaker
as a function of time. Tests of noise-reduction schemes based on this representation have
yet to be performed. Figure 2.5 demonstrates the ability of the model to separate the
signals from two concurrently speaking talkers who are located at 270 degrees azimuth and
330 degrees azimuth. The instantaneous energy (envelope) of the signal emitted by each
respective speaker in isolation is drawn as solid line in the upper panel for a speaker at 270
degrees azimuth and in the middle panel for a speaker at 330 degrees azimuth. Also shown
are the temporal activity patterns of the resulting ”global map” in the situation where both
speakers are concurrently active. The upper and middle panel display the activity patterns
(dashed lines) that correspond to 270 and 330 degrees azimuth, respectively, whereas the
lower panel illustrates the activity patterns for three other arbitrary azimuths, i.e. 90, 230
and 160 degrees.
Obviously, the extracted activity pattern at the respective position corresponds very
well with the temporal envelope of each speaker. Conversely, the activity corresponding to
other directions is much lower than the activity of the respective ”correct” directions and
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much less correlated with any of the envelopes of the speakers employed. Thus, it should
be possible to increase the signal-to-noise ratio in the combined acoustical signal from both
speakers using the time-varying information in the ”global map”. The evaluation of such
a noise-reduction system has yet to be performed.

2.2.4

Combination of diﬀerent noise suppression algorithms

Figure 2.6 describes schematically an architecture proposed by Woods et al. (1996b) that
combines the processing described in Section 2.2.1 (directional ﬁltering) with a cepstral
ﬁltering algorithm similar to the one proposed by Stubbs and Summerﬁeld (1991). The
general outline of the algorithm again is very similar to the schemes discussed above, i.e.,
binaural input signals are transformed with a short-term fast Fourier transform and the
modiﬁed spectrum is converted back to the time domain with an overlap-add technique.
However, the estimate of the ”target spectrum” is based on a combination of the respective estimates from both the directional ﬁlter algorithm and the cepstral ﬁltering algorithm
operating on each stereo channel. This combination is based on a ”conﬁdence” value computed by each separate algorithm for the frame-by-frame estimate of the target spectrum.
The ﬁnal estimate of the target is a combination of the spectral estimates of the preliminary algorithms and the unprocessed input spectrum. The ﬁnal estimate follows that of
a preliminary estimator when the estimator signals high ”conﬁdence” in its estimate, but
passes the input spectrum unprocessed if no estimator has high conﬁdence values. If past
estimates are also used in the ﬁnal combination, the general operation of the system can
be made similar to that of a Kalman ﬁlter. That is, the target estimate will be mainly
driven by the input data if the input signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) is high (i.e., when the
preliminary estimators yield high ”conﬁdence”), and will be the ”best guess” the system
can make (either derived from past estimates or simply the unprocessed input) when the
input S/N is low. This architecture also has the advantage that an arbitrary number of
diﬀerent noise suppression algorithms can be combined, provided that they deliver both
a spectral estimate of the target and a conﬁdence value. This conﬁdence value can be
interpreted as the degree to which the assumptions of the algorithm, concerning the target
and noise signals, are fulﬁlled by the received signal conditions.
Similar to the algorithm speciﬁed in Figure 2.4, a facilitation process is introduced
that helps to stabilize the current estimate of the fundamental frequency of the target:
The combined estimate and its conﬁdence value are used to preset the estimate of the
fundamental frequency in the subsequent frame (denoted as ”attributes” in Figure 2.6).
This is motivated by the continuity of fundamental frequencies to be expected in natural
speech and helps to unambiguously determine a target fundamental frequency from several
possible fundamentals.
The underlying hypothesis of this algorithm is that the auditory system is thought
to use diﬀerent types of cues to decompose the summed acoustical signals into diﬀerent
auditory ”objects”. Each object is characterized by a certain set of attributes (such as its
perceived position or its pitch). Physical constraints on natural sound sources require that
these attributes follow certain rules (e.g., ”spatial position must change smoothly”), and
these constraints are used in determining the conﬁdence values, and allow the feedback
of information from central to more peripheral processing in the model. Figure 2.6 shows
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Figure 2.6: Block diagram of architecture for combining algorithm outputs. Two received
short-term signal spectra XL and XR are processed by a bank of target estimation/noise
suppression routines. Each routine produces a target magnitude-estimate Ei , and a scalar
”conﬁdence” value Ci ranging between 0 and 1. In the current implementation, a binaural
directional ﬁlter algorithm in combination with two monaural cepstral ﬁltering algorithms
is used. The estimates and conﬁdences are combined in weighted averages to form a ﬁnal
spectral estimate E and ﬁnal conﬁdence C. If any estimate has high conﬁdence, the input
in that channel is suppressed and the output comprises mostly the estimate. If no estimate
has high conﬁdence, the input signal is passed through unprocessed. The ﬁnal estimate
and conﬁdence are used to determine parameters (”attributes” Ai ) and their respective
conﬁdence values (CAi ) to be used as ”a priori” information in the subsequent time frame.
At this stage also ”high-level” information (such as expected pitch range or position of the
target) is incorporated.
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only the outline of a speciﬁc implementation of these ideas. Algorithms based on diﬀerent
cues could easily be integrated into the general structure.
The algorithm depicted in Figure 2.6 reliably tracked the fundamental frequency of two
target sounds with a diﬀerent spatial position even if the fundamental frequency contour
of the sound sources intersected (Woods et al., 1996b). This indicates that the system can
make use of both algorithms concurrently. In addition, Woods et al. (1996a) demonstrated
that the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) at the output is increased by the combined algorithms
to the same degree or further than the least eﬀective of the two algorithms. This holds
even for unfavourable signal-to-noise ratios of the input signal (e.g., an estimated 4.5 dB
improvement in S/N for input S/N of -4 dB). Formal tests of the possible improvement in
speech intelligibility are planned.

2.3

Comparison between two signal processing techniques

To obtain more insights into the advantages and shortcomings of the algorithms described
so far, the binaural noise reduction algorithms described in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 were
optimized and implemented in a uniform oﬀ-line signal processing environment. The ﬁrst
algorithm (denoted as algorithm F) has been implemented following Peissig (see Section
2.2.1) and the second (based on the modulation spectrum and denoted as algorithm M)
is an implementation following Koch (see Section 2.2.2). The current implementation
diﬀers from those described in Section 2.2 with respect to the frequency analysis and
synthesis technique employed: Instead of using an overlap-add FFT technique, a ﬁlter bank
summation technique was employed using a FIR frequency sampling ﬁlter bank (Stearns,
1991). The only free parameter that has to be adjusted for this technique is the frequencysampling period ∆f (see below). The center frequencies of this ﬁlterbank are equally spaced
across the frequency range. They were grouped and combined into critical-band-wide ﬁlter
outputs that are no longer equally spaced in linear frequency but are equally spaced on a
Bark scale.
Speech intelligibility measurements were performed with both algorithms in three target
speech/interfering noise conﬁgurations (see Figure 2.7) with normal hearing and hearingimpaired listeners. Sentences from the Göttingen sentence test (Wesselkamp et al., 1992)
were used as speech signals. Speech simulating noise (Wesselkamp et al., 1992) was employed as noise in conﬁguration hr1, while in conﬁgurations hs2 and hs4 several interfering
speakers, each reading aloud a diﬀerent text, were employed as noise signals. These conﬁgurations are the same as employed by Kollmeier and Koch (1994).
For each conﬁguration, the unprocessed and six diﬀerently processed versions were
tested (three versions for each algorithm). These three versions diﬀered in the frequency
resolution ∆f of the employed frequency-sampling ﬁlter bank. When the sampling period
∆f in the frequency domain decreases, a better separation of the various ﬁlter outputs of
the ﬁlter bank is achieved. Thus, for the processing scheme used here, a better suppression
of one ”unwanted” critical band is possible even if the adjacent bands are not attenuated.
However, when increasing ∆f, the impulse responses of the ﬁlters are elongated and the
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Figure 2.7: Sketch of the acoustical conﬁgurations employed. The dichotic signals were
recorded using the Göttingen dummy head (Damaske and Wagener, 1969; Peissig, 1993)
in reverberant environment (broadband reverberation time 1.33 s).

computation time is increased. Thus, to minimize the computation time for the ﬁlters,
∆f should be as large as possible without exceeding the auditory critical bandwidth and
without causing any decrease in algorithm performance. Values of 10, 33 and 100 Hz for
∆f were investigated.

2.3.1

Comparison at a ﬁxed signal-to-noise ratio

In this experiment, six normal-hearing subjects aged between 25 and 31 (1 female, 5
male) participated voluntarily. All signals were presented to the subjects via headphones
(Sennheiser HD 25) without free ﬁeld equalization in a sound-insulated booth. The maximum peak level of the presented material was approximately 80 dB SPL. Since the evaluation of all the diﬀerent test conditions with traditional speech intelligibility scoring techniques would have exceeded the available number of test items in a sentence test, the
computational resources available and the measurement time available for each subject,
a more resource-saving subjective speech intelligibility assessment method was employed.
As shown in Figure 2.8, the subject’s task was to compare each test stimulus 
2 with a
reference stimulus 
and
to
adjust
the
signal-to-noise
ratio
(S/N)
of
the
reference
stimulus
1
until test and reference were judged to be equal in intelligibility. To do so, the subjects
ﬁrst listened to a sequence of a ﬁxed test stimulus and a variable reference stimulus. They
then had to depress one out of ﬁve responses (”LOUDER”, ”louder”, ”play”, ”softer”,
”SOFTER”) to change the S/N of the reference stimulus, or ”OK” to end the trial. The
S/N of the reference version was altered by +3, +1, 0, -1 or -3 dB in response to the above
categories, respectively. The response categories were displayed on a handheld touchscreen
response box (Epson EHT-10S). The validity of such a subjective speech intelligibility assessment method and its relation to ”objective” speech intelligibility scoring methods has
been investigated by Wesselkamp (1994) and Kollmeier and Wesselkamp (1996).
The reference stimulus consisted of the same test sentence as the test stimulus plus a
diotic anechoic speech simulating noise (Wesselkamp et al., 1992) as reference noise signal.
The test stimuli were generated each with a ﬁxed S/N that yielded approximately 50%
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Figure 2.8: Sketch of the measurement procedure at a ﬁxed S/N (signal-to-noise ratio).
The subjects adjust the S/N of the reference version 
1 until their subjectively assessed
intelligibility of both reference version 
1 and test version 
2 is equal.
unprocessed
Algorithm F
Algorithm M

5
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∆ f = 33 Hz
∆ f = 100 Hz
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Figure 2.9: Results for six normal-hearing subjects for comparison at ﬁxed S/N (see Section
2.3.1 for details). The abscissa shows the three conﬁgurations hr1, hs2 and hs4 with one
unprocessed and six processed versions each. For each conﬁguration, the S/N (RMS value)
of the unprocessed version is given below the abscissa. On the ordinate the median values
and interquartile ranges of the deviations ∆S/N between the adjusted S/N and the S/N of
the unprocessed version (RMS value) are given. Positive values (bars pointing upwards)
denote an improvement.

intelligibility before processing, and were computed oﬀ-line in advance. The signals were
presented diotically to the subjects (i.e., the right and left stereo channels were added and
presented to both ears) in order to avoid any further binaural noise reduction performed
by the auditory system of the subjects. With each subject a total of four measurements
were performed, i.e., each tested version was tested twice with each of two test sentences.
The same set of two sentences was employed for all measurements.
The resulting values of the deviation ∆S/N (averaged across subjects and test sentences)
between the S/N adjusted by the subjects and the real S/N (RMS value) of the unprocessed
signals are given in Figure 2.9. Positive ∆S/N values (bars pointing upwards) denote an
improvement in intelligibility with respect to the unprocessed version. The real S/N values
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employed for each reference version are given in parentheses below the abscissa. Note that
the subjects adjusted the S/N of the unprocessed version very consistently close to its
actual value (within less than 1 dB deviation on the average). Also, the measurements
were performed at low or very low S/N, but considerably above the masked threshold.
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests with respect to the factors algorithms and ∆f
revealed that the results are highly signiﬁcant (p < 0.001) for conﬁguration hs2 with algorithm F and marginally signiﬁcant (p < 0.05) with algorithm M. Factor ∆f has no
signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the results (except for a marginally signiﬁcant eﬀect for conﬁguration hr1). A distinct improvement of the intelligibility could be found for conﬁguration
hs2. Here algorithm F is more eﬀective than algorithm M.

2.3.2

Comparison at a variable signal-to-noise ratio

In this experiment, six normal-hearing subjects aged between 24 and 31 (2 female, 4 male)
and three sensorineural hearing-impaired subjects aged between 41 and 73 (1 female, 2
male) participated voluntarily. The hearing-impaired subjects exhibited symmetric, moderate to severe hearing losses of up to 60 to 80 dB at higher frequencies. The test procedure
for the hearing-impaired subjects was the same as for the normal-hearing, except for the
absolute presentation level and the application of a digital master hearing aid. This was
used to compensate for the hearing loss by linear ampliﬁcation within three channels. The
ampliﬁcation within each channel was adjusted in a way that the most comfortable loudness
levels for normal-hearing listeners were ampliﬁed to the most comfortable loudness level
of the individual hearing-impaired subject. As above, the signals were presented diotically
to the subjects via headphones. For the hearing-impaired subjects, the presentation level
was adjusted individually in advance to a level the subject judged to be comfortable.
As before, a speech intelligibility assessment method was used that allowed to test a
series of diﬀerent conditions without exceeding the available test materials, computational
resources and measurement time for each subject. As shown in Figure 2.10, the subject’s
task was to adjust the before-processing S/N of the test version 
1 until the speech intelligibility was judged to be 50%. To do so, the respective test stimulus was presented diotically
to the subject via headphones. The subjects task was to depress one out of ﬁve response
alternatives (”LOUDER”, ”louder”, ”play”, ”softer”, ”SOFTER”) to change the beforeprocessing S/N of the test version 
1 , or ”OK” to end the trial. The before-processing S/N
was altered by +3, +1, 0, -1 or -3 dB in response to the respective categories listed above.
The response categories were displayed on a handheld touchscreen response box (Epson
EHT-10S).
This method of adjusting speech intelligibility has been reported to yield stable and
reliable estimates of speech intelligibility thresholds. Since an individual subjective threshold criterion inﬂuences the absolute value of the assessed threshold for each subject,
only diﬀerences in threshold with respect to a ﬁxed reference condition should be reported (see Discussion). Both the relative size, the intrasubject and intersubject variability of these diﬀerences are comparable to results obtained with standard scoring methods, but require less measurement time (Wesselkamp, 1994; Peissig and Kollmeier, 1997;
Kollmeier and Wesselkamp, 1996).
The processing of the tested versions had to be performed oﬀ-line in advance for all
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processed (speech signal + noise signal)
variable S/N

1
Figure 2.10: Sketch of the measurement procedure using variable S/N. The subjects adjust
the before-processing S/N of the test version 
1 until 50% speech intelligibility is attained
according to their subjective criterion.
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Figure 2.11: Results for six normal-hearing subjects for comparisons at variable S/N (see
Section 2.3.2 for details). The abscissa shows the three conﬁgurations hr1, hs2 and hs4
with one unprocessed and six processed versions each. For each conﬁguration, the mean
adjusted S/N of the unprocessed version is given below the abscissa. The ordinate gives
the median values and interquartile ranges of the deviations ∆S/N between the adjusted
S/N of the diﬀerent versions and the adjusted S/N of the unprocessed version. Negative
values (bars pointing upwards) denote an improvement.

possible S/N values required during the experiment. Thus, the computation time was
considerably higher than in the ﬁrst experiment. Again, a total of four measurements were
performed with each subject.
Figure 2.11 displays the deviations ∆S/N (averaged across subjects and test sentences)
between the adjusted S/N of each diﬀerent version and the adjusted S/N of the unprocessed
version for the normal-hearing subjects. To obtain the deviation for the unprocessed version
itself, the S/N was adjusted twice for this particular version. Note that the subjects
adjusted the S/N of the unprocessed version very consistently in both cases (within less
than 1 dB deviation on the average). The mean adjusted S/N values of the unprocessed
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version of each conﬁguration are given in parentheses below the abscissa. They show that
the measurements of this experiment resulted in very low S/N values that are close to the
masked threshold for speech detection. An improvement in S/N at threshold with respect
to the unprocessed version is denoted by negative values (bars pointing upwards).
The results for the normal-hearing subjects are highly signiﬁcant (p < 0.001) for conﬁguration hr1 with algorithm F (∆f ≥ 33 Hz), and signiﬁcant (p < 0.01) with algorithm
M (∆f = 100 Hz). The factor ∆f is highly signiﬁcant for conﬁguration hr1. No signiﬁcant
improvement of speech intelligibility was found, and no signiﬁcant deterioration occurred,
at least not with ∆f = 10 Hz. Apparently, the algorithms are not able to take advantage
of the little cues which may be available at these low S/Ns. However, algorithm M appears
to perform slightly better than algorithm F (in conﬁguration hr1).

GM
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Figure 2.12: Results for three sensorineural hearing-impaired subjects KJ, GM and JK
(see Section 2.3.2 for details). Each panel shows the results of the subject given above.
For further explanation, see Figure 2.11.

The results of the hearing-impaired subjects, given in Figure 2.12, show considerable
interindividual variability. For subject KJ, who exhibited the largest hearing loss, the
results reveal an improvement in almost every processed version. For subject GM, the
results (including the absolute values of the adjusted S/N) are similar to the results of the
normal-hearing subjects. Algorithm M tends to yield slightly better results. For subject
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JK, both algorithms resulted in a considerable improvement for conﬁguration hs2, where
algorithm F was better than algorithm M.

2.3.3

Discussion

The main results from the comparison between the two diﬀerent algorithms with normalhearing and hearing-impaired listeners can be summarized as follows:
a) The subjective adjustment methods employed here provide a reliable estimate of
the beneﬁt (or deterioration) resulting from the processing schemes. This is advantageous
because relatively little speech material is required for these methods.
b) Both algorithms provide a signiﬁcant beneﬁt in certain acoustical conﬁgurations (one
target speaker and one or two interfering noise sources at moderate signal-to-noise ratios),
but fail to provide a signiﬁcant beneﬁt at low signal-to-noise ratios and for more complex
acoustical conﬁgurations, i.e., four interfering noise sources in a reverberant environment.
This general ﬁnding holds both for normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners if the
diﬀerent signal-to-noise ratios employed are taken into consideration.
c) The frequency resolution ∆f of the ﬁlterbank analysis employed in the algorithms
only plays a marginal role for the values tested here.
d) Only small diﬀerences were observed between the two algorithms. In general, algorithm F appears to provide the larger eﬀect at moderate signal-to-noise ratios, whereas
algorithm M (involving processing in the modulation frequency domain) appears to be a
bit more robust at low signal-to-noise ratios.
Finding a) can be deduced from the consistent and reproducible judgement of the
subjects in the reference conditions as well as the comparatively low interindividual and
intraindividual deviations for the conditions tested here. These deviations are of the same
order as values expected for traditional ”objective” scoring methods. However, the methods
employed here require only two sentences to be processed in every condition tested and
every S/N employed. Traditional scoring methods would require a complete test list to be
processed for all conditions. In addition, a considerably larger group of subjects would have
to be employed with traditional sentence tests, since each sentence may only be presented
once to each subject. Therefore, the large variety of test conditions employed in this study
would constitute an impractically large measurement eﬀort if performed with traditional
speech scoring methods.
Results of the subjective intelligibility assessment methods employed here are highly
correlated to those obtained with traditional, ”objective” scoring methods (cf., Cox et al.,
1991; Kollmeier and Wesselkamp, 1996). However, they can not replace these traditional
methods, since they do not yield absolute scores or threshold values. One problem with
the subjective method employed here, is the inﬂuence of the individual subjective criterion for being ”equally intelligible” or for a sentence to be ”50% intelligible”. To eliminate this subjective criterion, only the diﬀerence between any two conditions (i.e., the
test condition and the reference condition) has been employed here. The intraindividual
standard deviations would be much larger without such a diﬀerence measure. Another
problem with this method is its tendency to yield a smaller eﬀect in terms of signal-tonoise ratios than observable with traditional scoring methods (Peissig and Kollmeier, 1997;
Kollmeier and Wesselkamp, 1996). This may be related to the subjects tendency to sub-
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jectively assess the decrease in ”noisiness”, which can be - due to processing artefacts - less
pronounced than the increase of the ”objective” speech intelligibility score produced by
the algorithm. Therefore, the beneﬁt in terms of signal-to-noise ratio reported here is not
directly the same as the beneﬁt in speech reception thresholds obtainable with traditional
scoring methods. However, the rank order of the thresholds and the relative magnitude of
the eﬀects are presumed to be preserved. Thus, the conclusions derived from the present
data are given in these terms rather than in absolute threshold improvement data.
The general ﬁnding of an improvement in certain acoustical conﬁgurations (ﬁnding b) is
in agreement with previous studies with the respective algorithms (Peissig, 1993; Kollmeier
and Koch, 1994), although no direct comparison was performed in these previous studies. In
addition, the more favourable signal-to-noise ratios and diﬀerent acoustical conﬁgurations
employed in the previous studies resulted in somewhat larger eﬀects than those obtained
here. The smaller eﬀects found here may be due both to the measurement method employed
here (see above) and the fact that the beneﬁt obtainable from the algorithms depends on
the signal-to-noise ratio of the respective acoustical conﬁguration. It is expected that the
beneﬁt from any noise reduction algorithm is low for very favourable S/N conditions (due to
a ceiling eﬀect both in the unprocessed and processed versions), but increases at decreasing
S/N, because the performance in the unprocessed condition decreases more rapidly than
that in the processed conditions. For very low signal-to-noise ratios, the beneﬁt is again
expected to decrease until both the performance in the unprocessed and the processed
versions approaches zero. Thus, the size of the beneﬁt obtainable from the respective
algorithms can hardly be compared across studies. This motivated the direct comparison
across algorithms performed here because such a comparison can only be performed by a
study design as employed here.
In addition, the diﬀerences in the beneﬁt achieved for normal-hearing listeners and
hearing-impaired listeners as well as the diﬀerence between the ﬁrst experiment (Section
2.3.1) and the second experiment (Section 2.3.2) can be interpreted in terms of the diﬀerent
signal-to-noise ratios employed. The highest signal-to-noise ratios were employed for the
hearing-impaired listeners KJ and JK, respectively, who also received a signiﬁcant beneﬁt
from the algorithms at least for conﬁguration hs2. A lower input signal-to-noise ratio
was employed for the experiment described in Section 2.3.1 with normal-hearing listeners,
where again a considerable beneﬁt was obtained for conﬁguration hs2, but less beneﬁt
for the other acoustical situations. The lowest signal-to-noise ratio was employed for the
experiment described in Section 2.3.2 for both the normal-hearing listeners and the hearingimpaired subject GM, which resulted in no signiﬁcant beneﬁt from the algorithms. Since
both the experimental paradigm and the subjects diﬀer between these diﬀerent signal-tonoise ratios employed, a systematic investigation of the eﬀect of the signal-to-noise ratio
on the beneﬁt from each of the respective algorithms is still warranted.
With respect to ﬁnding c) it should be noted that all the values of the frequency resolution ∆f employed here do not exceed 100 Hz, i.e., the ear’s critical bandwidth for low
frequencies. Also, the grouping and combination of frequency bands was always performed
such that an eﬀective bandwidth is achieved which corresponds to one critical band irrespective of the value of ∆f employed. Hence, a variation in ∆f primarily inﬂuences the
duration of the impulse responses and the steepness of the ﬁlter slopes rather than the band-
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width of the frequency analysis employed. Although some improvement in performance is
observed with decreasing values of ∆f (especially for the conditions with very unfavourable
signal-to-noise ratios where the least deterioration of performance is observed for the highest frequency resolution), a larger eﬀect of the frequency resolution would be expected
if larger values of ∆f would have been employed. Such values were not included in this
study, because for auditory preprocessing it is advisable that the frequency resolution of
the technical system prior to the ear should not be less than the ear’s frequency resolution.
Since the computational eﬀort increases drastically with increasing frequency resolution,
the data found here suggest that the increase in algorithmic performance achieved with increasing frequency resolution is very limited. Thus, it seems advisable to use an algorithmic
frequency resolution comparable to the ear’s critical bands (at least at low frequencies).
With respect to ﬁnding d) it is surprising that the increased computational complexity
of algorithm M does not yield an advantage over the simpler algorithm F which would
justify the additional computation for most situations. However, this ﬁnding may also be
inﬂuenced by the special choice of the signal-to-noise ratios employed here. For example,
for the lowest S/N employed in the situation hr1 (cf. Figure 2.11), algorithm M yields less
detrimental eﬀects than algorithm F indicating that its processing appears to be more robust at very low signal-to-noise ratios than algorithm F. On the other hand, the maximum
eﬀect of algorithm M seems to be smaller than the eﬀect achievable by algorithm F at more
favourable signal-to-noise ratios (cf. conﬁguration hs2 in Figure 2.9). Therefore, the maximum beneﬁt obtainable with this algorithm might be at signal-to-noise ratios somewhere
between those employed in Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.11 where the beneﬁt obtainable from
algorithm F decreases more rapidly than that obtainable from algorithm M. Thus, a closer
investigation of the diﬀerence between the performance of algorithm F and algorithm M at
low signal-to-noise ratio would be desirable. If the better robustness of algorithm M over
algorithm F still holds, it might be worthwhile to incorporate some of the properties from
algorithm M into algorithm F at least for low signal-to-noise ratios.

2.4

Systems for developing and testing hearing aid
algorithms

The types of noise-reduction algorithms to be investigated for use in digital hearing aids
and other applications are not independent of the hardware available to perform these
algorithms. For the comparison between algorithms described in Section 2.3, for example,
an oﬀ-line implementation was employed which required from 120 to 675 times real-time
for the processing of the test material. Thus, the possibility of modifying any parameters
of the algorithms on-line and testing the respective algorithms under a variety of conditions
is very restricted. Hence, a real-time implementation that allows an interactive adjustment
of processing parameters is highly desirable. Such an implementation may be performed
on a wearable or a stationary processing platform. Ideally, the algorithms described in
Section 2.2 should be implemented on wearable in-the-canal hearing aids that communicate
with each other by some wireless link. However, due to the computational complexity
and, subsequently, the hardware requirements for real-time performance of the algorithms
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described here, such a solution is not feasible with today’s technology. In order to outline
the current state-of-the-art, this Section describes the current hardware approaches to
implement and test these algorithms.

2.4.1

Wearable devices

Given the current technology in integrated circuit design, the power consumption associated
with a certain degree of computational complexity imposes severe constraints on the type of
processing possible with wearable DSP (digital signal processing) hearing aids. Although a
few DSP BTE (behind-the-ear) hearing aids with certain, restricted algorithmic functions
are already on the market, more ﬂexible and generally programmable wearable solutions
currently only exist as body-worn hearing aids (Faulkner et al., 1990; Arlinger et al., 1994;
Grim et al., 1995; Dillier, 1996; Rass, 1996, an overview is given by Steeger, 1996). These
devices typically house one multiple-purpose low-power DSP connected to interfaces and
supporting hardware for the hearing instrument use (cf., A/D-D/A converter, programming interface, control elements, connection to an earpiece). The algorithms that can be
performed with this kind of processor typically include some type of dynamic compression
and/or noise reduction such as adaptive beam forming (Dillier, 1996) or directional ﬁltering
(Grim et al., 1995; Rass, 1996). However, the computational power of these devices is not
suﬃcient to perform, in real time, the more complex algorithms described in Sections 2.2.2
to 2.2.4. Therefore, multiple-DSP solutions have to be employed that are currently only
available as stationary devices.

2.4.2

Stationary devices

Several approaches for real-time simulation of digital hearing aids have been described in
the literature that employ stationary equipment ranging from a personal computer (including additional DSP hardware) to a dedicated mainframe computer. Levitt et al. (1990),
for example, used an array processor as coprocessor for a general-purpose computer to perform real-time simulations of digital hearing aids. Other solutions employ a combination of
several DSPs that are housed by a host computer. Each DSP is dedicated to a certain task
(e.g., Kollmeier et al., 1993). In the system developed by Peissig (1993), for example, three
multiple-purpose ﬂoating point DSPs are connected consecutively with serial links. The
ﬁrst DSP performs a stereophonic A/D conversion and a fast Fourier transform on overlapping time segments. The second DSP performs the processing in the frequency domain,
and the third DSP performs the transformation back to the time domain and transmitts
the data to stereophonic D/A converters. Although the algorithms described in Section
2.2.1 are successfully implemented and tested on this system, the more computationally
complex algorithms described in Sections 2.2.2 to 2.2.4 cannot be computed with such a
system. The limitations of the system are the processing power of the DSPs involved as
well as the limitation of the data transfer between the respective DSPs. Therefore, a new
hardware system was developed and tested which is described below.
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Stationary apparatus with ﬁve signal processors

A block diagram of the real-time hardware set-up is shown in Figure 2.13. The signal
processing part of the equipment consists of an ADC (analogue-to-digital converter) and
DAC (digital-to-analogue converter) board, a single-DSP VMEbus board and a four-DSP
VMEbus board, all in a VMEbus card cage. The ADC and DAC are two-channel 18-Bit
converters with built-in, programmable input and output low pass ﬁlters. The single-DSP
is a 40 MHz Texas Instruments TMS320C40 ﬂoating-point signal processor, and the other
DSPs are 50 MHz TMS320C40 versions. The VMEbus DSP boards are controlled by a
VMEbus SPARC workstation host.
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Figure 2.13: Block diagram of the hardware set-up employing VMEbus DSP (digital signal
processor) boards, connected to AD/DA converters.

Two microphones are connected via ampliﬁers to the two-channel ADC. The single-DSP
reads the converted time signals, computes the overlapping FFT (Fast Fourier Transform)
analysis and sends the complex spectra via a high speed communication port to another
signal processor. The single-DSP also receives processed spectra via another communication port and computes the inverse FFT. The time signals reconstructed by an overlap-add
technique (Allen and Rabiner, 1977) are then written to the two-channel DAC, which is
connected to the receivers via ampliﬁers. This single-DSP FFT analysis/synthesis system
operates up to sampling frequencies of at least 48 kHz.
The hearing instrument algorithms are computed by the four-DSP board connected to
the high speed communication ports. For the processing implemented so far, only two of
the four DSP’s are employed in the computations. The ﬁrst receives the complex spectra,
performs the algorithmic processing and retransmits the processed spectra. The second
DSP performs all additional processing of parameters and data required, including data
transfer from and to the controlling host workstation.
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The signal-processing setup described above is connected to a pair of custom-built ITE
(in-the-ear) hearing instruments. This is shown in Figure 2.14 for one ear. For the use
in combination with the algorithms described here, ITE instruments are preferable over
BTE (behind-the-ear) instruments, because the microphone signals to be recorded by the
hearing instruments have to be aﬀected by the head related transfer functions of the head
and the outer ear. In applications with real subjects, the individual head-related transfer
functions can be recorded with these devices and can be used in the algorithm for reference
values. One problem with the ITE instrument in the present application, however, is the
large expenditure for individually fabricating the devices, especially if a large number of
subjects is involved. Thus, a pair of module ITE hearing aids is used (Siemens Cosmea M)
which can be used with the individual earmolds of the subject.
ADC/DAC connection
Receiver

Microphone

Figure 2.14: Application of an ITE (in-the-ear) hearing instrument to measurements with
ADC and DAC connections. The individual earmold is not shown.

The general outline of the signal processing performed with the stationary multipleDSP apparatus described above is given in Figure 2.15. In addition to a noise reduction
technique like those described in Section 2.2, a loudness model-based approach (Hohmann
and Kollmeier, 1996) is employed for dynamic compression. Such a combination of dynamic compression and noise reduction is necessary for the application as a (simulated)
complete hearing aid. To test any component of the combination, each part of the combined algorithm may be switched on independently, although the dynamic compression
part (multiple band gain control) is dependent on the loudness model. In addition, certain
interaction eﬀects between noise reduction and dynamic compression have to be considered
(see discussion below). Although not all of the algorithms described here have yet been
implemented and tested with the hardware and general software layout described above,
ﬁrst informal experiments have been performed with the system using the algorithm described in Section 2.2.1 and dynamic compression algorithms described by Hohmann and
Kollmeier (1996) and Marzinzik et al. (1996). Besides demonstrating the noise-reduction
and dynamic compression capabilities of the respective algorithms that have already been
formally evaluated (see Section 2.2.1 and Marzinzik et al., 1996, respectively), this real-time
implementation also exhibits the potential of the directional ﬁltering and dereverberation
algorithm to suppress unwanted feedback: Any ringing of the hearing aid on one side is
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uncorrelated with the other side and also exhibits an ”unwanted” interaural level and phase
diﬀerence. Hence the respective frequency band is attenuated. This yields an enhanced
feedback margin which was observed with the current implementation. Since these ﬁrst
results are very encouraging, it is assumed that future work will employ the system described here as a general hardware and software framework for the simulation, evaluation
and optimization of future ”intelligent” digital hearing aids.
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Figure 2.15: Processing scheme of the real-time hearing instrument algorithm.
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Discussion
Relation between models and algorithms

Although the algorithms described here are motivated by psychoacoustical and physiological evidence of the ”eﬀective” signal processing for noise reduction in the human auditory
system, none of the algorithms claims to be a model of human binaural processing (see
Colburn, 1996, for a recent review of such models). Instead, the algorithms described
here primarily incorporate the basic signal processing behind these models, such as, e.g.,
cross-correlating both input channels in each frequency band, exploiting interaural intensity and interaural time diﬀerences for gaining localization information about diﬀerent
sound sources, and using organizational or ”scene analysis” properties such as analyzing
modulation frequencies and combining diﬀerent cues. An adequate combination of these
algorithms might therefore be able to mimic certain aspects of the ”eﬀective” processing
performed by the binaural system in everyday communication situations without explicitly
trying to simulate these properties on a more detailed level. In this respect the approach
presented here diﬀers from the model described by Bodden (1993), who based his signal
processing on a more detailed model of the binaural system that was originally developed
for predicting localization and lateralization experiments. On the other hand, the computational eﬀort required to perform the whole binaural noise reduction process is greatly
reduced if not every psychoacoustical and physiological detail of the process is properly
accounted for. In this respect, the current algorithms are a type of compromise between
pragmatic aspects of signal processing on the one hand and theoretical models of binaural
interaction on the other.

2.5.2

Advantages and drawbacks of the current algorithms

Noise reduction algorithms in general have to ﬁnd a compromise between the magnitude of
the noise reduction they yield and the artifacts they produce or the drawbacks that they
might produce in situations where their underlying assumptions are not fulﬁlled. For the
directional ﬁltering algorithm (Sections 2.2.1 and 2.3), for example, the performance for a
single interfering talker in a non-reverberant environment can be optimized to an attenuation of the jammer of tens of dB. However, the improved performance in this situation
is accompanied by processing artifacts as soon as the sound ﬁeld is more reverberant or if
more than one interfering talker is present. Thus, the performance in the ”ideal” situation
has to be reduced in order to improve the performance in the ”non-ideal” situation. Similar
arguments hold when comparing the directional ﬁlter algorithm with the modulation ﬁlter
algorithm in Section 2.3: Although the modulation ﬁltering algorithm provides less beneﬁt
in the more favourable situations tested than the directional ﬁltering algorithm, it still
provides more beneﬁt in the non-ideal situations with an increased number of interfering
sound sources and with reverberation. The performance of the noise suppression system
based on the localization model is not yet tested.
The fact that each algorithm appears to be optimal only for a certain range of signal-tonoise ratios, amount of reverberation and spatial distribution of target sound and jammers
enhances the demand for an optimum combination of diﬀerent algorithms. Clearly, such a
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combination can only be performed under the control of an algorithm that supervises which
strategy should be employed in the current acoustical situation. The multiple-algorithm
approach presented here (Section 2.2.4) appears to be a viable solution to the problem,
although a formal test of this framework in combination with several diﬀerent ”binaural”
algorithms has not yet been performed.
A severe problem of the algorithms described here is the computational power required
for performing them. While the directional ﬁltering algorithm and a simpliﬁed version of
the localization model-based algorithm have been implemented to run in real time on a
system with three multiple-purpose DSP’s, the modulation ﬁlter algorithm and the combination of directional ﬁltering with cepstral ﬁltering (Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.4) have only
been implemented oﬀ line and require a few hundred times as long as real-time on a Sparc
station 10. However, more eﬃcient coding of the algorithm will already be suﬃcient to
allow for an implementation on the multiple DSP system described in Section 2.4.3. Each
algorithm might be assigned to a dedicated signal processor, so that the structure of this
hardware system might already provide a good basis for implementing the ”optimum”
combination of these diﬀerent algorithms. Since the computational speed of DSP’s is constantly increasing and the power consumption for a given computational task is constantly
decreasing, a real-time implementation of such an optimum combination of various algorithms for a wearable hearing aid appears to be feasible within the next few years. Such
an implementation might not only be useful for hearing aids, but might as well be useful
for, e.g., automatic speech recognition systems and telecommunication applications.

2.5.3

Combination with dynamic compression algorithms

The algorithms presented here only form one essential part of a hearing aid that has to be
supplemented with additional features and algorithms to form a complete hearing instrument (such as, e.g., dynamic compression algorithm, algorithms for ﬁtting the hearing aid
to the individual patient, feedback cancellation algorithms, user control for diﬀerent parameters or program options). While most of these additional components of hearing aids
appear to be independent of the type of noise reduction employed, at least the interaction
with possible types of dynamic compression has to be considered. To a ﬁrst approximation,
the dynamic compression algorithms can operate independently on the noise-reduced output signal of the binaural signal processing scheme. However, the noise reduction scheme
might introduce low-level artifacts that will be increased in audibility by the subsequent
dynamic compression system. In addition, the noise reduction scheme might try to restore
components from the input signal as a part of the ”desired” signal that will be regarded as
inaudible by a perceptual masking model incorporated in the dynamic compression scheme
(for example the scheme proposed by Hohmann and Kollmeier, 1996). Also, certain signal
processing operations in the dynamic compression algorithms are the same as in the noise
reduction schemes (for example, the signal analysis in auditory critical bands). Therefore, a close interaction between both types of signal processing and even the combined
noise reduction/dynamic compression algorithm appears to be desirable. However, such
an interacting combination of both types of algorithms might create new kinds of artifacts
and unwanted side eﬀects that have not been encountered with any of the noise reduction
and dynamic compression algorithms performed in isolation. Therefore, more research and
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development have to be invested in this area. The hardware platform described in Section
2.4.3 appears to be a good basis for performing this work.

2.5.4

Future developments

Although most of the algorithms described here have been shown to work well in laboratory
conditions and on stationary systems, the ”eﬀective” beneﬁt they provide for hearingimpaired listeners have yet to be investigated. For this purpose, either a wearable unit
has to be employed or a wireless communication link between the patient and a stationary
processing apparatus in order for the patient to evaluate the signal processing scheme in as
realistic conditions as possible. Hence, ﬁeld tests using the directional ﬁltering algorithm
with a portable device described in Section 2.4.1 are currently performed in the framework
of a joint research project with partners in Nürnberg, Giessen and Oldenburg. Grim et al.
(1995) reported of ﬁeld tests which had been performed with a device utilizing a directional
ﬁltering algorithm similar to that described in Section 2.2.1. Since the processing power
required for the more complex algorithms described in Sections 2.2.2 - 2.2.4 is very high, it
will take some time until wearable devices will be available that are capable of performing
this type of processing. However, since the laboratory results look very promising and the
current status of noise reduction hearing aids is relatively poor, it appears necessary to
further develop these algorithms into a workable solution that should be available as soon
as the hardware prerequisites are fulﬁlled for wearable hearing aids.
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Chapter 3
Directional ﬁltering and
dereverberation: Parameter
optimisation by paired comparison of
sound quality
Abstract
A method is described to systematically investigate the inﬂuence of diﬀerent parameters
of a noise reduction algorithm on the subjectively perceived sound quality. The described
method is based in a complete paired comparison of all diﬀerent versions under diﬀerent
acoustical conditions. Each parameter or correlated pair of parameters is systematically
varied while keeping the other parameters unchanged. The sample of particular values
employed for each parameter is determined in advance with taking into account the inﬂuence of the values on audible diﬀerences. The algorithm investigated is based on two
diﬀerent strategies which employ the interaural diﬀerences in level and phase or the interaural coherence, respectively, of a binaural input signal. In some acoustical conditions,
the combination of both strategies yielded poorer results than the single strategies alone
in former quality assessment studies. However, the results of the quality assessment presented here indicate that a common set of parameters can be found which is appropriate
for a variety of acoustical conditions. The results also indicate that an adaptation of the
signal processing strategies to the actual acoustical situation might be useful to increase
the overall quality.

3.1

Introduction

Noise reduction techniques, i.e. signal processing algorithms that aim at enhancing speech
and at suppressing unwanted noise components in a given acoustical situation or recording, respectively, generally exhibit a trade-oﬀ between the reduction of the unwanted noise
components and the preservation of the original speech. The former is usually related to
the maximum attenuation produced by the employed ﬁlter function and the amount of
39
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its relative change across time. The preservation of the original speech on the other hand
can be described as the absence of audible processing artefacts and is usually inversely
related to the previously mentioned maximum amount of ﬁltering. Because the human
auditory system is not only very sensitive to processing artefacts produced by noise reduction processing but the subjectively perceived quality of the processed signal is also
of crucial importance for, e.g., hearing aid users, the various parameters of a noise reduction algorithm that may inﬂuence this quality have to be selected in a careful way.
Although there are some objective methods available that predict the perceived quality of
speech processed by noise reduction algorithms (cf. Hansen and Pellom, 1998; Marzinzik
and Kollmeier, 2000), these methods are not designed to work with any type of target signals or any type of interfering noise signals. Moreover, no common standards exist for the
comparison of algorithm performance. Thus, an important issue of algorithm performance
evaluation is the assessment of perceived quality with human subjects, which makes the
optimisation of a great number of diﬀerent parameters a very time-consuming task. The
situation is even further complicated by the fact that the optimum parameter setting of a
given algorithm may vary across listening conditions and listeners and that no common or
unambiguous solution may be found.
The current study is therefore concerned with the derivation of an “optimum” parameter set for a given noise reduction algorithm in a variety of acoustical situations and with
various listeners. The approach proposed here is
a) to only perform paired comparison judgements of the perceived quality because they
are more sensitive to subtle quality diﬀerences than absolute quality judgements,
b) to perform a systematic variation of algorithmic parameters by always keeping one
subset of parameters ﬁxed and varying the other subset in a systematic way and
c) to perform the same experiments with both diﬀerent acoustical situations and diﬀerent
individual subjects.
The algorithm employed for this purpose is the algorithm for directional ﬁltering and dereverberation introduced by Peissig (1993) and Kollmeier et al. (1993). This algorithm has
been suggested and tested for the use in binaural hearing aids, i.e. in an arrangement
with two microphones placed near to or inside the right and the left ear, a central processing unit that receives inputs from both sides and that performs the noise suppression,
and the output being supplied again to both ears. The advantage of such a setup is the
“natural” sampling of the sound ﬁeld at two points in space that are comparatively far
away from each other without applying bulky devices to the patient’s head, such as, e.g.,
broadside or endﬁre oriented microphone-arrays (cf. Soede et al., 1993; Zurek et al., 1996;
see also Chapter 1). The algorithm investigated here is a combination of two diﬀerent noise
reduction strategies that are aimed at two diﬀerent types of acoustical situations. The directional ﬁltering strategy attenuates signals in each frequency band that exhibits diﬀerent
values of interaural phase diﬀerence and level diﬀerence than those expected from a certain
range of reference directions (usually in front of the subject). This strategy has primarily
been shown to be advantageous in anechoic or acoustically rather “dry” situations (Peissig,
1993). It generally fails in highly reverberant or comparatively diﬀuse acoustical situations.
In such situations, however, the dereverberation strategy provides some (subjective) beneﬁt
by attenuating those frequency bands which exhibit a small value of interaural coherence,
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which is an indicator of a reverberant sound ﬁeld. Hence, a combined algorithm appears
promising. Such an algorithm has been implemented in real-time on a laboratory master
hearing aid (Wittkop et al., 1997) as well as on a wearable prototype signal processing
hearing aid (Rass, 1996). Both systems allow for a quality assessment of the algorithm
while simultaneously controling and changing its parameters in real-time.
Unfortunately, the experiences made within the ﬁrst ﬁeld tests using the wearable prototype hearing device showed that in comparison to the results obtained for each of the
processing strategies alone, the signal quality of the combined directional ﬁltering and dereverberation algorithm was perceived by the subjects as being relatively poor (cf. Albani
et al., 1998; Pastoors et al., 1998). Along with this poor signal quality, the results of speech
intelligibility measurements exhibited no improvement in speech intelligibility. These results contrasts with laboratory measurements performed by Kollmeier et al. (1993) using
basically the same strategies. Possible reasons for the poor signal quality delivered in
the ﬁeld tests and the deviations from the laboratory test conditions are the diﬀerent
acoustical conditions, diﬀerent devices and implementations, respectively, and perhaps inappropriately adjusted processing parameters employed in the ﬁeld test. Under laboratory
conditions, for instance, a processing strategy is tested for each acoustical situation with
a particular set of parameters that is specially adapted for that particular situation. In
ﬁeld tests, however, a wider range of acoustical situations occur but the subject can choose
only between a limited number of diﬀerent parameter sets (which are supplied as diﬀerent
“processing programs” on the device). Moreover, a subject might even not select the most
appropriate parameter set for a particular situation. Hence, it is important to know how
diﬀerent the “optimum” processing parameters should be for diﬀerent acoustical situations
and whether a parameter set can be found that fulﬁlls the requirements of diﬀerent acoustical situations. In addition, the subjective preferences may diﬀer across subjects so that
the inﬂuence of the subject on the rated quality of the hearing aid should be investigated.
The current study therefore addresses these questions by performing subjective preference
tests with several subjects using a variety of acoustical test situations.

3.2
3.2.1

Description of the algorithm
Original

Peissig (1993) and Kollmeier et al. (1993) described an algorithm which performs a noise
reduction on binaural microphone input signals by combining a suppression of lateral sound
sources and dereverberation. The algorithm described by Peissig (1993), however, directly
employs the interaural diﬀerences in level and phase. Figure 3.1 sketches the algorithm
and its application to binaural microphone signals.
In the original implementation, an overlap-add technique was used for digital frequency
analysis and resynthesis (Allen and Rabiner, 1977) using an FFT of 512 samples with
Hanning-windowed segments of 408 samples and an overlap rate of 0.5 at a sample rate of
25 kHz. In each frequency channel the average across time of the interaural diﬀerences in
phase and level, and of the interaural coherence function at zero lag, are determined from
the short-term autocorrelation in both channels and the cross-correlation between them.
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Figure 3.1: Block diagram of the algorithm for directional ﬁltering and dereverberation
after Peissig (1993).
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In a successive stage, particular weighting factors g1 , g2 and g3 are derived for each
frequency band. The factors g2 and g3 , respectively, are calculated from the deviation
of the current phase and level diﬀerences, respectively, from appropriate reference values.
The reference values are obtained from recorded signals of noise sound sources with a
particular reference incidence direction, e.g., from the front (i.e., the target is assumed
to be in front of the listener). The amount of this deviation is expected to be correlated
with the amount of the deviation of the current incidence direction from the reference
incidence direction. Thus, phase and level diﬀerences that are in a certain range close to
the reference values result in factors g2 and g3 near to unity. The resulting gain factors
decrease with an increasing deviation of the current interaural diﬀerences from the reference
values. Applying the gain factors g2 and g3 to the spectra yields a (frequency dependent)
directionality and thus a suppression of lateral noise sources, which is described in detail
by Peissig (1993). A similar concept was described by Gaik and Lindemann (1986).
Especially in diﬀuse sound ﬁelds, the interaural phase and intensity diﬀerences are not
unambiguous indicators of a signal’s direction of incidence. Thus, the interaural coherence
function is used in addition as proposed by Allen et al. (1977) to decide whether the respective frequency channel contains a component of a direct incident sound (high interaural
correlation) or diﬀuse sound or reverberation, respectively. A low interaural correlation
coeﬃcient is obtained for the diﬀuse (reverberant) part of a signal, which results in a low
value of g1 , and thus an attenuation of the respective frequency channel.
Finally, the weighting factors g1 , g2 and g3 are combined to a total weighting factor
g that is used to either suppress the respective frequency band or to leave it unchanged.
A temporal and spectral average of the ﬁnal factor g is performed to reduce the artifacts
(see Peissig, 1993, for more details). The weighting factor is then applied to the spectra.
Subsequently, the binaural time signals are reconstructed and presented via headphones.

3.2.2

Modiﬁcations and extensions

In the implementation employed in this study, an FFT of 512 samples is used with Hanningwindowed segments of 400 samples and an overlap rate of 0.5 at a sample rate of 25 kHz. In
contrast to the original algorithm, the power spectra and the complex cross-power spectrum
are then summed up across frequency within each critical band. This yields a non-linear
frequency scale with 23 bands of 1 Bark bandwidth (cf. Zwicker, 1961). The sum across a
critical band of a power spectrum simply yields the total energy, while the respective sum
of a complex cross-power spectrum yields the magnitude-weighted mean phase diﬀerence
as resulting phase and the cross-power sum as resulting magnitude. Both values revealed
to be consistent and applicable quantities for further usage in the algorithm.
The evaluation of appropriate, frequency dependent reference values and the calculation
of the phase and level gain factors g2 and g3 is depicted in Figure 3.2. The reference values
are given by the mean interaural level diﬀerences ∆L(f ) and phase diﬀerences ∆ϕ(f ). They
are calculated for the azimuthal angles 0◦ , αpass and αstop and denoted as ∆L(f )angle
and ∆ϕ(f )angle for the respective angle. These reference values deﬁne a certain pass,
transition and stop range for the actual values of ∆L(f ) and ∆ϕ(f ). The gain factors are
then given by the function f (x, a, b). For the level gain factors, x is |∆L(f ) − ∆L(f )0◦ |
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Figure 3.2: In the left panel, the spatial conﬁguration for obtaining the reference values
is shown. The sound sources are located at the azimuthal angle of 0◦ , αpass and αstop
at zero degrees elevation. In the upper right panel, the gain function f (x, a, b) employed
for computing the level and phase gain factors is depicted. fmin denotes the adjustable
minimum gain factor. f (x, a, b) is calculated in dB, see text for details. In the lower right
panel, the frequency dependent weighting functions w∆L and w∆ϕ of the level and the
phase gains are depicted, where wl,0 , wl,1 , wp,1 and wp,0 are the adjustable frequency limits.











and a and b are ∆L(f )αpass − ∆L(f )0◦  and ∆L(f )αstop − ∆L(f )0◦ , respectively.
The phase gain factors are calculated in the same way employing ∆ϕ(f ) instead. Since at
very low frequencies, the interaural level diﬀerences are negligible, and at high frequencies,
the interaural phase diﬀerences comprise the whole range of [−π; +π] (due to interaural
time diﬀerences greater than half a wave cycle and phase wrapping), a frequency dependent
weighting of the gain factors g2 and g3 is employed. This results in a combined gain factor
w (f )·g (f )+w (f )·g3 (f )
.
g2,3 (f ) ≡ ∆ϕ w∆ϕ2 (f )+w∆L
∆L (f )
This implementation yields a directionality pattern which is well deﬁned and very similar across frequency (with some exceptions which are discussed below). The directionality
is depicted in Figure 3.3 for selected frequency bands of 4 Bark distance1 .
The directionality in general shows a front-backward symmetry, which is due to the
ambiguities of interaural level and phase diﬀerences for frontal and backward directions.
The above mentioned dissimilarities across frequency are also due to such ambiguities. For
example, low attenuation is observed for directions about 90◦ and 270◦ at 10 Bark and 90◦
at 14 Bark. Additionally, a broader directionality is observed for backward directions at
frequencies between 14 and 18 Bark. The ambiguities in interaural level diﬀerences that
produce the respective, low attenuation can be seen in Figure 3.4 which shows the diﬀerent
levels of the left and right ear signal as a function of the incidence direction. For the
respective lateral incidence directions and frequencies, these level diﬀerences exhibit values
which are similar to those for the frontal incidence directions.
1

The 22 Bark band is already above the cutoﬀ frequencies of the employed microphones and provides
no signiﬁcant data.
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Figure 3.3: Narrow-band directionality of the modiﬁed algorithm for directional ﬁltering
and dereverberation obtained with the Göttingen dummy head in an anechoic chamber.
The center frequencies of the bands with a bandwidth of 1 Bark are given above each
panel. The resulting attenuations produced by the algorithm are given as a function of
the direction of sound incidence. The radius, i.e., the distance from the outermost circle,
gives the attenuation in dB. The numbers placed at the grid circles denote the respective
attenuation represented by that particular radius. The azimuth angle is counted clockwise
starting with 0◦ (frontal) at the top, 90◦ at the right, 180◦ (backward) at the bottom and
270◦ at the left side of the plot (think of the head depicted in the left panel of Figure 3.2
placed in the center). The employed reference pass and stop range angles αpass and αstop ,
respectively (see Figure 3.2), were 20 and 40 degrees, respectively.

The modiﬁed algorithm is sketched in Figure 3.5. The parameters which have been
systematically varied and tested during the experiments are shown in Table 3.1.

3.3
3.3.1

Method
Procedure and subjects

The subjectively perceived quality of processed speech signals was compared across diﬀerent
processing conditions for the algorithm described above. A complete paired comparison of
all diﬀerent versions was performed by each subject, i.e., the subject compared each version
with each other version exactly once. In each trial, the subject was forced to decide which
version was perceived to be of better quality, i.e., which version was preferred to listen to.
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Figure 3.4: Narrow-band levels of the left (solid lines) and right ear (dashed lines) signals
obtained with the Göttingen dummy head in an anechoic chamber. The center frequencies
of the bands with a bandwidth of 1 Bark are given above each panel. The deviations of
the levels (intensities) from the maximum level across all directions and both sides are
given as a function of the direction of sound incidence. The radius, i.e., the distance from
the outermost circle, gives the deviation in dB. The numbers placed at the grid circles
denote the respective diﬀerence represented by that particular radius. The interaural level
diﬀerence is the radial distance between dashed and solid line. For the spatial conﬁguration,
see Figure 3.3.

A judgement of equal quality was not allowed. Each subject was instructed in the same
way. The order of presentation for all paired versions and within each pair was randomized
independently for each subject. The aim was to vary a particular parameter or a set of
correlated parameters of the algorithm within each measurement.
In this study, the tested parameter sets were (αpass , αstop ), (τ1 , τ2 ) and (a1 , a2 ). Since the
increases rapidly with an increasing number N of diﬀerent
number N
 c of paired comparisons

versions Nc = 12 N(N − 1) , an informal selection of appropriate values was performed in
advance for each parameter in order to eliminate values of low evidence and to restrict the
total number of diﬀerent versions. This resulted in a range of 14 to 19 diﬀerent versions
and thus 91 to 171 comparisons per measurement.
Between 10 and 11 clinically normal hearing subjects participated voluntarily in each
measurement. Some subjects received an expenditure compensation on an hourly basis.
They were aged between 20 and 30 years and all had experience in psychoacoustical measurements.

3.3 Method
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Figure 3.5: Block diagram of the modiﬁed algorithm for directional ﬁltering and dereverberation.
Parameter
αpass
αstop
τ1
τ2
a1
a2

Description
Azimuthal angle where pass range ends and transition range starts
Azimuthal angle where transition range ends and stop range starts
Time constant of the ﬁrst order recursive low pass ﬁlter used for a
temporal smoothing of the spectral data Sxx , Syy and Sxy
Time constant of the ﬁrst order recursive low pass ﬁlter used for a
temporal smoothing of the total gain g
Maximum attenuation due to the interaural coherence function, i.e.,
the minimum value of g1 (negative values in dB denote an attenuation)
Maximum attenuation due to the interaural phase and intensity diﬀerences,
i.e., the minimum value of g2 and g3 (negative values in dB denote
an attenuation)
Table 3.1: Algorithm parameters varied in the experiments.

3.3.2

Apparatus and stimuli

Figure 3.6 shows the spatial conﬁguration of the three employed stimuli s1, s5 and s6.
All stimuli were recorded dichotically using ITE (In-The-Ear) hearing instruments, worn
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by a male subject (”central talker”) who participated in a conversation. The employed
module hearing instruments were Siemens Cosmea M devices with normal microphones
and mounted to common ear moulds. The microphones of the hearing instruments were
connected to a DAT recorder during the recording. Each stimulus consists of a conversation
between the central talker and a male target talker sitting in front at a distance of about
one meter. In stimulus s1, the conversation takes place in quiet inside a regular seminar
room (reverberation time about 0.5 seconds). In stimulus s5, an additional interfering
female talker utters text passages from a book and is moving slowly within an azimuthal
angle range of 45 to 90 degrees with respect to the central talker. In stimulus s6, the
conversation takes place in a cafeteria during lunch time with a loud and mainly diﬀuse
background noise.
For the assessment, the original signals were loaded from hard disk during the measurement and processed in realtime by a DSP subsystem with ﬁve TI TMS320C40 digital signal
processors. The processed signals were presented dichotically via ampliﬁer and headphones
(Sennheiser HD25) in a sound-insulated booth. For the stimuli s1 and s5, the presentation
level was in the range of 65 to 70 dB SPL (coupler measurements) with a signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of about 0 dB. For stimulus s6, the presentation level was up to 78 dB SPL
with an SNR of about -10 dB.

s1

target talker

s5

s6

target talker

target talker

45˚

90˚

one interfering talker

(diffuse) cafeteria noise

Figure 3.6: Spatial conﬁguration of stimuli s1, s5 and s6.

For the binaural processing within the algorithm, appropriate reference values for level
and phase diﬀerences of diﬀerent sound incidence directions were required. They were
obtained in an anechoic chamber with the same central talker and ITE hearing instruments
employed for all signal recordings. All signals were processed using these reference values
and presented without further frequency shaping. It was assumed that the frequency
response of the whole system, being the same for all presentations, did not aﬀect the
relations of the paired comparison judgements. At the beginning of each paired comparison,
the signal (about 1 minute of running speech) was presented in an endless loop, starting
with the ﬁrst type of processing switched on. The subject was able to switch the processing
type whenever she or he liked to using a handheld touchscreen response box (EPSON EHT10S), selecting choice ”1” or ”2”. This switching was put into eﬀect without a considerable
delay or an interruption of the stimulus presentation. With the processing judged to be of
higher quality switched on, the selection of the third choice ”better” ended the comparison
task.

3.4 Results

3.4
3.4.1
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Figure 3.7: Relative ranks of versions obtained from measurement A (stimulus s6). On the
abscissa, the 19 diﬀerent versions of the stimulus are shown. The number of the version is
given directly below the axis in the row denoted with a # on the left. Version number 1 is
the unprocessed stimulus. For the other versions, the value of the processing parameters a1
and a2 and the parameter pairs τ1 /τ2 and αpass /αstop are given in the accordingly denoted
rows below. The vertical lines in the rows separate diﬀerent values. The ordinate gives the
rank, i.e., the number of ”better” judgements with a maximum possible value of 18. The
thick horizontal lines denote the median values, the boxes the range from the ﬁrst to the
third quartile and the outer bars the total range. Circles and asterisks represent outlyers
(with the number of the respective subject speciﬁed).

This measurement was performed mainly to compare diﬀerent values of the directionality parameters αpass and αstop . The stimulus was s6. Tested values of the parameter set
(αpass , αstop ) in degree were (10, 30), (20, 40) and (30, 40), respectively. In addition, a predetermined set of other parameters was employed. The tested values of the parameter set
(τ1 , τ2 ) in milliseconds were (1, 60), (1, 100) and (60, 1), respectively, and of the parameter
set (a1 , a2 ) in dB were (−99, −30) and (−30, −30), respectively. All combinations plus the
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unprocessed version resulted in 19 diﬀerent versions and thus 171 paired comparisons.
11 subjects participated in this measurement. First, the consistence of the results,
i.e., the consistence of all ”better” judgements with each other was calculated for each
subject. For this, the method of Kendall (1975), described by Bortz et al. (1990) was
employed. The results of all subjects exhibited signiﬁcantly consistent results (α < 0.005)
and were included in the further evaluation. Additionally, the agreement of the judgements
across the subjects was evaluated with the method described by the above authors. The
resulting coeﬃcient of agreement was A = 0.43 with signiﬁcance level α < 0.001, i.e.,
the agreement of the judgements from diﬀerent subjects is signiﬁcantly higher than for
judgements obtained at random. A Friedman test revealed a signiﬁcant inﬂuence of the
processing version on the results (α < 0.001). The results of measurement A are depicted
in Figure 3.7.
There might be a small tendency that broader directionalities were ranked higher than
narrower ones, and that lower maximum attenuations were ranked higher than higher ones,
but these tendencies were not signiﬁcant. A Wilcoxon test was performed for each pair of
versions to determine signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the results, and no signiﬁcant inﬂuence of
the directionality parameters αpass and αstop was found (α > 0.05). For the time constants
(τ1 , τ2 ), however, the values (60, 1) were signiﬁcantly ranked lower than any other values
(α < 0.005).
These ﬁnding indicate that for the reverberant stimulus s6, the selection of the reference
directions is not critical with respect to the quality. On the other hand, small values of
τ2 should be avoided in this situation because they result in audible processing artefacts
which have a negative eﬀect on the perceived quality.

3.4.2

Measurement B,C,D: Time constants

These measurements were performed to compare diﬀerent values of the time constants τ1
and τ2 . The employed stimuli were s6 (measurement B), s5 (measurement C) and s1
(measurement D). Tested values of the parameter set (τ1 , τ2 ) in milliseconds were (1, 60),
(1, 100), (1, 500L), (8, 60), (8, 100), (8, 500L), (20, 60), (20, 100), (20, 500L), (60, 20),
(60, 100), (60, 500L) and (100, 20). The value of 500L for τ2 denotes a level dependent
time constant with a maximum value of 500 milliseconds at an input level in the range of
the microphone and speaker noise ﬂoor. The value decreases with increasing input level,
down to a minimum value of 100 milliseconds at 40 dB above the noise ﬂoor. For the
other parameters, ﬁxed values were employed. The tested values of the parameter set
(αpass , αstop ) in degree were (20, 40), and for the parameter set (a1 , a2 ) in dB (−30, −30),
respectively. All combinations plus the unprocessed version resulted in 14 diﬀerent versions
and thus 91 paired comparisons per stimulus.
10 subjects participated in each measurement. 12 subjects were involved in total, while
8 subjects participated in all three measurements. Again, the consistence of the results,
i.e., the consistence of all ”better” judgements with each other was calculated ﬁrst for
each subject. Only 7 (B), 8 (C) and 9 subjects (D), respectively, exhibited signiﬁcantly
consistent results (α < 0.05) and were included in the further evaluation. The resulting
coeﬃcients of agreement for these subjects were A = 0.33 (B, α < 0.001), A = 0.08 (C,
α < 0.001) and A = 0.03 (D, α > 0.05). Although the agreement is low for stimulus s5
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Figure 3.8: Relative ranks of versions obtained from measurement B (stimulus s6). On
the abscissa, the 14 diﬀerent versions of the stimulus are shown. The meaning of the rows
below the axis is similar to Figure 3.7 with τ2 and τ1 being the varied parameters here.
The ordinate gives the rank in the same way as in Figure 3.7 with a maximum possible
rank of 13 in this case.

(C), it is still signiﬁcantly higher than for random judgements. The results of measurement
B, C and D are depicted in Figure 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10, respectively. Friedman tests revealed
a signiﬁcant inﬂuence of the processing version on the results for stimuli s6 (B) and s5
(C) (α < 0.005), but no signiﬁcant inﬂuence for stimulus s1 (D) (α > 0.05).
There is a tendency in the results for stimuli s6 and s5 that small values of τ1 were
ranked higher than larger ones and that larger values of τ2 were ranked higher than small
ones. A Wilcoxon test was performed for each pair of versions to determine signiﬁcant
diﬀerences in the results. For stimulus s6 (B), no signiﬁcant diﬀerence was found between
all settings of (1, τ2 ) and (8, τ2 ) (α > 0.05 for version numbers 2 - 7, except for number
5 = (8, 60)). They were all ranked high, and version 3 (1, 100) was signiﬁcantly ranked
higher than the unprocessed version (α < 0.05). The settings (20, τ2 ) were ranked inhomogeneously, but rather lower, while the settings (60, τ2 ) and (100, τ2 ) were signiﬁcantly
ranked lower than the settings of (1, τ2 ) and (8, τ2 ) (α at least < 0.05). Hence, the value of
τ1 should not exceed 8 ms in this diﬀuse situation. For stimulus s5 (C), only few signiﬁcant
diﬀerences were found. All processed versions were ranked higher than the unprocessed
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Figure 3.9: Relative ranks of versions obtained from measurement C (stimulus s5). See
Figure 3.8 for details.

version, with a signiﬁcant diﬀerence for versions 4 (1, 500L) and 7 (8, 500L) (α < 0.05).
For stimulus s1 (D), no signiﬁcant inﬂuence at all was found for the diﬀerent versions.
Thus, the results of measurement D will not be considered further. However, all processed
versions except for one were ranked higher than the unprocessed version.
Taken together, it appears that combinations of a small value of τ1 (≤ 8 ms) and a
comparatively large value of τ2 (≥ 100 ms) are appropriate for complex acoustical situations.

3.4.3

Measurement E,F: Maximum attenuation

These measurements were performed mainly to compare diﬀerent values of the maximum
attenuations a1 and a2 . The employed stimuli were s6 (measurement E) and s5 (measurement F). Tested values of the parameter set (a1 , a2 ) in dB were (−99, −30), (−30, −30),
(−20, −20) and (−10, −10), respectively. In addition, selected values of other parameters
were employed. The tested values of the parameter set (τ1 , τ2 ) in milliseconds were (1, 60)
and (1, 100), respectively, and of the parameter set (αpass , αstop ) in degree were (10, 30)
and (30, 50), respectively. All combinations plus the unprocessed version resulted in 17
diﬀerent versions and thus 136 paired comparisons per stimulus.
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Figure 3.10: Relative ranks of versions obtained from measurement D (stimulus s1). See
Figure 3.8 for details.

10 subjects participated in each measurement. 11 subjects were involved in total, while
9 subjects participated in both measurements. Again, the consistence of the results, i.e., the
consistence of all ”better” judgements with each other was calculated ﬁrst for each subject.
The results of all subjects exhibited signiﬁcantly consistent results (α < 0.005) and were
included in the further evaluation. The resulting coeﬃcients of agreement for the subjects
were A = 0.36 (E, α < 0.001) and A = 0.13 (F, α < 0.001). Again, the agreement is low
for stimulus s5 (F), but still sigiﬁcantly higher than for random judgements. The results
of measurement E and F are depicted in Figure 3.11 and 3.12, respectively. Friedman tests
revealed a signiﬁcant inﬂuence of the processing version on the results for both stimuli s6
(E) and s5 (F) (α < 0.001).
A Wilcoxon test was performed for each pair of versions to determine signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the results. For stimulus s6 (E), any other parameter setting combined with the
greater maximum attenuations (−99, −30) or (−30, −30), respectively, was signiﬁcantly
ranked lower than the respective parameter setting combined with the less maximum attenuation (−20, −20) or (−10, −10), respectively (α < 0.01, for versions 15 and 17 is
α < 0.05). In some cases (versions 4 and 5, 10 and 11, 12 and 13), even (−10, −10) was
signiﬁcantly ranked higher than (−20, −20) (α < 0.05). This is a clear indication that perceived quality increases with a decreasing maximum attenuation. Except for the versions
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Figure 3.11: Relative ranks of versions obtained from measurement E (stimulus s6). On
the abscissa, the 17 diﬀerent versions of the stimulus are shown. The meaning of the rows
below the axis is similar to Figure 3.7 with the same parameters being the varied here.
The ordinate gives the rank in the same way as in Figure 3.7 with a maximum possible
rank of 16 in this case.

which were ranked very low (2 and 10, 3 and 11) and versions 7 and 15, no signiﬁcant
diﬀerence between the results of diﬀerent directionality parameters αpass and αstop was
found here. In the few cases of signiﬁcant diﬀerence, however, the broader directionality
was again ranked higher than the smaller one. There is also again a tendency that the
greater value of τ2 (100 ms) is ranked higher than the smaller one (60 ms). Version 13
was signiﬁcantly ranked higher than the unprocessed version (α < 0.05). For stimulus s5
(F), the results are not as clear as for stimulus s6. At least, versions 2 and 3 were signiﬁcantly ranked lower than any other processed version (α < 0.05), which ﬁts into all of
the tendencies mentioned above for stimulus s6. It should be noted that the versions 5, 9,
13 and 16 were signiﬁcantly ranked higher than the unprocessed version (α < 0.05). This
also indicates a high quality of small maximum attenuations. The unprocessed version was
again ranked very low.

3.5 Discussion
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Figure 3.12: Relative ranks of versions obtained from measurement F (stimulus s5). See
Figure 3.11 for details.

3.5

Discussion

The main results of the current study can be summarized as follows:
- For most subjects and conditions, the paired comparison judgements were consistent
both within subjects and across subjects. Hence, rank order scales could be constructed
that help to identify the most preferable and the least preferable situations according to
the subjects judgements.
- Only little interaction across the diﬀerent parameters was found with respect to the
shape of the preference function. This indicates that the optimum value of each parameter
is comparatively independent from the respective values of the other parameters.
- The optimum set of parameters is virtually independent from the acoustical situation
and the listener. This does not mean that this optimum parameter set yields similar
absolute results for e.g. diﬀerent acoustical situations.
- While the selection of the reference direction is not very crucial for the subjective
assessment of the algorithm, the optimum values of the other parameters appeared to be
τ1 ≤ 8 ms and τ2 ≥ 100 ms for the time constants and a1 ≤ −20 dB and a2 ≤ −20 dB for
the maximum attenuations.
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The results clearly demonstrate that the measurement method employed here (i.e.
paired comparison with perceived quality judgements) is a consistent and reliable way
to derive optimum parameter combinations for a given algorithm. Of course, this optimisation process relies strongly on the appropriate choice of parameter combinations to
be included into the test setup. In the experiments reported here, the parameters were
systematically varied in a way that they comprised the whole reasonable range of values.
On the other hand, the total number of diﬀerent values had to be limited because the
total measurement time increases with that number in a quadratic way. Thus, the test
values were sampled by using results from a pilot experiment with informal listening, where
the range of usable parameter values was intersected according to noticeable, i.e. audible
diﬀerences in the processed signals.
In the experiments, a complete paired comparison of all diﬀerently processed versions
was performed. This allows for a consistence check of the results of each subject. The
results of some subjects indeed turned out to be inconsistent in some particular measurements. But since most subjects rated consistently even in these particular measurements,
the rating in general was a task the subjects were able to perform. The statistical evaluation of the results described here gives a relative rank of the diﬀerent versions with
respect to the test criterion, in this case the “better” judgement or personal preference,
respectively. The distance of the ranks on a particular “quality scale” was not determined.
Such a distance evaluation would be possible if the statistical distribution of the results
was known and a suﬃcient number of subjects was involved. In this study, however, only
diﬀerences in the relative ranks were considered. A consistent and signiﬁcant higher rank
of a particular version shows at least that there is a noticable improvement and allows for
the selection (or the exclusion) of particular parameter values.
Three diﬀerent stimuli were employed for the comparisons which cover the spatial conditions of speech in quiet (stimulus s1), speech with one interfering noise source (stimulus
s5) and speech in diﬀuse noise (stimulus s6). All signals were recorded in real rooms and
exhibit realistic conversational situations. The ﬁrst situation is important because any
signal processing strategy has to preserve a very good signal quality of undistorted speech.
The other situations represent the most important spatial noise conditions. The results
obtained for stimulus s1 (measurement D) show no signiﬁcant inﬂuence of the processing.
This is the desired eﬀect for undistorted speech in quiet. Moreover, most processed versions are ranked higher than the unprocessed signal. This can be explained by a reduced
amount of reverberation in the processed signals. For the two other stimuli s5 and s6,
the tendencies for particular parameters are similar, e.g., ranks tend to increase with an
increasing value of τ2 in both conditions. In particular, the following eﬀects were found:
- For the directionality parameters (αpass , αstop ), only little signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the
ranking was found. In some cases, the broadest directionality was ranked signiﬁcantly
higher than the narrowest (measurements A, E and F). This is consistent with the subjectively found tendency that quality increases slightly with an increasing width of the pass
range.
- For the time constants (τ1 , τ2 ), considerable and signiﬁcant inﬂuence was found (measurements A, B and C). Quality generally increases with decreasing τ1 and increasing τ2 ,
and poor results are obtained for large values of τ1 and small values of τ2 .
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- There was also signiﬁcant inﬂuence of the maximum attenuations (a1 , a2 ) (measurements
A, E and F). The smaller values (−10, −10), (−20, −20) yielded consistently higher ranks
than the greater values (−30, −30), (−99, −30). The tendency is that quality increases
with decreasing maximum attenuation.
In general, if the inﬂuence of a particular parameter or pair of parameters, respectively, is signiﬁcant, the tendency of the inﬂuence seems to be independent of the other
parameters. Also, the observed tendencies may lead to the general impression that quality
generally increases with a decreasing inﬂuence of the processing, i.e., the less modiﬁcation is introduced to the original signal, the better is the quality. This would lead to the
conclusion that the unprocessed signal always or usually exhibits the highest quality. But
the results show that there are indeed processed versions which were signiﬁcantly ranked
higher than the unprocessed version (measurements B, C, E and F).
It is striking that the rank of the unprocessed version is varying strongly among the
subjects for all measurements. Not only that the total range of ranks is always greater
than for any processed version, in some cases (measurements B, C and F) the total range
comprises rank 0 up to maximum rank, while some processed versions are ranked very
similar by all subjects with a total range of only a few ranks. It might be that subjects are
able to distinguish the unprocessed version from a processed version by its naturalness or
other properties, and then judge individually prejudiced, depending on what they expect
from the processing.

3.6

Conclusions

1. For a conversation (central talker with a single target talker) in quiet, the processing
yields a very high signal quality.
2. For a conversation with either a single interfering talker or diﬀuse noise, respectively,
parameter settings were found that were signiﬁcantly ranked higher than the unprocessed version.
3. The tendencies of parameter inﬂuences (if there are any) are consistent across the
employed stimuli. Thus, it can be assumed that a parameter setting can be found
that is appropriate for various acoustical situations. A reasonable proposal for the
parameter values would be αpass = 20, αstop = 40, τ1 = 1, τ2 = 100, a1 = −20,
a2 = −20, for instance. Nevertheless, there are diﬀerences in the ranking of the
processed versions in comparison to the unprocessed version for diﬀerent situations.
In particular, the processed versions of stimulus s6 are generally ranked lower than
the processed versions of stimulus s5 in comparison to the rank of the unprocessed
version (measurements B, C and E, F). This indicates that the combination of
processing strategies used in the algorithm yields better results and is generally more
suitable for some conditions than for others.
A main issue of the further development of the algorithm has to be the subjective sound
quality and listening comfort, respectively. The above conclusions indicate that it might
be useful to adapt the signal processing to the actual acoustical situation. Obviously,
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the diﬀerent processing strategies base on diﬀerent assumptions on the underlying noise
condition and can not work equally eﬀective in conditions which considerably diﬀer from
the assumptions. The next chapter will focus on the development of a method which
allows for a classiﬁcation of the acoustical situation. Such a method would allow for
the selection of processing strategies appropriate for the situation or the adjustment of
processing strategies to the situation.
Apart from the above, further investigations are recommended concerning possible general diﬀerences between results obtained with the stationary laboratory master hearing aid
and the wearable device employed for the ﬁeld tests. Such diﬀerences might be caused
by diﬀerent arithmetics (diﬀerent FFT time/frequency resolution, ﬂoating point vs. ﬁxed
point) or diﬀerent experimental environments and have not been investigated in direct
comparison yet.

Chapter 4
Diﬀusiveness of an acoustical
situation: An approach to
strategy-selective signal processing
Abstract
In this paper, a measure of the diﬀusiveness of an acoustical situation is described. This
measure is based on the coherence function, but is intended to give a long-term rating of
the general diﬀusiveness rather than a short-time ratio of coherent and incoherent signal
energy. It may be obtained from binaural, two-microphone input signals, e.g. dummy head
or real-ear recordings, and is suitable for application in binaural hearing aid algorithms. It
may be used to either select an appropriate processing strategy or to adjust the processing
parameters to values suitable for the situation. It is shown that this measure depends
monotoneously on both the amount of reverberation and the number of interfering sound
sources present in the signal.

4.1

Introduction

All noise reduction strategies do make one or more assumptions on the acoustical properties of the “target” sound source, i.e. the desired speaker or signal, respectively, and
the interfering noise signals and/or the acoustical situation, e.g. the spatial conﬁguration.
Based on these assumptions, the algorithm aims at reducing the noise part as much as
possible while preserving the target signal as accurately as possible. Hence, the respective
applicability is limited to a certain range of acoustical situations that meet the underlying
assumption. In applications like digital hearing aids, however, a robust and versatile noise
reduction processing is desired that operates in a variety of acoustical conditions, for example by automatically selecting the most appropriate noise reduction technique for the
respective situation.
One approach to noise reduction is a directional ﬁltering of two input signals based
on the evaluation of binaural parameters. In this approach, assumptions are made about
certain interaural parameters of the target signal, e.g. interaural phase diﬀerences and level
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diﬀerences. Then, the current signal-to-noise ratio is somehow estimated from the actual
interaural parameters. Diﬀerent techniques and algorithms following this approach have
been described in Chapter 1. The described algorithms have been reported to improve
speech intelligibility under certain conditions. With an increasing number of competing
sound sources and amount of reverberation, however, the actual properties of the interaural
parameters more and more deviate from the assumptions. This results in a decline of the
processing performance, i.e. a decreasing speech intelligibility and a poor signal quality of
the processed signals. The achievable beneﬁt and also the resulting signal quality obviously depends on the match between the acoustical situation which the processing strategy
actually is applied to and the situation which was considered when developing the processing strategy. Hence, for noise reduction strategies which employ interaural parameters of
binaural input signals, the number of interfering sound sources and the general diﬀusiveness of the sound ﬁeld is an important parameter of the acoustical situation. Thus, an
automatic classiﬁcation, i.e., a measure of the diﬀusiveness of the actual acoustical situation is required that can be used to steer the processing in practical applications. This
measure should track the (comparatively slowly changing) general acoustic conditions of
the ambient sound ﬁeld. This would allow for selecting an processing strategy appropriate
for the condition and also for optimizing global parameters of the respective strategy. In
the following, such a measure is developed and analysed.

4.2

Coherence Function

A classical approach for estimating the incoherent or reverberant part of the signal energy
is the coherence function as proposed by Allen et al. (1977). They deﬁne the following
time averages:
Φxx (f, n) ≡
Φyy (f, n) ≡




|X(f, n)|2
|Y (f, n)|2





∗

Φxy (f, n) ≡ X(f, n)Y (f, n) ,

(4.1)
(4.2)
(4.3)

where X and Y are the short-term spectra of two input signals. f denotes the frequency
index, n the time index and ·∗ is the complex conjugate operator. · denotes an average
across time, which is calculated as a simple ﬁrst order low-pass ﬁlter and denoted as
“spectral low-pass” in the following. For an arbitrary time series Q(n), a ﬁrst order lowpass ﬁlter is computed as
Q(n) = β · Q(n − 1) + (1 − β) · Q(n).

(4.4)

The low-pass ﬁlter is characterised by its time constant τ , and the corresponding coeﬃcient
β is calculated as


β=e

− τ ·f

1
STFT

,

where fSTFT is the sampling frequency of the time series of the spectra (frame rate).

(4.5)
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The coherence function ρ(f, n) is eventually given by
ρ(f, n) ≡ 

|Φxy (f, n)|

.

(4.6)

Φxx (f, n)Φyy (f, n)

Another value commonly used is the Magnitude Squared Coherence |ρ(f, n)|2 (MSC). Allen
et al. (1977) proposed the coherence function as a direct weighting factor applied to the
spectra to reduce room reverberation in two-microphone recordings. This concept was
implemented in a noise reduction algorithm for binaural hearing aids by Peissig (1993),
for instance, and was reported to considerably reduce reverberation. The time constants
employed by Peissig (1993) for calculating the spectral low-pass were in the range of 50 ms
to 300 ms. The coherence function itself thus gives information about the coherent signal
energy part on a short time scale appropriate for noise reduction rather than a long time
scale. However, other authors recently reported to sucessfully employing the coherence
function or the MSC, respectively, not only for noise suppression, but also in decision units
for diﬀerent noise suppression strategies.
Bouquin-Jeannès and Faucon (1995) employed the MSC in a decision unit of a voice
activity detector to decide whether or not speech was present in the input of two microphone
signals in a car. They used a time constant of about 70 ms for calculating the spectral lowpass and then averaged the MSC across frequency. If this averaged MSC was lower than a
particular threshold for a time period of about 50 ms, then the average noise spectrum was
“learned” by the algorithm. If the averaged MSC was higher than the threshold, a spectral
subtraction noise reduction technique was applied employing the previously learned noise
spectrum. This application is also based on a rather short time scale in order to detect even
short periods of speech in the signal. The authors reported voice activity detection results
quite similar to manually labeling the speech periods of the signal. It should be noted that
the coherence in principle does not distinguish between speech and non-speech signals, but
it can be reasonably assumed that highly correlated signals from two microphones in front
of a person represent target speech. The average MSC can thus be considered as eﬀective
sound source activity detector rather than a voice activity detector. In a hearing aid
algorithm, the average MSC might also be employed to distinguish between the listeners
own voice and other signals, since in reverberant environments, the MSC usually is higher
for the own voice than for external voices (cf. Section 4.4).
Hussain et al. (1997) used the value of the MSC for (manually labeled) noise alone
periods to rate the noise and to switch between two diﬀerent strategies for the reduction
of coherent and incoherent noise, respectively. This was done separately for diﬀerent frequency bands. A time constant of about 60 ms was employed for calculating the spectral
low-pass, and an additional time averaging was performed across the noise alone period,
which had a ﬁxed length of 100 ms. This is a rather short period, and the authors do not
state how to handle shorter or longer noise alone periods (which may occur in real signals). The authors reported signiﬁcantly better performance of the MSC controlled noise
reduction in comparison to ﬁxed noise reduction strategies for anechoic and simulated
reverberant signals.
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Long-term coherence

As discussed in the previous section, the coherence function allows for an eﬀective rating
and processing of two-microphone inputs for noise reduction purposes. However, the appropriate time scale and averaging method strongly depends on the particular application.
The algorithm described in Chapter 3 evaluates interaural phase diﬀerences and other parameters to distinguish between a target signal and an interfering signal on a short time
scale. This distinction is performed continuously and also eﬀects the signal processing
continuously. There are situations, however, in which parameters like interaural phase
diﬀerences are considerably deteriorated, e.g. with strong reverberation or a large number
of spatially separated interfering sound sources (like a cafeteria situation with a loud and
rather diﬀuse background noise). In these situations, a signal processing strategy which
relies on these parameters will deteriorate the signal quality or even decrease speech intelligibility. The measure described in the following is intended be used to rate the situation
on a rather long time scale in order to decide whether parameters like interaural phase
diﬀerences can generally be assumed to be reliable or not and thus whether certain signal
processing strategies should be applied or not.
For binaural hearing aids and similar applications, the left and right time signals yl (t)
and yr (t), respectively, are recorded at or in the left and right ear. The equations given
in the following are assumed to be applied to a series of short-time Fourier transforms
(STFTs) of the signals, calculated as overlapping Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs), for
instance. The time index of the series is denoted as n, and the spectra of the time signals
are denoted as Yl (f, n) and Yr (f, n), respectively.
In order to reduce statistical ﬂuctuations, the number of frequency channels is reduced
from the FFT resolution to a lower number of frequency bands, e.g. critical or third-octave
bands. Hence, the following time averages are used instead of equations (4.1) - (4.3):


Φ̂xx (m, n) ≡


Φ̂yy (m, n) ≡


Φ̂xy (m, n) ≡



|Yl (f, n)|2

(4.7)

|Yr (f, n)|2

(4.8)

Yl (f, n)Yr∗ (f, n) ,

(4.9)

f ∈Fm


f ∈Fm


f ∈Fm

where m is the number of the frequency band and f ∈ Fm represent all (adjacent) FFT
frequency bins within that band. The employed time constant is denoted as τΦ̂ .
A long-term, i.e. slowly changing function d of the coherence, which will be referred to
either as degree of coherence or degree of diﬀusiveness, respectively, is now deﬁned as


d(n)

≡


m

wm h (MSC(m, n))

.

(4.10)

τd (R)

h is an appropriate transformation function. With h(x) = x, d(n) can be considered
as degree of coherence and will be denoted as dc . In this case, the values of d are in the
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range of [0; 1] (for appropriate values of wm , see below). A value of 1 means complete
coherence and 0√means no coherence or complete diﬀusiveness, respectively. Alternatively
with h(x) = 1− x, d(n) can be considered as degree of diﬀusiveness and will be denoted as
dd . In this case, a value of 1 means complete diﬀusiveness and 0 means complete coherence.
wm denotes a frequency dependent weighting factor with m wm = 1. Since for low
frequencies, the coherence function is very high, i.e., close to 1 and thus of low evidence, it
is advantageous to set wm = 0 for frequency bands below a certain cutoﬀ frequency md,min
(this eﬀect depends on the distance of the microphones, cf. Dörbecker, 1998). A simple,
constant weight is given by
0

wm,N =

1
Nm

: m < md,min
.
: m ≥ md,min

(4.11)

where Nm is the total number of frequency bands which are summed up. Another possible
weight is the energy of each frequency band, for instance given by




wm,E = 


0

: m < md,min

max{Φ̂xx (m,n),Φ̂yy (m,n)}
m≥md,min

max{Φ̂xx (m,n),Φ̂yy (m,n)}

: m ≥ md,min .

(4.12)

This weighting allows bands with more energy to have more inﬂuence on d(n) than bands
with less energy. The inﬂuence of diﬀerent weightings is shown below.
The operator ·τd (R) denotes an average across time. Again, this may be calculated
as a simple ﬁrst order low-pass ﬁlter with a time constant τd of at least a few seconds.
However, the aim is to rate the acoustical situation based on actual sound incidence and
not on pauses (which usually are not coherent anyway due to microphone noise). A level
dependent time constant thus yields much more stable results, especially for speech signals
including pauses (cf. Fig. 4.5). For this, the maximum total energy Imax and its moving
average Iˆmax are deﬁned as
Imax (n) ≡ max







Φ̂xx (m, n),

m≥md,min

Iˆmax (n) ≡ Imax (n)0,τ ˆ
I


m≥md,min

,




Φ̂yy (m, n)



(4.13)
(4.14)

which means that Iˆmax (n) is the low-pass ﬁltered value of Imax (n) using an instantaneous
attack and a release time constant τIˆ. Finally, the time constant τd is adjusted between its
minimum and maximum value τd,min and τd,max , respectively, using the ratio R of current
energy to moving maximum energy in dB:


R ≡ 10 log10



Imax (n)
.
Iˆmax (n)

(4.15)

Considering the signal energy in dB, it is quite reasonable to give values a high weight
when R is in a range near to 0 dB and thus using a low time constant τd . If the value of R
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decreases and falls below a certain limit, the time constant τd should considerably increase.
The function τd (R) is thus deﬁned as




τd,min
τd (R) = τd,max


τd,min +

(R−Rmax )(τd,max −τd,min )
Rmin −Rmax

: R ≥ Rmax
: R ≤ Rmin
.
: Rmax > R > Rmin

(4.16)

This gives a trapeziform function which is depicted in Fig. 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: τd as a function of the ratio R of current energy to maximum energy (see text
for details). The particular values shown here have been used for the example calculations.

4.4

Examples

The resulting value of d calculated for a particular signal using equation (4.10) depends on
a variety of diﬀerent parameters. All calculated values given in the examples below have
the following parameters in common: The initial frequency analysis has been performed
using a 512 point FFT with a 400 point hanning window and 200 point window shift at
a sampling frequency of 25 kHz. Subsequently, a summation following Eq. (4.7) - (4.9)
across 23 critical bands, each with a bandwidth of 1 Bark was performed (cf. Zwicker,
1961). The Bark frequency scale was preferred over the more recent ERB scale (cf. Moore
and Glasberg, 1983) simply because the frequency resolution was limited to a ﬁxed distance
at lower frequencies due to the FFT analysis. The values of the time constants were τΦ̂ = 40
ms, τIˆ = 20 s, τd,min = 5 s and τd,max = 20 s. Other parameters were md,min = 4 Bark
(approx. 400 Hz), Rmax = −4 dB and Rmin = −20 dB. Diﬀering or additional parameters
will be speciﬁed for each example, if necessary.
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Stationary signals

First, stationary two-channel signals were used as input signals to calculate values of dc
and dd . The correlation of both channels was systematically varied by adding a correlated
and a diﬀuse part at a certain level ratio. The correlated part of the signal consisted
of identical white noise in both channels with a mean energy Ic , while the diﬀuse part
consisted of uncorrelated white noise in both channels, each with a mean energy Id . The
ratio IIdc of both energies is called correlation-to-diﬀusiveness ratio (CDR).
Fig. 4.2 depicts dc and dd , respectively, as functions of the CDR, calculated with the
frequency weights wm,N and wm,E according to equations (4.11) and (4.12). The shown
values are mean values calculated for each particular CDR from a signal of 30 s duration.
The deviation from the mean value within one signal is very small (the maximum deviation
was 0.3 dB absolute and 6 % relative, respectively, but typically smaller). Compared to
the constant frequency weights wm,N , the energy dependent weights wm,E seem to enlarge
the range of values of d for low CDRs, but have small eﬀects for medium and higher CDRs.
0

d [dB]

−10

−20
dc , wm,N
d ,w
c
m,E
d ,w
d
m,N
dd , wm,E

−30

−40
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−10

0
CDR [dB]
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Figure 4.2: Degree of coherence dc and degree of diﬀusiveness dd as functions of the
correlation-to-diﬀusiveness ratio (CDR) of a noise signal (see text for details). wm,N and
wm,E denote the frequency weights given by equations (4.11) and (4.12).

4.4.2

Binaural recordings

Values of dc and dd , respectively, have also been calculated from binaural recordings of
various acoustical situations. All recordings were made with the same pair of hearing
instruments (Siemens Cosmea M) worn by either a subject or a dummy head. The recorded
signals had durations between 30 and 120 seconds. Three diﬀerent rooms were employed,
a non-reverberant (anechoic) chamber, a moderately reverberant, small room (T60 ≈ 0.5 s)
and a highly reverberant, large room (T60 ≈ 2 s). A single target speaker was presented by
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a loudspeaker in front of the subject or dummy head. Additionally, up to a maximum of 4
interfering speakers from diﬀerent spatial locations (45, 135, 225 and 315 degrees azimuth)
were presented by loudspeaker. The distance of the loudspeakers to the microphones was
approx. 1.5 m, if not speciﬁed diﬀerently. In the highly reverberant room, there was also
a cafeteria noise situation recorded with diﬀuse noise present (no interfering speaker).

w

m,N

w

m,E

−10

c

d [dB]

−5

−15

−5

d

d [dB]

−10
−15
−20
−25

Non−reverberant
Moderately rev.
Highly reverberant

−30
0

1

2 3 4 CAF
0 1 2 3
Number of interfering speakers

4 CAF

Figure 4.3: Degree of coherence dc and degree of diﬀusiveness dd calculated from binaural
recordings. The abscissa denotes the number of present interfering speakers (0-4) and the
cafeteria situation (CAF), respectively. A target speaker was present in all situations.
The lines denote the mean values of dc (upper panels) and dd (lower panels), while the
errorbars give the total range of values calculated from the particular signal. The results
are given separately for the non-reverberant room (dotted line), the moderately reverberant
room (solid line) and the highly reverberant room (dash-dotted line) in each panel. The
left panels were calculated employing the weights wm,N , the right panels employing the
weights wm,E according to equations (4.11) and (4.12).
Fig. 4.3 shows dc and dd , respectively, as a function of the number of interfering speakers and the cafeteria noise situation, respectively. Left and right panels depict values for
diﬀerent weighting factors wm , while the diﬀerent lines denote diﬀerent rooms. Obviously,
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Figure 4.4: Degree of coherence dc and degree of diﬀusiveness dd as a function of the
distance of a frontal speaker, compared to the value calculated for the own voice. See
Fig. 4.3.

dc decreases and dd increases, respectively, with the number of interfering speakers in the
same room and also with the amount of reverberation for a ﬁxed number of interfering
speakers. Fig. 4.4, shows dc and dd , respectively, as a function of the distance of a frontal
target speaker and the own voice of the hearing instrument wearer, respectively. In this
case, the employed weighting factors have considerable inﬂuence on the values. For the
weighting factors wm,E , dc and dd are monotonous functions of the distance with the highest (dc ) and lowest (dd ) value, respectively, for the own voice. Hence, if the amount of
reverberation is known (or can be estimated at least to some extent), dc and dd may be
used to distinguish between the own voice and distant (external) talkers. This monotonous
dependency is not observed if the weighting factors wm,N are used. Apparently, the weighting with the spectral signal energy is useful for an estimation of the distance of a single
talker.
The upper panel of Fig. 4.5 depicts the total level of a signal with 11 s target speech,
10 s pause (ambient noise) and another 11 s target speech recorded in the moderately
reverberant room. The lower panel shows time courses of dc calculated from that signal
using diﬀerent values for the time constant τd . The fast acting version of dc (thin line) is
considerably correlated to the signal level (correlation coeﬃcient 0.46). The 5 s low-pass
ﬁltered version (thick solid line) is already quite stable, but decreases considerably during
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the 10 s speech pause. The version calculated with the level dependent low-pass ﬁlter
(thick dashed line) is the least ﬂuctuating stable version.
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Figure 4.5: Time courses of dc for a signal with a single target speaker. The upper
panel shows the total level of the signal as a function of time. The lower panel shows a
fast acting dc calculated with τd,min = τd,max = 0 s (thin solid line), dc calculated with
τd,min = τd,max = 5 s (thick solid line) and dc calculated with τd,min = 5 s, τd,max = 20 s
(thick dashed line). The employed frequency weights were wm,E in all cases.

4.5

Discussion

The deﬁnition of the degree of coherence and the degree of diﬀusiveness, respectively as
described in this study is quite arbitrarily chosen, but provides a long-term rating of the
acoustical situation. Although the resulting values depend on the particular parameter set
employed, the values shown in Fig. 4.3 demonstrate that for a ﬁxed set of parameters, the
degree of diﬀusiveness, for instance, i) increases with an increasing amount of reverberation
for the same acoustical situation and ii) increases with an increasing number of speakers
in the same room. Obviously, it is not possible to conclude from the calculated values
whether a high degree of diﬀusiveness is in particular the result of a high reverberation
or a high number of sound sources. As long as the respective eﬀect is the same, it is
not necessary to have this information anyway. However, if additional information about
the actual amount of reverberation is available, the degree of diﬀusiveness allows for an
estimate of the number of (spatially separated) sound sources. The time courses of the
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degree of coherence as depicted in Fig. 4.5 demonstrate that the proposed level dependent
low-pass ﬁltering provides a more stable measure than a simple low-pass ﬁltering of the
Magnitude Squared Coherence, especially in long signal pauses.
The proposed measure allows for a rating of acoustical situations with respect to their
complexity. In situations which are assumed to be too complex for a particular processing
strategy, this strategy may be switched oﬀ. For instance, interaural phase diﬀerences
can reasonably be assumed to be deteriorated and unreliable in situations with strong
reverberation or a lot of interfering sound sources. Thus, a noise reduction strategy which
is based on the evaluation of these phase diﬀerences should be switched oﬀ if the degree of
coherence is low. However, the appropriate particular values, i.e. the time constants and
the boundary between “simple” and “complex”situations used for such a rating, will surely
depend on the particular application. From Fig. 4.4 it may concluded that the degree of
coherence might also be suitable to detect an activity of the own voice in contrast to other
sound sources (in a reverberant environment). However, smaller time constants τd,max and
τd,min would be required to detect the utterance of a single word or sentence.
The proposed method does not allow for a distinction between target and interfering
signal or the detection of noise alone periods. For this, additional assumptions about the
target and/or the noise are required, e.g. ﬂuctuating speech and stationary noise, which
will depend on the application. The proposed large time constants are not appropriate to
detect or react on, for instance, a single spoken word or a short speech pause (although
smaller time constants may be used for these purposes). For the intended application in a
hearing aid, however, it is not desirable to switch noise reduction processing strategies on
and oﬀ very fast, because this would yield audible and annoying artefacts.
It should be noted that since the degree of coherence is an average across frequency,
the transfer functions (e.g. cutoﬀ frequencies) of the recording devices also have inﬂuence
on the calculated values. A direct comparison of values is thus only possible for signals
recorded with the same microphone characteristics and transfer functions. An application
of the method proposed here to the selection of the appropriate noise reduction strategy
in a hearing aid algorithm is given in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5
Strategy-selective noise reduction
algorithm: Technical description and
evaluation
Abstract
Diﬀerent binaural signal processing strategies for noise reduction are derived which are
based on particular assumptions on the properties of the target signal and the undesired
interfering signals. The processing strategies are evaluated with respect to their technical
performance using artiﬁcial signals. They are shown to function if the underlying assumptions are met. All processing strategies are combined within a single, strategy-selective
algorithm which automatically selects appropriate processing strategies depending on the
acoustical situation. For this, the previously introduced degree of diﬀusiveness is employed
to classify the situation and to switch oﬀ particular processing strategies if necessary. The
time constants of the processing are optimized employing the results of subjective preference measurements. Using these optimized parameter values, the processing in general
exhibits a very high sound quality.

5.1

Introduction

Noise reduction systems or algorithms, respectively, for hearing aids have received considerable interest in the past, primarily because the reduced speech intelligibility under noisy
conditions is one of the major complaints in hearing impaired subjects. A promising algorithm that uses binaural information to suppress lateral noise sources and reverberation has
been introduced by Peissig (1993) and was described and further developed in Chapters
2 and 3. Laboratory studies with hearing impaired subjects proved that this algorithm
is capable of improving speech perception in noise under certain conditions (cf. Peissig,
1993). However, ﬁeld studies which were performed employing a wearable digital signal
processor hearing aid revealed that the subjective sound quality of the processing is rated
rather poor by hearing impaired subjects in real-life conditions (cf. Pastoors et al., 1998;
Albani et al., 1998). Hence, in order to make such a binaural noise reduction algorithm
71
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more acceptable for the hearing aid users, the resulting subjective sound quality of the
processing has to be improved considerably. The current study therefore attempts to optimize the sound quality of the binaural noise reduction by optimizing a set of strategies for
particular acoustical situations they are suitable for and by allowing the whole algorithm
to adapt to the respective acoustical situation.
The noise reduction algorithm described so far (cf. Chapters 2 and 3) is based on two
diﬀerent processing techniques or strategies, respectively, i.e. dereverberation processing
and directional ﬁltering. Experiences and listening tests show that although the dereverberation processing can cause some audible processing artefacts, the directional ﬁltering
is much more critical with respect to the sound quality. This strategy thus limits the
maximum achievable sound quality of the whole algorithm. One reason for this is that the
interaural signal parameters that are used to calculate the directional ﬁltering gain factors
are unreliable and unstable in the presence of multiple noise sound sources or diﬀuse noise.
However, if the sound quality is optimized in such critical situations, the noise reduction
capabilities will considerably decrease in acoustically “easy” situations.
The aim of the algorithm described here is the best possible restoration of the original
short-time spectral target signal intensity. This should result in lowest possible processing
artefacts and thus in high sound quality. Parts of the algorithm after Peissig (1993) have
been taken over unchanged in the new algorithm and other parts have been modiﬁed.
In addition, a new processing strategy for cancelling out a single (lateral) noise source
has been added which preserves a high signal quality. Also, a decision unit has been
included which is capable of automatically rating the diﬀusiveness, i.e., the complexity of
the current acoustical situation. The rating is used to switch on or oﬀ particular processing
strategies of the new algorithm, depending on the expected deterioration caused by the
processing in that situation. This allows for the optimization of processing strategies
for situations in which they can achieve a beneﬁt and to switch them oﬀ if they can
not. This avoids using the same parameter setting in all situations which neither causes
much deterioration nor achieves much beneﬁt in any case. The parameters of the new
algorithm have been investigated with respect to the sound quality by paired comparisons
and subjective judgement of relative sound quality with normal hearing subjects. The
results will be described and compared to results obtained with the algorithm after Peissig
(1993).

5.2

Algorithm

The following considerations concerning the reduction of noise in a noisy signal will focus
on the estimation of the short-time spectral amplitude (STSA) of the original, undegraded
target signal. Thus, only magnitude gain factors will be derived and the phase of the
degraded signal will be preserved in the processed signal. The STSA has been found to
be of major importance in speech perception, and the method of preserving the degraded
phase is often used (cf. Lim and Oppenheim, 1979; Boll, 1979; McAulay and Malpass,
1980; Wang and Lim, 1982). The ratio of the estimated magnitude of the signal alone over
the magnitude of the degraded signal is applied to the spectra as magnitude gain factors,
if such an estimation is possible. This method can be considered as a parametric Wiener
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ﬁltering (cf. Lim and Oppenheim, 1979).
It is assumed that the acoustical environments in which the algorithm is applied are
mainly characterized by a combination of the following “model” situations. The ﬁrst
situation, which is depicted in the left panel of Fig. 5.1, is a situation with one target
sound source and some additional, diﬀuse noise. The second situation, which is depicted
in the right panel of Fig. 5.1, consists of one target sound source and one interfering
sound source, which are clearly separated in their spatial localization, i.e., mainly in their
azimuthal localization. Additionally, an extension of the second situation to more than
one interfering sound source will be considered in section 5.2.3.
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Figure 5.1: Acoustical “model” situations considered for the development of the noise
reduction algorithm. The left panel shows one target sound source s(t) and diﬀuse noise
nl (t) and nr (t) at the left and right ear, respectively. The right panel shows one target
sound source s(t) and one interfering sound source n(t). The impulse responses hs,l (t),
hs,r (t) and hn,l (t), hn,r (t), respectively, of the transfer systems from the sound sources to
the left and right ear aﬀect the target signal s(t) and the interfering signal n(t), respectively.
The left and right microphone signals yl (t) and yr (t) are recorded at the locations of the
left and right ear.

The time signals and their corresponding FFT spectra, respectively, are denoted using
lowercase and uppercase letters, respectively. While a Fourier transform is not time dependent any more, a series of short-time Fourier transforms (STFTs), as often used in digital
signal processing, still is, and the equations presented here are assumed to be applied to
STFT series. However, the time indices of a series of the functions deﬁned in the following
are usually not speciﬁed in order to achieve more clearness of the equations. The following
deﬁnitions will be referred to in general (STFTs of time signals depicted in Figure 5.1):
QY ≡

Yl (f )
,
Yr (f )

QS ≡

Hs,l (f )
,
Hs,r (f )

QN ≡

Hn,l (f )
.
Hn,r (f )

(5.1)
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Strategy 1: One target, diﬀuse noise

The starting point for the following considerations is the dereverberation processing of the
algorithm after Peissig (1993). Since there are no theoretical limitations to speciﬁc acoustical situations, this stage is of major importance for the algorithm especially in complex
environments. It was based on the empirical approach of employing the Magnitude Squared
Coherence (MSC) for dereverberation, proposed by Allen et al. (1977). However, the implementation of Peissig (1993) exhibited considerable processing artefacts when applying
the respective gain factors directly to the spectra without further low pass ﬁltering. The
underlying acoustical situation is thus analytically investigated in the following in order to
obtain gain factors which restore the original target signal intensity more accurately.
In the model situation with one target sound source and some additional, diﬀuse noise
(as depicted in the left panel of Fig. 5.1), the Fourier transforms of the left and right
microphone signals are given as
Yl (f ) = S(f ) · Hs,l (f ) + Nl (f ) ≡ Xl (f ) + Nl (f )
Yr (f ) = S(f ) · Hs,r (f ) + Nr (f ) ≡ Xr (f ) + Nr (f ),

(5.2)

where Xl (f ) and Xr (f ) represent the target signal parts of the spectra.
It is assumed that Hs,l (f ) and Hs,r (f ) and therefore QS are not or very slowly changing
with time. With the prerequisite that s(t), nl (t) and nr (t) are not correlated and with ·
as expectation value operator (i.e., average across time) and ·∗ as the complex conjugate
operator, the expected values of the power spectra Yl (f )Yl∗ (f ), Yr (f )Yr∗ (f ) and the cross
power spectrum Yl (f )Yr∗ (f ), respectively, are given as
Yl (f )Yl∗ (f ) =
Yr (f )Yr∗ (f ) =
Yl (f )Yr∗ (f ) =





|Xl (f ) + Nl (f )|2



|Xr (f ) + Nr (f )|2





=
=









|Xl (f )|2 + |Nl (f )|2 ,

(5.3)

|Xr (f )|2 + |Nr (f )|2 ,

(5.4)







∗
|S(f )|2 · Hs,l (f )Hs,r
(f ).



(5.5)

Using these quantities, the aim of the algorithm would be, for instance, to restore Xl (f )
 (f ) = G (f ) · Y (f ) with X
 (f )
from Yl (f ) by applying appropriate gain factors Gl (f ), i.e. X
l
l
l
l
representing an estimate of Xl (f ). Appropriate deﬁnitions of magnitude gain factors Gcorr,l
and Gcorr,r for application to the left and right microphone signal spectrum, referred to as
correlation gain factors, are given by
Gcorr,l (f ) ≡
Gcorr,r (f ) ≡



 |Yl (f )Yr∗ (f ) · Q∗S |


Yl (f )Yl∗ (f )




 Yl (f )Y ∗ (f ) · 1 
r

QS

Yr (f )Yr∗ (f )

=






=






|Xl (f )|2
,
|Xl (f ) + Nl (f )|2

(5.6)

|Xr (f )|2
.
|Xr (f ) + Nr (f )|2 

(5.7)

The expectation value operator · may be realized as an approximation by a simple ﬁrst
order low-pass ﬁlter with the time constant τY . Instead of directly employing the MSC,
the correlation gain factors employ the magnitude square root of the coherence function,
which results in less attenuation and less processing artefacts. Additionally, the impulse
responses hs,l (t) and hs,r (t) are taken into account.
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In order to calculate the above correlation gain factors, the ratio QS has to be estimated.
This can be done by using the ratio QY and an appropriate decision unit which decides
whether the current QY is assumed to represent a target signal activity or not. Once this
decision is made, the ratio QS can be obtained by averaging the target-representing QY
across time. A decision unit for this purpose and an estimator of QS is described in Section
5.2.4. As an alternative approach, a constant value of QS , calculated in advance as mean
value of QY for a noise signal with frontal sound incidence direction in a non-reverberant
environment, can be used as a ﬁxed estimate of QS .
In order to evaluate the technical performance of the processing strategy, the correlation
gain factors were calculated from a binaural signal mixed with diﬀuse noise. The target
signal and the diﬀuse noise were recorded separately, i.e. xl (t) and xr (t) were ﬁrst recorded
using a dummy head with 10 seconds of white noise as target signal s(t) present only (cf.
Figure 5.1). From this recording, the mean ratio QS  was calculated as an average across
time. The signals yl (t) and yr (t) were then calculated by adding uncorrelated (diﬀuse)
noise signals nl (t) and nr (t) to the recorded signals xl (t) and xr (t). This was done for
the three diﬀerent signal-to-noise ratios of -6 dB, 0 dB and +6 dB (mean SNR across the
10 seconds signal). Hence, the gains were evaluated for a total of 30 seconds signal. The
theoretically required gain Gtheo,x (f ) was calculated from the known separate signals as
Gtheo,x (f ) =






|Xx (f )|2
,
|Xx (f ) + Nx (f )|2

(5.8)

where x is l or r, respectively. All signal spectra Xx (f ) and Xx (f ) + Nx (f ) and thus the
theoretically required gain factors were calculated in the same way as within the noise
reduction processing, i.e. with the same time and frequency resolution. Finally, the correlation gain factors were calculated from the noisy signals yl (t) and yr (t) using both the
ﬁxed, known ratio QS  and the running estimate of QS (cf. Section 5.2.4).
Figure 5.2 shows Gcorr,l (f ) plotted against the theoretical gain Gtheo,l (f ) for three different frequency bands. The center frequency fc is speciﬁed in each panel, the bandwidth
is 1 Bark (critical band). The values of Gcorr,l (f ) shown in the upper panels were calculated
using the ﬁxed, known ratio QS , while the lower panels were calculated using the running
estimate of QS . The time constant τY was 40 ms for all panels. The correlation coeﬃcient
r of both gains is given in each panel. The ﬁgure shows that r is high especially for higher
frequencies1 . Comparing the upper and lower panels shows that employing the estimate of
QS instead of its known, ﬁxed value does not considerably decrease r.
In most cases, the correlation of the values is quite high. For the low frequency band,
the correlation gain seems to be overestimated at low SNRs. This does not deteriorate
the sound quality, since the target signal is not attenuated more than necessary and the
information is preserved in the processed signal. The noise reduction performance, however,
is not at optimum in that situation. This eﬀect is not suprising because the amount of intermicrophone coherence depends on the frequency and on the distance of the microphones
(cf. Dörbecker, 1998). It is higher at lower frequencies and thus yields higher correlation
1

For the right correlation gain factors Gcorr,r (f ), which are not shown here, the values of r are slightly
smaller probably due to the nonlinear inﬂuence of Q∗S and Q1S .
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Figure 5.2: Correlation gain factors Gcorr,l (f ) plotted against the theoretically required
gain Gtheo,l (f ) for diﬀerent center frequencies fc . The correlation coeﬃcient r between
both gains is given in the upper left corner of each panel.

gains. For the high and mid frequency bands, Figure 5.2 shows the general tendency of
an underestimation of Gcorr particularly for the signals with the lowest SNRs (mean SNR
-6 dB). Apparantly, for small values of |Xl (f )|2 , the numerator |Yl (f )Yr∗ (f ) · Q∗S | of
Equation (5.6) is no longer an accurate and stable estimate of |Xl (f )|2 . In general, the
deviation between Gcorr,x (f ) and Gtheo,x (f ) is found to increase with a decreasing SNR (and
thus with a decreasing Gcorr,x (f )). In addition, a larger time constant τY results in a smaller
deviation and a higher value of the correlation coeﬃcient. This can be explained by the
fact that larger time constants yield a better approximation of the theoretically assumed
expectation operator. On the other hand, if the time constant is large, the calculated gain
will not follow the real ﬂuctuations of the SNR in an appropriate way. There is a contrary
dependency between the accuracy of the Gcorr estimate and its adaptation rate, which
make an optimization of the time constant τY necessary that is based on sound quality
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considerations.

5.2.2

Strategy 2: One target, one interfering sound source

In the model situation with one target sound source and one interfering sound source
(as depicted in the right panel of Fig. 5.1), the Fourier transforms of the left and right
microphone signals are given as
Yl (f ) = S(f ) · Hs,l (f ) + N(f ) · Hn,l (f )
Yr (f ) = S(f ) · Hs,r (f ) + N(f ) · Hn,r (f ).

(5.9)

In the following, the left and right target signal spectra S(f ) · Hs,l(f ) and S(f ) · Hs,r (f )
and the left and right interfering signal spectra N(f ) · Hn,l (f ) and N(f ) · Hn,r (f ) will be
denoted as
Sl ≡ S(f ) · Hs,l (f ) ,
Nl ≡ N(f ) · Hn,l (f ) ,

Sr ≡ S(f ) · Hs,r (f ) ,
Nr ≡ N(f ) · Hn,r (f ) .

(5.10)

The fractions NSll and NSrr are referred to as left and right signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),
respectively. As can be easily shown (see Appendix A), the left and right SNR equal
to
Sl
QY − QN QS
Sr
QY − QN
=−
·
,
=−
.
(5.11)
Nl
QY − QS QN
Nr
QY − QS
Hence, magnitude gain factors Gint,l and Gint,r for application to the signal spectra,
referred to as interfering gain factors, can be obtained from the signal-to-noise ratios as:













Sl   1 
Gint,l (f ) ≡
=
,
Sl + Nl   1 + NS l 
l














Sr   1 
Gint,r (f ) ≡
=
.
Sr + Nr   1 + NSrr 

(5.12)

To obtain the left and right SNR, the ratios QS and QN have to be estimated. Again,
this can be done by using the ratio QY and an appropriate decision unit which decides
whether the current QY is assumed to represent the target or the interfering signal. Once
this decision is made, the estimated ratios QS and QN , respectively, can be obtained by
averaging the target-representing and the interfering-representing QY , respectively, across
time. A decision unit for this purpose and an estimator of QS and QN is described in
Section 5.2.4.
For the evaluation of the performance of the SNR estimation, a target signal at 0 degree azimuth and an interfering signal at 60 degrees azimuth were employed. Both binaural
signals were 10 seconds of CCITT speech-shaped noise (cf. CCITT G.227), recorded separately using a dummy head in a non-reverberant room. The target signal was repeated
three times at the same level, representing the signals xl (t) and xr (t). The interfering noise
was repeated three times with mean levels of -6 dB, 0 dB and +6 dB relative to the target
signal, giving the signals nl (t) and nr (t). The signals yl (t) and yr (t) were then calculated
by adding the respective target and interfering signal. The real SNR was calculated from
both separate signals, while the estimated SNR was calculated from the mixture alone
within the algorithm. All signal spectra and thus the estimated SNR as well as the real
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SNR were calculated in the same way as within the noise reduction processing, i.e. with
the same time and frequency resolution. Both the ﬁxed, known ratios QS  and QN  and
the running estimates of QS and QN were used to calculate the estimated SNR values (cf.
Section 5.2.4).
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Figure 5.3: Left SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) values estimated according to Eq. (5.11) plotted against the actual left SNR calculated from the known target and interfering signal.
Again, the upper panels show values for diﬀerent center frequencies fc calculated using the
known mean values QS  and QN , respectively, while the lower panels were calculated
using the running estimates of QS and QN . The correlation coeﬃcient r between both
SNRs is given in the upper left corner of each panel.

Figure 5.3 shows the estimated SNR values plotted against the real SNR for three
diﬀerent frequency bands of the left channel. The center frequency fc is speciﬁed in each
panel, the bandwidth is 1 Bark (critical band). The SNR values shown in the upper panels
were calculated using the ﬁxed, known ratios QS  and QN , while the lower panels were
calculated using the running estimates of QS and QN (cf. Section 5.2.4). The time constant
τY was 40 ms for all panels. The correlation coeﬃcient r between both gains is given in
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each panel. For the right channel, which is not shown here, r is higher for high frequencies,
but lower for other frequencies. The upper panels shows that r is high when the known
ratios QS  and QN  are used to calculate the estimated SNR. There is a systematic
overestimation of the SNR, i.e. the estimated values are usually greater than or equal to
the actual SNR. This eﬀect obviously reduces the noise reduction performance. However,
the target signal information is not reduced in the processed signal, because the actual
SNR appears to be a quite precise lower limit for the estimated values and the signal is
thus not overattenuated by the respective gain factors.
The lower panels shows that the correlation coeﬃcient r is considerably lower especially
for the lower frequencies if the running estimates of QS and QN are used instead of their
known, real values. Obviously, the running estimates of QS and QN are not to accurate
enough yet to yield SNR estimates with approximatly the same accuracy as for the known
values QS  and QN . This contrasts with the correlation gain factors described in the
previous section where the performance only slightly decreased when using the running
estimates. Hence, the running estimates of QS and QN should be improved in the future.
However, an advantage of estimating the SNR using Eq. (5.11) is that the estimated values
QS and QN are expected to change rather slowly in time, while the fast changing value
QY is computed directly from the short-time spectra. An application of gain factors given
by (5.12) should thus result in small processing artefacts due to fast changing gain factors.
This strategy is of course not expected to work in situations with multiple interfering
signals. It is, however, expected to work well in situations without a target signal or an
interfering signal, respectively.

5.2.3

Strategy 3: Directional ﬁlter

As an extension of the situation with one target sound source and one interfering sound
source (right panel of Fig. 5.1), one target sound source at the front and one or more lateral
interfering sound sources are considered now in an empirical approach. This approach is
based on techniques for the suppression of lateral sound sources originally described by
Gaik and Lindemann (1986) and Peissig (1993). The interaural level diﬀerences ∆L and
interaural phase diﬀerences ∆ϕ are employed to separate parts of the signal which origin
from sound sources with diﬀerent azimuthal locations. These interaural diﬀerences are
deﬁned as:


Yl (f )Yl∗ (f )
∆L(f ) ≡ 10 · log10
Yr (f )Yr∗ (f )
∆ϕ(f ) ≡ arg [Yl (f )Yr∗ (f )] ,



(5.13)
(5.14)

where ∆L is calculated in dB and ∆ϕ is in the range of [−π; +π].
For the further computations, reference values of interaural level and phase diﬀerences of
particular, azimuthal sound incidence directions are required. These particular incidence
directions αfront = 0◦ , αpass and αstop will be referred to as frontal direction, pass-range
direction and stop-range direction, respectively. These directions denote the azimuthal
angle of the sound source at zero degree elevation, as depicted in the left panel of Fig. 5.4.
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The reference values of the interaural diﬀerences are obtained as:
∆Lx (f ) ≡ ∆L(f )
∆ϕx (f ) ≡ ∆ϕ(f )



with the sound source at αx azimuth,

(5.15)

where x denotes the front, pass or stop index, respectively and the expectation operator
· denotes the arithmetic mean value of a certain period, usually a few seconds. The mean
values are calculated within the algorithm with appropriate signals, e.g., pink or white
noise from the respective incidence direction in a non-reverberant environment.
The gain factors G∆L and G∆ϕ , referred to as level and phase gain factors, are then
computed from the actual interaural diﬀerences and the reference values. For this, the
following deﬁnitions are used:
δXpass (f ) ≡ min {|∆Xpass (f ) − ∆Xfront (f )| , |∆Xstop (f ) − ∆Xfront (f )|}
δXstop (f ) ≡ max {|∆Xpass (f ) − ∆Xfront (f )| , |∆Xstop (f ) − ∆Xfront (f )|}
δX(f ) ≡ |∆X(f ) − ∆Xfront (f )| ,

(5.16)
(5.17)
(5.18)

where X denotes the level L or the phase ϕ, respectively. The values of δLpass and δϕpass
represent the deviations of the mean level and phase diﬀerences at the pass-range direction
from the respective mean values at the frontal direction. The same holds for δLstop , δϕstop
at the stop-range direction, while δL(f ) and δϕ(f ) are the deviations of the actual level
and phase diﬀerences from the respective mean values at the frontal direction.
The level and phase gain factors are deﬁned as:
G∆L (f ) ≡ f (δL(f ), δLpass (f ), δLstop (f ))
G∆ϕ (f ) ≡ f (δϕ(f ), δϕpass (f ), δϕstop (f )),

(5.19)
(5.20)

where f (x, a, b) denotes the gain function depicted in the upper right panel of Fig. 5.4, which
yields gain factors in dB. The gain factors G∆L and G∆ϕ , respectively, are similar to the
gain factors g3 and g2 , respectively, described by Peissig (1993), with some modiﬁcations.
The ﬁrst modiﬁcation is the frequency dependency of all reference values, which yields an
approximately frequency independent directionality of the processing. Other modiﬁcations
concern the frequency-speciﬁc combination and the application of the gain factors, which
is described below.
The level and phase gain factors are of maximum value, if the actual level and phase
diﬀerences exhibit values within the range of ∆Lfront ± δLpass and ∆ϕfront ± δϕpass , and
they are of minimum value, if the actual level and phase diﬀerences exhibit values outside
the range of ∆Lfront ± δLstop and ∆ϕfront ± δϕstop . This is expected to coincide with sound
incidence directions within the azimuthal pass-range of 0◦ ±αpass and outside the azimuthal
stop-range of 0◦ ± αstop , respectively. Thus, the level and phase gain factors are expected
to be high for signals from sound sources within the pass-range and low for other, lateral
sound sources outside the stop-range with a smooth transition inbetween.
Finally, the level and phase gain factors are combined to obtain the gain factors Glat ,
referred to as lateral gain factors:
Glat (f ) ≡

w∆L (f ) · G∆L (f ) + w∆ϕ (f ) · G∆ϕ (f )
,
w∆L (f ) + w∆ϕ (f )

(5.21)
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Figure 5.4: In the left panel, the spatial conﬁguration for obtaining the reference values
is shown. The sound sources are located at the azimuthal angle of 0◦ , αpass and αstop
at zero degree elevation. In the upper right panel, the gain function f (x, a, b) employed
for computing the level and phase gain factors is depicted, where fmin is the adjustable
minimum gain factor. f (x, a, b) is calculated in dB. In the lower right panel, the frequency
dependent weighting functions w∆L and w∆ϕ of the level and the phase gains are depicted,
where wl,0 , wl,1, wp,1 and wp,0 are the adjustable frequency limits.

where w∆L and w∆ϕ denote frequency dependent weighting functions for the level and
the phase gain factors. Since the interaural level diﬀerences are negligible at very low
frequencies, the level gains are useless there. On the other hand, at high frequencies the
interaural phase diﬀerences comprise the whole range of [−π; +π] (due to interaural time
diﬀerences greater than half a wave cycle and phase wrapping) and thus the phase gains
are useless there. The frequency dependent weighting functions, which are depicted in the
lower right panel of Fig. 5.4, take this into account. The values of the employed frequency
limits wl,0, wl,1 , wp,1 and wp,0 have to be obtained from appropriate noise signals of diﬀerent
incidence directions in non-reverberant environment.
Fig. 5.5 shows directionality patterns, i.e., polar plots of the gain Glat (f ) as a function
of α and the respective Azimuth-plane directivity index for particular frequency bands and
for the broadband condition. CCITT speech-shaped noise was used as acoustical signal
in all conditions. The curves denote the mean frequency band gain for the particular
frequency bands and the mean total gain for the broadband condition. All values shown
were measured with the left-ear signals, the right-ear signals produced similar values. To
measure the values, microphone signals of In-The-Ear (ITE) hearing instruments plugged
into the ears of the Göttingen dummy head were recorded in an anechoic room. The
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Azimuth-plane directivity indices were calculated as
D(fk ) ≡

2π

DI ≡

|Glat (fk , α = 0)|2
≈
2
α=0 |Glat (fk , α)| dα

1  2π



1
Nl

|Glat (f, α = 0)|2
Nl −1
2
l=0 |Glat (f, αl )|

Ik 10 log10 D(fk ),

(5.22)
(5.23)

k

where k denotes the index of the frequency band, fk its respective center frequency, l the
index of the azimuth angle, αl its respective value and Ik the importance function (cf.
Desloge et al., 1997, for the directivity indices2 and Pavlovic, 1987, for the importance
function Ik for average speech). The directionality patterns exhibit the characteristic forward/backward ambiguity of the level and phase diﬀerences and also an increase in gain
for α ≈ 90 and α ≈ 270 degrees for particular frequencies due to an increase in level at the
opposite side of the head caused by constructive interference in the diﬀraction pattern.
The lateral gain factors have empirically been found to function as expected and to be
able to considerably attenuate signal parts of lateral sound sources, if not too many lateral
sound sources are present and/or the acoustical situation is not dominated by diﬀuse noise
signals. Otherwise, the level and phase diﬀerences are deteriorated and unreliable and lead
to deteriorated and thus useless lateral gain factors.

5.2.4

QS  and QN  estimator

The ratios QS  and QN , i.e., the expected values of QS and QN are employed for the
computation of gain factors within the algorithm. To estimate QS  and QN , respectively,
the lateral gain factors Glat introduced in section 5.2.3 are used as follows:
If the value of Glat (f ) is greater than the limit Glat,S , the actual ratio QY is assumed
to represent QS at this particular frequency. On the other hand, if the value of Glat (f ) is
less than the limit Glat,N , the actual ratio QY is assumed to represent QN at this particular
frequency. In one of these two cases, the expected value QS  or QN , respectively, is
recalculated using QY as QS or QN , respectively. Otherwise, nothing is done for this
particular frequency, i.e., the values of QS  and QN  are kept unchanged. The limits
Glat,S and Glat,N have to be adjusted to about 0.0 dB and a few dB less, respectively (cf.
function f (x, a, b) in Figure 5.4).
The employed expectation value operator · of QS  and QN  is an intensity weighted
ﬁrst order low-pass ﬁlter with the minimum time constant τQx . For the intensity weighting,
the maximum intensities Imax are calculated and low-pass ﬁltered with a 0 ms attack time
constant and a usually large release time constant τImax :
Imax (f ) ≡ max {Yl (f )Yl∗ (f ), Yr (f )Yr∗ (f )}
I max (f ) ≡ Imax (f ) with 0 ms attack, τImax release time constant.

(5.24)
(5.25)

With this, the intensity weights wI and the weighted ﬁlter factor γQx are deﬁned as:
wI (f ) ≡
2

Imax (f )
I max (f )

with wI (f ) ∈ [0; 1]

(5.26)

Note that Desloge et al. (1997) denote the Azimuth-plane directivity indices as Daz (fk ) and Daz,I ,
respectively.
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Figure 5.5: Measured gain Glat (f ) as a function of the azimuthal incidence direction α
(polar plots with top view). The respective Azimuth-plane directivity index D(f ) and DI,
respectively, is given in each panel. All values are given in dB (dB is not speciﬁed for DI
due to its deﬁnition). At the top of each panel is α = 0, to the right 90, at the bottom
180 and to the left 270 degrees. The radius gives the gain as denoted at the circular grid
lines. The upper panels and the lower left panel show the values for particular frequency
bands with center frequencies of 6 Bark ≈ 600 Hz, 11 Bark ≈ 1.4 kHz and 16 Bark ≈ 3
kHz (bandwidth 1 Bark each). The lower right panel show the values for the broadband
condition.



−(τQx ·fr )

γQx (f ) ≡ 1 − wI (f ) · 1 − e

−1



,

(5.27)
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where fr denotes the frame rate of the short-time spectra. With n as time index of the
STFT series, the expected value of QS or QN is then calculated as:
Qx n ≡ γQx (f ) · Qx n−1 + (1 − γQx (f )) · Qx ,

(5.28)

where x denotes S or N, respectively. The estimated values of QS  and QN  are initially
set at the beginning of the processing using the reference values (which are originally
obtained as complex values, anyway):
1

QS 0 ≡ 10 20 ∆Lfront (f ) · ei∆ϕfront (f )
QN 0 ≡ 10

1
∆Lstop (f )
20

·e

i∆ϕstop (f )

.

(5.29)
(5.30)

In Figure 5.6, real, i.e., calculated mean values QS  and QN  are shown in comparison
to their respective estimate, calculated from speech signals. The curves show that the
estimates follow quite closely the calculated mean values. In this case, the phase was
estimated more accurately than the magnitude.
As already noted in section 5.2.3, the lateral gain factors are deteriorated if too many
lateral sound sources are present or the acoustical situation is dominated by diﬀuse noise
signals. Hence, the estimated value of QS  is also deteriorated in these cases, while QN 
is not a valid ratio due to the absence of a single interfering noise source. In both cases
mentioned above, the cross-correlation of the left and right microphone signals is low or,
in other words, the diﬀusiveness of the acoustical situation is high. In the next section, a
method will be described to employ the degree of diﬀusiveness for the determination of the
validity of the lateral gain factors and QS  and QN , respectively.

5.2.5

Degree of diﬀusiveness

The degree of diﬀusiveness dd has been introduced and described in Chapter 4 as a measure
of the general diﬀusiveness of an acoustical situation. It is a reasonable assumption that
the lateral gain factors and QS  and QN , respectively, are the more deteriorated and
unreliable, the more diﬀuse the current acoustical situation is, i.e., the higher the value of
dd is. Thus, the inﬂuence of the lateral gain factors and QS  and QN  on the particular
gain factors of the algorithm will be controlled depending on the value of the degree of
diﬀusiveness.
dd is deﬁned by Equation 4.10 and the respective transformation function h(x), cf. Section 4.3. The calculated value of dd is in the range of [0; 1], whereas 0 means complete
correlation between left and right signal and 1 means complete diﬀusiveness, i.e., no correlation between the left and right signal. The value is initially set to 1 to reduce processing
artefacts. The actual diﬀusiveness of an acoustical situation is then subdivided by means
of the limits dcorr,max and ddiﬀ,min, which have to be empirically obtained from appropriate
signals:
dcorr,max ≡ upper limit of dd for mainly correlated signals
ddiﬀ,min ≡ lower limit of dd for mainly diﬀuse signals,

(5.31)
(5.32)
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Figure 5.6: Calculated mean values QS  and QN  in comparison to the respective estimated values, depicted as magnitude and phase values in each frequency band. Anechoic
dummy head recordings of running speech uttered by a male talker alone at the front and
a female talker alone at 50 degrees azimuth, respectively, were used to calculate the mean
values. The mixture of both speech signals was employed as input for the estimation of
both values. The estimated values were taken as a snapshot from the algorithm after the
processing of a few seconds signal (all estimates were initialized to zero at the start of the
processing).

with dcorr,max ≤ ddiﬀ,min. For the use as a smooth transition function between the ratings
”mainly correlated” and ”mainly diﬀuse”, td is deﬁned as:

td ≡






dd −ddiﬀ,min

1 : dd ≤ dcorr,max
: dcorr,max < dd < ddiﬀ,min .

dcorr,max −ddiﬀ,min




0 : dd ≥ ddiﬀ,min

(5.33)
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td may be used as an exponent with gain factors which are to be controlled by the
diﬀusiveness. The application of td to particular gain factors will be described in the next
section.

5.2.6

Gains

In the ﬁrst stage of the noise reduction, the uncorrelated, i.e., diﬀuse parts of the left
and right microphone signal spectra are attenuated. For this, the correlation gain factors
Gcorr,l and Gcorr,r introduced in section 5.2.1 are employed with a modiﬁcation concerning
the inﬂuence of QS . Taking into account the considerations made in section 5.2.4 and
5.2.5, the degree of diﬀusiveness and the transition function tdiﬀ , respectively, is employed to
determine the inﬂuence of QS  when computing the correlation gains. With the deﬁnition
of
|QS | ≡ | QS  |tdiﬀ

(5.34)

as an “eﬀective” estimate of QS which assumes a value of unity if the acoustical situation
is too diﬀuse (i.e. tdiﬀ = 0), the appropriate gain factors are obtained from (5.6) as:
Gcorr,l (f )
Gcorr,r (f )

≡
≡



 | Yl (f )Yr∗ (f ) | · |QS |


Yl (f )Yl∗ (f )



 | Yl (f )Yr∗ (f ) | · |Q1 |

S

Yr (f )Yr∗ (f )

≡



stccl (f ) · |QS |



≡

stccr (f ) ·

1
.
|QS |

(5.35)

(5.36)

The correlation usually is low at high frequencies, if reverberation or diﬀuse noise is
present. This results in a general low-pass characteristic of the correlation gains. Applying
the square root to the gain factors above a certain frequency fcorr,√ was empirically found
to reduce this eﬀect and thus increase the signal quality in reverberant or diﬀuse situations
without aﬀecting the signal quality in non-reverberant situations. The accordingly modiﬁed
gain factors are deﬁned as
Gcorr,X (f ) ≡







: f < fcorr,√
Gcorr,X (f ) : f ≥ fcorr,√

G
(f )
 corr,X

,

(5.37)

where X denotes l or r, respectively.
These correlation gains have been found to considerably attenuate diﬀuse noise and
reverberation while preserving a high quality of the target sound in a wide range of acoustical situations, not only the one originally assumed in section 5.2.1. Additionally, the
correlation gains achieve an eﬀective feedback suppression, since a feedback howl usually
does not occur simultaneously and correlated at both ears. Because of the latter, it is also
recommended to apply the correlation gains in any acoustical situation for any binaural
hearing aid signal processing application.
In the second stage of the noise reduction, the components of a single interfering sound
source in the signal spectra are attenuated. For this, the interfering gain factors Gint,l and
Gint,r introduced in section 5.2.2 are employed with a slight modiﬁcation. Tests yielded
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that in reverberant situations, the interfering gain factors tend to overestimate the signalto-noise ratios and thus the interfering gain factors (i.e. the gain factors are closer to unity
as necessary). The original interfering gain factors given by (5.12) employ |Sl + Nl | and
|Sr + Nr |, respectively, as signal magnitude. The expression |Sl |2 + |Nl |2 , for instance,
is always greater than or equal to |Sl + Nl |2 , although the less correlated Sl and Nl are
and the longer the employed short-time spectra are, the smaller is the diﬀerence
between

2
the two expressions. Informal listening tests revealed that employing |Sl | + |Nl |2 and


|Sr |2 + |Nr |2 , respectively, yields better results in reverberant situations than employing
|Sl + Nl | and |Sr + Nr |, respectively, without deteriorating the signal in non-reverberant
situations. Thus, appropriate interfering gain factors are now deﬁned as:
Gint,l (f ) ≡


  2
  Sl 
 N 
  l
  2
Sl
N
 +1

,

Gint,r (f ) ≡


  2
  Sr 
  Nr 
 
,
  2
Sr
N
 +1

(5.38)

r

l

where NSll and NSrr are obtained employing (5.11) with the respective estimates of QS  and
QN .
As already noted in section 5.2.4, the estimated value of QS  is deteriorated and QN 
is not a valid ratio, if too many lateral sound sources are present or the acoustical situation
is dominated by diﬀuse noise signals. Tests conﬁrmed that in situations with diﬀuse noise,
the interfering gain factors yield an indeﬁnite attenuation of about 3 dB. Thus, the interfering gain factors are applied depending on the actual degree of diﬀusiveness. Again, the
transition function tdiﬀ is suitable for this. The appropriate interfering gain factors Gint,l
and Gint,r for application to the left and right spectra, respectively, are deﬁned as:
!

Gint,l (f ) ≡ Gint,l (f )

"t

diﬀ

,

!

Gint,r (f ) ≡ Gint,r (f )

"t

diﬀ

.

(5.39)

These interfering gain factors have been found to considerably attenuate a single interfering
sound source in non-reverberant and moderately reverberant situations while preserving a
very high quality of the target sound.
In the third stage of the noise reduction, signal parts of lateral sound sources are
attenuated. For this, the lateral gain factors Glat derived in section 5.2.4 are employed.
Since the lateral gain factors exhibit strong ﬂuctuations in time, it is necessary to low-pass
ﬁlter the gain factors given by (5.21) to avoid the so-called musical tone eﬀect. Additionally,
the lateral gain factors Glat can not be calculated satisfactory in the presence of too many
lateral sound sources or dominant, diﬀuse noise and thus also have to be applied depending
on the actual degree of diﬀusiveness. Again, the transition function tdiﬀ is used. The
appropriate lateral gain factors Glat for application to both the left and right spectra are
given by:
Glat (f ) ≡ [Glat (f )]tdiﬀ .

(5.40)

where the expectation value operator · denotes a ﬁrst order low-pass ﬁlter with the time
constant τlat . These lateral gains have been found to considerably attenuate lateral sound
sources in non-reverberant and reverberant situations.
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As a combination of the gain factors derived so far, the total gain factors Gl and Gr
deﬁned as
#

$

#

$

Gl (f ) ≡ min Gcorr,l (f ) · Gint,l (f ), Glat (f )

Gr (f ) ≡ min Gcorr,r (f ) · Gint,r (f ), Glat (f )

(5.41)
(5.42)

have been found to be appropriate. They are directly applied to the spectra Yl and Yr of
the left and right microphone signals to derive the corresponding, weighted spectra Yl and
Yr :
Yl (f ) ≡ Gl (f ) · Yl (f ) ,
Yr (f ) ≡ Gr (f ) · Yr (f ).
(5.43)
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Figure 5.7: Block diagram of the strategy-selective algorithm for dereverberation and
suppression of lateral noise sources.
Fig. 5.7 shows a block diagram of the algorithm. In the current implementation, an
FFT of 512 samples is used with Hanning-windowed segments of 400 samples and an
overlap rate of 0.5 at a sample rate of 25 kHz. The power spectra and complex cross power
spectrum are then summed up across frequency within critical bands to yield a non-linear
frequency scale with 23 bands each of 1 Bark bandwidth. The sum across a critical band
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of a power spectrum simply yields the total energy, while the sum across a critical band of
a complex cross power spectrum yields the magnitude weighted mean phase diﬀerence as
resulting phase and the cross power sum as resulting magnitude.
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Figure 5.8: Narrow band directionality of the introduced algorithm, obtained with the
Göttingen dummy head in an anechoic chamber. The center frequencies of the bands are
denoted above each panel, bandwidth is 1 Bark. The resulting attenuations produced by
the algorithm are given as a function of the sound incidence direction, where solid lines
represent the left channel gains and dashed lines the right channel gains. The radius, i.e.,
the distance from the outermost circle gives the attenuation in dB. The numbers placed
at the grid circles denote the respective attenuation represented by that particular radius.
The azimuth angle is counted clockwise starting with 0◦ (frontal) at the top, 90◦ at the
right, 180◦ (backward) at the bottom and 270◦ at the left side of the plot (think of the
head depicted in the left panel of Figure 5.4 placed in the center). The employed reference
pass and stop range angles αpass and αstop , respectively (see Figure 5.4), were 20 and 40
degrees, respectively.
In order to allow for a direct comparison of the new algorithm with the algorithm
described in Chapter 3, Figure 5.8 shows the directionality patterns for selected frequency
bands of 4 Bark distance in the same way as Figure 3.3 does for the algorithm in Chapter 3.
In contrast to Figure 5.5, the total directionality of the whole algorithm is shown here.
The directionality patterns of Figure 3.3 and Figure 5.8 are quite similar with respect
to the front-backward symmetry, dissimilarities across frequency due to ambiguities of
interaural level and phase diﬀerences for frontal and backward directions and also the
diﬀraction eﬀects for incidence directions close to 90 and 270 degrees azimuth at medium
frequency bands. From the directionality patterns, no signiﬁcant diﬀerences between the
two algorithms can thus be concluded. From the diﬀerences in the processing, signiﬁcant
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diﬀerences are expected to be observed mainly at subjective ratings of sound quality in
diﬀerent acoustical situations, especially in complex acoustic environments.

5.3

Optimisation of time constants based on subjective evaluation

The algorithm described above is characterized by a large number of parameters which all
have to be adjusted appropriately. Some parameters like most parameters of the directional
ﬁlter and the correlation gain factors can either be chosen from former investigations (i.e.
αpass , αstop , fmin, wl,0, wl,1 , wp,1, wp,0) or due to simple theoretical considerations or listening tests (i.e. Glat,S , Glat,N , fcorr,√ ). The time constants of the diﬀerent low-pass ﬁlters,
however, have to be investigated in more detail. τQx and τImax , for instance, were found
to be not too critical and adjusted according to informal listening tests. τY and τlat , on
the other hand, have a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the signal quality and also on the eﬀect of
the processing, although the signal quality is the major issue of the optimisation process.
Thus, formal tests concerning the signal quality are described in the following which have
been performed to ﬁnd appropriate values for these time constants.

5.3.1

Procedure and subjects

The subjectively perceived quality of processed speech signals was compared for diﬀerent
values of the time constants τY and τlat employed in the algorithm described above (see
Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.6). The values of these time constants were systematically varied
during the experiment, and the experiment was repeated in diﬀerent acoustical situations.
For each acoustical situation, the subjects performed a complete paired comparison of all
diﬀerent versions, i.e., a subject compared each version with each other version exactly
once. In each trial, the subject was forced to decide which version was perceived to be of
better quality, i.e., which version was preferred to listen to. A judgement of equal quality
was not allowed. The order of presentation for all paired versions and within each pair was
randomized independently for each subject. In order to limit the total number of diﬀerent
versions, the test values were determined by using results from an informal listening test
where the range of usable parameter values was sampled according to audible diﬀerences.
This resulted in 18 versions and thus 153 comparisons for each situation. The particular
values are listed below.
10 clinically normal hearing subjects participated voluntarily in each measurement.
Some subjects received an expenditure compensation on an hourly basis. They were aged
between 20 and 30 years and all had prior experience with psychoacoustical measurements.

5.3.2

Apparatus and stimuli

Figure 5.9 shows the spatial conﬁguration of the three employed stimuli s1, s5 and s6.
All stimuli were recorded dichotically using ITE (In-The-Ear) hearing instruments, worn
by a male subject (”central talker”) who participated in a conversation. The employed
module hearing instruments were Siemens Cosmea M devices with normal microphones
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and mounted to common ear moulds. The microphones of the hearing instruments were
connected to a DAT recorder during the recording. Each stimulus consists of a conversation
between the central talker and a male target talker sitting in front at a distance of about
one meter. In stimulus s1, the conversation takes place in quiet inside a regular seminar
room (reverberation time about 0.5 seconds). In stimulus s5, an additional interfering
female talker utters text passages from a book and is moving slowly within an azimuthal
angle range of 45 to 90 degrees with respect to the central talker. In stimulus s6, the
conversation takes place in a cafeteria during lunch time with a loud and mainly diﬀuse
background noise.

s1

target talker

s5

s6

target talker

target talker

45˚

90˚

one interfering talker

(diffuse) cafeteria noise

Figure 5.9: Spatial conﬁguration of stimuli s1, s5 and s6.

For the assessment, the original signals were loaded from hard disk during the measurement and processed in realtime by a DSP subsystem with ﬁve TI TMS320C40 digital signal
processors. The processed signals were presented dichotically via ampliﬁer and headphones
(Sennheiser HD25) in a sound-insulated booth. For the stimuli s1 and s5, the presentation
level was in the range of 65 to 70 dB SPL (coupler measurements) with a signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of about 0 dB. For stimulus s6, the presentation level was up to 78 dB SPL
with an SNR of about -10 dB. All signals were presented without further frequency shaping. It was assumed that the frequency response of the whole system, being the same for
all presentations, did not aﬀect the relations of the paired comparison judgements. At the
beginning of each paired comparison, the signal (about 1 minute of running speech) was
presented in an endless loop, starting with the ﬁrst type of processing switched on. The
subject was able to switch the processing type whenever she or he liked to using a handheld
touchscreen response box (EPSON EHT-10S), selecting choice ”1” or ”2”. This switching
was put into eﬀect without a considerable delay or an interruption of the stimulus presentation. With the processing judged to be of higher quality switched on, the selection of
the third choice ”better” ended the comparison task.

5.3.3

Parameters

The 17 diﬀerent test values of the parameter set (τY , τlat ) in milliseconds were (1, 8), (1, 20),
(1, 60), (1, 100), (8, 20), (8, 60), (8, 100), (20, 8), (20, 20), (20, 60), (20, 100), (40, 8), (40, 20),
(40, 60), (60, 8), (60, 20) and (60, 60).
The values of the other parameters were virtually set to the values proposed in the
prior description of the algorithm. Concerning the degree of diﬀusiveness, however, the
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parameters ddiﬀ,min and dcorr,max had to be adjusted to be appropriate for the setup and
stimuli used in this experiment3 . This was done by evaluating dd for the employed stimuli
and a variety of additional recordings (with the same microphones) and for all values of
τY used in the experiment. The limits ddiﬀ,min and dcorr,max where then chosen in a way
that the stimuli s1 and s5 were rated as being mainly correlated, and stimulus s6 as being
mainly diﬀuse at nearly any time (with the values being automatically adjusted for diﬀerent
time constants τY ). As a result of this procedure, the algorithm selected the respective
processing strategies for the stimuli without changing this selection during the presentation
of a particular stimulus.
It should be noted that the degree of diﬀusiveness itself was calculated in a simpliﬁed
way using a level independent time constant τd for the ﬁnal low-pass ﬁlter (see Section 4.3).
But since the limits ddiﬀ,min and dcorr,max where appropriately adjusted and the particular
stimuli employed here exhibited no considerable speech or noise pauses, this simpliﬁed
calculation had no considerable inﬂuence on the signal processing.
The employed values of the processing parameters are listed in Table 5.1.

Parameter
τY
τlat
αpass
αstop
fmin
wl,0
wl,1
wp,1
wp,0
Glat,S
Glat,N
τQx
τImax
fcorr,√

Value
1 to 60 ms
8 to 100 ms
20 deg.
40 deg.
-20 dB
5 Bark
7 Bark
12 Bark
14 Bark
0.01 dB
-2.0 dB
200 ms
2s
20 Bark

Section
5.2.1
5.2.6
5.2.3

5.2.4

5.2.6

Table 5.1: Employed parameters of the algorithm.

Additionally, appropriate reference values for level and phase diﬀerences of diﬀerent
sound incidence directions were required for the calculations of the directional ﬁlter within
the algorithm. These reference values were obtained in an anechoic chamber with the same
central talker and ITE hearing instruments employed for all signal recordings. All signals
were processed using these reference values.
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Figure 5.10: Relative ranks of versions for stimulus s1. On the abscissa, the 18 diﬀerent
versions of the stimulus are shown. The number of the version is given directly below the
axis in the row denoted with a # on the left. Version number 1 is the unprocessed stimulus.
For the other versions, the values of the processing parameters τY and τlat are given in the
accordingly denoted rows below. The vertical lines in the rows separate diﬀerent values.
The ordinate gives the rank, i.e., the number of ”better” judgements with a maximum
possible value of 17. The thick horizontal lines denote the median values, the boxes the
range from the ﬁrst to the third quartile and the outer bars the total range. Circles and
asterisks represent outlyers (with the number of the respective subject speciﬁed).

5.3.4

Results

The results for stimulus s1 are depicted in Figure 5.10. First, the consistence of the results, i.e., the consistence of all “better” judgements with each other was calculated for
each subject. For this, the method of Kendall (1975), described by Bortz et al. (1990)
was employed. Only 8 of the 10 subjects exhibited signiﬁcantly consistent results and were
included in the further evaluation (α < 0.01). Then, the agreement of the judgements
across the subjects was evaluated with the method described by the above authors. The
resulting coeﬃcient of agreement was A = 0.02 (with α > 0.05). The subjects thus exhibited no signiﬁcant agreement, and a Friedman test also revealed no signiﬁcant inﬂuence of
the processing version on the results (α > 0.05). Hence, these results will not be discussed
in detail here. However, all processed versions were ranked higher than the unprocessed
3

The calculated value of dd depends not only on the stimulus, but also on the transfer functions of the
microphones and the employed particular value of τY .
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Figure 5.11: Relative ranks of versions for stimulus s5. See Figure 5.10 for details.

version in this situation (conversation in quiet). It is striking that the ranks of the unprocessed version comprise the whole range of 0 up to 17, while its median value is about 0.5
and thus extremely low. In contrast, the median values of all processed versions comprise
only the small range of 7 up to 11 (i.e., they were all ranked more or less in the middle of
the possible range). This led to a closer look at the results obtained for stimulus s1 which
is described later.
The results for stimulus s5 are shown in Figure 5.11. Again, the consistence of the
results, i.e., the consistence of all “better” judgements with each other was calculated
ﬁrst for each subject. Here, the results of all subjects exhibited signiﬁcantly consistent
results and were included in the further evaluation (α < 0.001, in two cases α < 0.05).
The coeﬃcient of agreement exhibited a value of A = 0.33 with signiﬁcance level α <
0.001, i.e., the agreement of the judgements across subjects was signiﬁcantly higher than
for judgements obtained at random. A Friedman test additionally revealed a signiﬁcant
inﬂuence of the version on the results (α < 0.001). A Wilcoxon test was then performed for
each pair of versions to determine signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the results. The time constant
τY in general shows little inﬂuence on the sound quality. For a ﬁxed value of τY , however,
the rank increases with an increasing value of τlat . Moreover, the version with the respective
smallest values of τlat was signiﬁcantly ranked lower than the versions with larger values
of τlat or than the unprocessed version (α < 0.01, in some cases α < 0.05). Large values of
τlat thus seem to be appropriate here. It should be noted that again the variability of the
ranks of the unprocessed version is extremely high, while the variability is rather small for
all processed versions.
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Figure 5.12: Relative ranks of versions for stimulus s6. See Figure 5.10 for details.

The results for stimulus s6 are shown in Figure 5.12. Like for stimulus s1, only 8 of
the 10 subjects exhibited signiﬁcantly consistent results and were included in the further
evaluation (α < 0.01). And again, these subjects exhibited no signiﬁcant agreement (A =
−0.02 with α > 0.05), and a Friedman test also revealed no signiﬁcant inﬂuence of the
processing version on the results (α > 0.05). Hence, the results will not be discussed in
detail. Obviously, the time constant τY has no signiﬁcant eﬀect on sound quality in this
situation (for normal hearing subjects). The time constant τlat should have no inﬂuence at
all in this situation anyway, because the directional ﬁlter is switched of in this situation due
to the high degree of diﬀusiveness. However, it should be noted that again the variability
across subjects of the ranks of the unprocessed version is extremely high, i.e., the ranks
comprise almost the whole range of possible values.
As mentioned above, the results for stimulus s1 were investigated in more detail because
of the totally diﬀerent rankings of the unprocessed version in comparison to all processed
versions. The subjects were split up into two groups. 5 subjects who rated the unprocessed
version with a rank less than 8.5 were considered as group PP, which means that they
mainly preferred the processed versions. 3 subjects rated the unprocessed version with a
rank greater than 8.5 and were considered as group PU, which means that they mainly
preferred the unprocessed version. The separate results of both groups are depicted in
Figure 5.13.
Due to the particular classiﬁcation of the subjects, no further conclusions concerning
the rank of the unprocessed version can be drawn from the split results. However, when
evaluating these two groups separately, Friedman tests revealed a signiﬁcant inﬂuence of
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Figure 5.13: Relative ranks of versions for stimulus s1 as shown in Figure 5.10, here
depicted separately for group PP (upper panel) and group PU (lower panel). Group
PP represents all subjects who mainly preferred the processed versions, while group PU
represents all subjects who mainly preferred the unprocessed version.

the processing version for both groups (α < 0.01) and thus conclusions can be drawn about
the inﬂuence of the tested time constants on the ranking of the processed versions within
each group. Wilcoxon tests were then performed for each pair of versions to determine
signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the results. For group PP, the rank decreases with an increasing
value of τlat (for a ﬁxed value of τY ). In some cases, the largest value of τlat was ranked
signiﬁcantly lower than smaller values (α < 0.05). No signiﬁcant diﬀerences between
versions with diﬀerent values of τY were found. It should be noted that, although the
rank of the unprocessed version is surely determined by the criterion of group PP, there is
almost no variability at all in the ranks of the unprocessed version within this group. For
group PU, the small number of subjects does not allow for any signiﬁcant diﬀerences to be
found. However, in contrast to group PP, there is a tendency that the rank increases with
an increasing value of τlat . An increasing value of τlat can be considered as an decreasing
amount of processing, because a larger time constant results in slower changes of the gains.
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Obviously, the subjects of group PP not only clearly prefer the processed versions, they
also prefer a higher amount of processing to a smaller amount of processing. In contrast
to this, the subjects of group PU in general prefer the unprocessed version and they also
prefer “less processed” versions to “more processed” versions. In order to yield a signal
quality similar to or even better than for the unprocessed signal for both groups of subjects,
a rather large value of τlat (about 60 ms) seems to be appropriate for τlat in this situation.
Taken together, values of about 40 ms for τY and about 60 ms for τlat are appropriate
for all investigated situations. For these values, the quality of all processed stimuli was
judged as being similar to or even better than for the unprocessed version.
The eﬀect of the unprocessed version being ranked with an extremely high interindividual variation is consistent with the ﬁndings of the experiments described in Chapter 3.
Obviously, the subjects assess an unprocessed stimulus somehow diﬀerent than a processed
version of it. This holds for for diﬀerent spatial noise situations, diﬀerent processing strategies and a variety of diﬀerent parameter settings. This indicates that subjects are able to
detect even small signal processing artefacts very well. It seems possible that subjects
notice whether a signal is processed or not and then judge depending on what they expect
from a signal processing in the respective situation. Thus, conclusions about relative differences between unprocessed and processed versions have to be drawn carefully and might
be limited to a certain group of subjects.

5.4

Discussion

The binaural noise reduction algorithm described in this chapter was developed with the
aim of providing a high subjective sound quality of processed signals for a variety of acoustical situations. Additionally, no particular assumptions were made about a speciﬁc kind
of target signals, such as, e.g. speech, and a speciﬁc kind of interfering signals, such as, e.g.
gaussian noise. The main assumption of the algorithm is the spatial (azimuthal) separation
of target and interfering signals, and diﬀuse signals are considered as being undesired noise.
Although target and interfering signals are assumed to be not correlated for parts of the
processing, other parts of the algorithm are not based on this assumption.
The correlation gain factors described in Section 5.2.1 were demonstrated to exhibit a
high correlation between the calculated gain and the theoretically required gain for a totally
diﬀuse noise signal, even if the employed ratio QS of left over right target signal spectra
is estimated during the processing. Informal listening tests also showed that applying the
correlation gain factors yields a high subjective signal quality in easy acoustical situations
as well as in very diﬃcult situations, e.g. situations with many diﬀerent interfering sound
sources. Moreover, the employed correlation gain factors exhibit considerable less audible
ﬂuctuations in time than the formerly used technique of directly applying the magnitude
squared coherence (cf. Peissig, 1993).
The interfering gain factors described in Section 5.2.2 were derived under the assumption of only two diﬀerent sound sources present. Using this assumption, the SNR can be
calculated from the interaural relation, i.e. ratios of the signals (also referred to as binaural parameters), without having to know the target or interfering signal itself. With the
knowledge of all binaural parameters, the correlation between the calculated SNR and the
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real SNR was shown to be quite high. However, under realistic conditions, these binaural
parameters have to be estimated from the actual microphone signals, which are in fact a
mixture of parameters from both sound sources. An appropriate technique is thus required
to extract or estimate the binaural parameters of each sound source alone. The decision
unit employed for the estimation (cf. Section 5.2.4) is based on the directional ﬁlter strategy that is also a part of the algorithm. Although this decision unit is able to estimate
magnitude and phase of the required binaural ratios QS  and QN , the interaural diﬀerence in level is not estimated as accurately as the interaural diﬀerence in phase even under
non-reverberant conditions (cf. Figure 5.6). A possible explanation might be the inﬂuence
of ﬂuctuations of the numerator and the denominator on the estimated magnitude (e.g.,
the linear mean value of -6 dB and +6 dB is not 0 dB, but approx. +1.9 dB). The inaccurate magnitude of the estimated ratios QS  and QN  might again be the reason that
the estimate of the SNR calculated from the estimated ratios QS  and QN  considerably
diﬀers from the SNR calculated with known ratios QS  and QN  (within the calculation
of the interfering gain factors). An improvement of the decision unit or in general of the
QS  and QN  estimator is thus desireable and should be a main topic of further investigation on this processing strategy. An advantage of this processing strategy is the high
subjective quality of the processed signal which was observed in informal listening tests.
Even if the estimated QS  and QN  are inaccurate or the acoustical situation is more
complex than the assumed presence of two sound sources, the signal is slightly attenuated,
but beyond that not considerably deteriorated. The expected low ﬂuctuations in time of
the gain factors were also conﬁrmed in informal listening tests.
The lateral gain factors described in Section 5.2.3 represent a modiﬁed version of the
directional ﬁlter described by Peissig (1993). They have empirically been found in the past
to function as expected and to be able to considerably attenuate signal parts of lateral
sound sources, if not too many lateral sound sources are present and/or the acoustical
situation is not dominated by diﬀuse noise signals. Otherwise, the processed signal exhibits
audible processing artefects which considerably decrease the signal quality. However, the
integration of the so-called degree of diﬀusiveness into the algorithm makes, amongst other
possible applications, a full usage of the advantages of the lateral gain factors possible
while avoiding its well-known drawbacks (cf. Sections 5.2.5 and 5.2.6). This is a great
advantage over former algorithms which also integrated diﬀerent processing strategies, but
without having the possibility to automatically switch particular strategies or to adapt
them to diﬀerent acoustical situations. The degree of diﬀusiveness is an indicator for the
complexity of the current acoustical situation with respect to the number of sound sources
and the amount of reverberation. The properties of this measure should be investigated
in more detail in the future, especially with respect to possible applications in hearing aid
algorithms.
The time constants τY and τlat were investigated in detail in order to ﬁnd the optimum
values for diﬀerent acoustical situations. For the (diﬀuse) cafeteria situation, no signiﬁcant
inﬂuence of the time constants on the signal quality was found. No optimisation of these
parameters is thus required for this situation. For the situation with one target talker and
one interfering talker, however, higher values of τlat yield signiﬁcantly better results than
lower values, while τY again shows no signiﬁcant inﬂuence. For the situation with only
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one target talker alone, however, the results are not that clear. At least there is some
evidence that conﬁrms the above ﬁnding concerning τlat . Since the results exhibit no clear
optimum, the value of τY employed for further experiments described in the next chapter
was eventually chosen according to former investigations of Wittkop et al. (1997), where
parts of the algorithm were used.
The experiments described above are quite similar to the experiments described in
Chapter 3, where a slightly modiﬁed version of the algorithm after Peissig (1993) was
investigated. Most results of the previous experiments from Chapter 3 and the experiments
described in this study are consistent. In contrast to the previous results, however, no
critical inﬂuence of the time constant τY was found for the new algorithm in the diﬀuse
cafeteria noise situation. Since in the new algorithm, the directional ﬁlter is switched oﬀ in
this situation while it is not in the previous algorithm, the deterioration of the directional
ﬁlter gains in this situation is a reasonable explanation of this eﬀect. The experiments
described above thus also demonstrate that τY is not critical for the correlation gain factors
with respect to the sound quality.
Taken together, for both time constants τY and τlat of the new algorithm values were
found that are appropriate for all investigated acoustical situations. Further experiments
can thus be performed for a variety of situations without changing the parameters. Moreover, the described algorithm seems to be indeed suitable for diﬀerent acoustical situations
with a single set of parameters, since the processed versions were rated by the normal
hearing subjects as being of equal or even higher quality than the unprocessed version in
all tested situations (when using the “optimum” values found for τY and τlat ). This is a
promising result, because common single-microphone noise reduction techniques described
in the literature are often reported to provide no beneﬁt or even to produce deterioration
with respect to speech intelligibility in speech in noise tests under realistic conditions (cf.
Dillon and Lovegrove, 1993; Marzinzik, 2000). Since the beneﬁt provided for hearingimpaired listeners is often even larger than for normal-hearing listeners, it can be expected
that the described algorithm is appropriate for noise reduction in practical digital binaural
hearing aids.

5.5

Conclusions

Binaural recordings or hearing aid arrangements can be used for promising noise reduction
processing strategies. Two strategies of this kind that are based on physical binaural signal
parameters were derived theoretically in this work. One strategy (correlation gain) exhibits
a very high signal quality and is suitable for application in all investigated acoustical
situations. The other strategy (interfering gain) was shown to function at least if the
underlying assumptions are fullﬁlled and all required (binaural) information is known. In
realistic situations, however, the accuracy of the signal-to-noise ratio estimation decreases
propably due to inaccurate estimations of binaural signal parameters. The signal quality,
on the other hand, was found to be high in all situations. A more accurate estimation of
binaural signal parameters is thus desirable and should be an issue of future investigation.
A total of three diﬀerent binaural noise reduction strategies were integrated in a complex
noise reduction algorithm. The algorithm was especially designed to yield a high quality
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of the processed output signals. First tests with normal hearing subjects show that the
signal quality indeed is high for diﬀerent acoustical situations with only one single set of
processing parameters (time constants).
In general, the theoretical evaluations and informal listening tests of the processing
strategies are quite promising. However, all objective measures available so far and the
quality assessments made within this study do not yet give evidence about the actual noise
reduction performance. Hence, an evaluation with hearing impaired subjects has to be
performed in the future.

Chapter 6
Strategy-selective noise reduction
algorithm: Evaluation with hearing
impaired listeners
Abstract
The previously introduced strategy-selective binaural noise reduction algorithm for hearing
aids is evaluated with eight hearing-impaired subjects who exhibit two diﬀerent types of
hearing loss (high frequency hearing loss and ﬂat hearing loss). The subjective preference
as well as speech reception thresholds (SRTs) in noise are measured under realistic freeﬁeld conditions in a laboratory environment. The subjective preference is assessed with
a complete paired comparison paradigm including a consistency evaluation. The SRTs
are measured using a sentence test with an adaptive procedure. Additionally, SRTs are
measured for a diotic listening condition presented by headphones. The results of the
subjective assessment show a high quality of the processed signal especially in the diﬀuse
cafeteria noise situation. The algorithm is shown to be able to improve the SNR under
certain conditions, although a signiﬁcant improvement of the SRT is found only in the case
of diotic presentation. The results also suggest that there might be an improvement of
speech intelligibility for subjects with a ﬂat hearing loss in the free-ﬁeld (dichotic) listening
situation with interfering speech signals or diﬀuse cafeteria noise. Since the results exhibit
no deterioration of signal quality or speech intelligibility in any investigated situation and
some improvement in some of the situations, the strategy-selective algorithm appears very
promising for real life conditions.

6.1

Introduction

A variety of binaural hearing aid algorithms have been developed, implemented and evaluated in the past in order to give hearing-impaired listeners support in their deteriorated
speech communication in noise. These algorithms generally aim at reducing ambient noise
and undesired sounds while preserving or even enhancing target speech signals which usually are assumed to originate from the front of the listener. In laboratory studies, the
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developed algorithms always appeared to be very promising with respect to sound quality
and speech intelligibility (cf. Peissig, 1993; Kollmeier et al., 1993; Kollmeier and Koch,
1994; Wittkop et al., 1997). In several ﬁeld tests, however, there was no evidence found
for any real beneﬁt for hearing impaired people provided by the processing implemented
in wearable devices (cf. Albani et al., 1998; Pastoors et al., 1998). Moreover, subjects even
complained about the poor sound quality in some acoustical real-life situations. This motivated the development and optimization of the algorithm described in Chapter 5 which
aims at providing an acceptable sound quality under diﬀerent acoustical conditions.
In the study described here, this new algorithm is investigated with respect to sound
quality and speech intelligibility with hearing impaired subjects under realistic acoustical
free-ﬁeld conditions. The former algorithm after Peissig (1993) is also evaluated in order
to allow for a comparison. Although performed in a laboratory environment, the employed
stimuli and acoustical conditions are very similar to every-day life situations. The laboratory setup, on the other hand, allows for controlling certain factors which may have an
inﬂuence on the perceived sound quality and the speech intelligibility, e.g. absolute presentation level, hearing instrument conﬁguration and acoustic environment. The inﬂuence of
the type of hearing loss (i.e. ﬂat or high frequency loss) has been investigated in some of
the experiments. The experiments include judgements of subjective preference in order to
assess which noise reduction processing technique sounds better to the subjects (including
the case of no noise reduction processing) and whether the preferences are signiﬁcant or
not. Additionally, speech reception thresholds for sentences were measured for the diﬀerent processing techniques as a direct measure of speech intelligibility in noise using the
Oldenburg sentence test (cf. Wagener et al., 1999a-c).

6.2

Algorithms and parameters

The ﬁrst algorithm, referred to as Algorithm “Fixed” after Peissig (1993, cf. Kollmeier
et al., 1993), has been described in detail in Chapter 3. The values of the processing parameters were chosen according to the speciﬁcations and recommendations given in Chapter 3
(with some slight deviations due to an adjustment with respect to the parameters of the
new algorithm). In particular, the parameters which have been varied in Chapter 3 were
set to αpass = 20, αstop = 40, τ1 = 8, τ2 = 60, a1 = −20 and a2 = −20.
The second algorithm investigated is the new algorithm described in Chapter 5, referred
to as Algorithm “Selective”. The values of the processing parameters of this algorithm were
chosen according to the speciﬁcations given in Chapter 5. Hence, the time constants were
set to τY = 40 ms and τlat = 60 ms.
For both algorithms, binaural reference values are required for the signal processing
of the directional ﬁlter (cf. Sections 3.2.2 and 5.2.3). For the free-ﬁeld measurements in
experiment 1 and 2, these reference values were measured individually for each subject
and employed for the processing during the experiments. For the diotic presentation by
headphone in experiment 3, all binaural signals were recorded using a dummy head and
were processed oﬀ-line prior to the measurement. Hence, the reference values were also
measured in advance with the same dummy head used for the recordings. The processing
then employed these reference values, and the same accordingly processed signals were
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presented to all subjects.

6.3
6.3.1

Experiment 1: Subjective preferences
Procedure

The subjective preference of diﬀerent signal processing strategies for noise reduction in
hearing aids was measured with hearing impaired listeners. The measurement was performed in free-ﬁeld conditions with a binaural hearing aid supply. The investigated signal
processing conditions were “Linear” (linear ampliﬁcation alone), “Linear Fixed” (linear
ampliﬁcation plus noise reduction algorithm “Fixed”) and “Linear Selective” (linear ampliﬁcation plus noise reduction algorithm “Selective”). A complete paired comparison was
performed by each subject, i.e., the subject compared each processing condition with each
condition once. This resulted in three comparisons for each particular stimulus condition or
acoustical situation, respectively. Within each comparison task, the stimulus was presented
in an endless loop. The two diﬀerent processing conditions appeared to the subject as being
two diﬀerent hearing aid programs with the ﬁrst program switched on at the beginning of
the task. The subject was able to arbitrarily switch between the programs whenever she or
he liked to and without a particular time limit. For this, a handheld touchscreen response
box was employed with the displayed choice of “1” or “2”. The switching was put into
eﬀect without a considerable delay or an interruption of the stimulus presentation. With
the preferred processing switched on, the selection of the third choice “better” ended the
comparison task. A statement of no preference was not allowed. The order of all pairs and
presentations was randomized independently for each subject. The procedure was repeated
for three diﬀerent stimulus conditions.

6.3.2

Apparatus and stimuli

All stimuli were presented under free-ﬁeld conditions in a sound-insulated booth1 using the
measurement setup depicted in Figure 6.1. This setup consisted of two functional parts.
The ﬁrst functional part performed the measurement control, the stimulus presentation and
the assessment of the subject’s response. Each stimulus consisted of a speech signal S and
an interfering or so-called noise signal N. These two signals were played by the PC using
digital-to-analogue converters (DACs) and presented to the subject by the corresponding
loudspeakers (depending on the stimulus condition). The presentation level was controlled
by a PC controlled audiometer and ﬁnal ampliﬁers.
The second functional part of the setup was the hearing aid and signal processing part
that allowed for a real-time binaural hearing aid simulation. The subject was placed in the
center of the booth, wearing her or his individual right and left ear moulds. The employed
modular hearing instruments (Siemens Cosmea M) were plugged into the ear moulds and
connected by wire to the signal processing system. The right and left microphones of the
hearing instruments were connected to the digital-to-analogue converters (ADCs), while
the DACs were connected to the respective receivers via analogue multiband ampliﬁers (t.c.
1

IAC 403A, inside extensions 223.5 x 213.5 x 199.5 = width x length x height in cm.
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Figure 6.1: Free-ﬁeld measurement setup and signal processing apparatus. In the top
left corner, the sound-insulated booth is shown with the diﬀerent loudspeakers and the
subject placed in the center. To the right, the computer controlled measurement system is
shown which performs the presentation of the stimuli and the assessment of the subject’s
response. In the bottom, the real-time signal processing system is sketched which processes
the microphone signals of the hearing aid and plays the processed signals to the hearing
aid receivers.

electronics TC1128X 28 Band Graphic Equalizer) used for an individual frequency shaping.
The signal processing system included 5 TI TMS320C40 digital signal processors (DSPs).
One of the DSPs performed the FFT and inverse FFT, while each of two independent DSP
pairs calculated separately one of the two investigated processing strategies. The particular
signal processing strategy applied to the hearing instrument signals was selected by the PC
used for the measurement control, depending on the current selection made by the subject
with the response box. The switching between the diﬀerent processing strategies was put
into eﬀect without a considerable delay or an interruption of the stimulus presentation.
Figure 6.2 shows the spatial conﬁgurations of the three employed stimulus conditions
S0 N60/noise , S0 N60/speech and S0 Ndiﬀ . All stimulus conditions were a mixture of a target
speech signal from the front at 0 degrees azimuth and an additional, interfering (noise) signal. The target speech was in all cases a concatenation of ﬁve randomly selected sentences
from the Oldenburg sentence test, presented in an endless loop for each preference judgement. For stimulus condition S0 N60/noise , the interfering signal was the original speech-
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Figure 6.2: Spatial conﬁgurations of the employed stimulus conditions. The stimuli consist
of target speech from the front (S0 ) and interfering signals from 60 degrees to the left (N60 )
or diﬀuse noise from diﬀerent directions (Ndiﬀ ), respectively.

shaped noise from the Oldenburg sentence test (cf. Wagener et al., 1999c). For stimulus
condition S0 N60/speech , the interfering signal was a mixture of running speech from a male
and a female speaker (reading text passages from two diﬀerent books). For stimulus condition S0 Ndiﬀ , the interfering signal was uncorrelated cafeteria noise (recorded in a large
cafeteria room during lunch time) from three diﬀerent loudspeakers at 90, 180 and 270
degrees azimuth. The decorrelation was realized by using delayed versions of the same signal with a delay of about 2 seconds between each loudspeaker. Stimulus condition S0 Ndiﬀ
indeed can be considered as being diﬀuse, since the degree of diﬀusiveness (cf. Chapter 4)
calculated for the signal was in the range of real binaural cafeteria recordings (see below).
Since there was no particular time limit, all interfering (noise) signals were also presented
in an endless loop during each comparison task. The repeated interfering signals, however,
were much longer than the repeated sentences (a couple of minutes, depending on the
signal).
All stimuli were presented at a total level of about 65 dB SPL, measured at the center
of the booth. If a subject complained about this level being either uncomfortable high
or too low, the total level was accordingly adjusted (the total range of employed levels
was 60 to 65 dB, but usually 65 dB was kept). The signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) of
the presented stimuli (or signal-to-jammer ratio, respectively, in the case of the non-noise
interfering signals) were individually selected for each subject and stimulus condition. They
were chosen as being the SNR corresponding to 50 % speech intelligibility (called speech
reception threshold or SRT) in the processing condition “Linear” plus 6 dB. The respective
SRT was individually measured (cf. experiment 2, Figure 6.4, light grey bars). The value
(SRT + 6 dB) was chosen because at this particular SNR, the expected speech intelligibility
for normal hearing listeners approaches approx. 100 % (cf. Wagener et al., 1999b). In this
case, the speech should be understandable, but variations in the SNR or in the speech
quality, e.g. due to signal processing, should be able to inﬂuence the speech intelligibility
itself or the listening eﬀort required to fully understand the sentences. For higher SNR
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values, the intelligibility is so high that small variations in the processing probably would
not aﬀect the eﬀort required to understand 100 % of the speech. For smaller SNR values, on
the other hand, it might happen that the speech is not understandable at all. In this case,
the subjects would not be able to appropriatly compare diﬀerent processing techniques
(and would in general not accept the processing). The chosen SNR thus seemed to be
appropriate for a subjective comparison of diﬀerent processing techniques.
In addition, the values of the degree of diﬀusiveness dd for the diﬀerent stimulus conditions had to be evaluated for the algorithm “Selective” and the respective limits of the
decision unit had to be adjusted (cf. Section 5.3.3). In particular, the range of the calculated value of dd throughout the employed stimulus conditions was assessed. From this,
the lower limit ddiﬀ,min of dd for mainly diﬀuse situations and the upper limit dcorr,max of
dd for mainly correlated situations where set in a way that stimulus condition S0 Ndiﬀ was
rated as being diﬀuse during the whole presentation while stimulus conditions S0 N60/noise
and S0 N60/speech were rated as being correlated. This was possible because the value of
dd was signiﬁcantly higher throughout the whole signal of condition S0 Ndiﬀ 2 than for the
stimulus conditions S0 N60/noise and S0 N60/speech .

6.3.3

Subjects

Eight hearing impaired subjects participated voluntarily in this study. They were aged
between 16 and 65. All of them were hearing aid users with usually binaural hearing aid
supply. All subjects had some experiences in psychoacoustic measurements and they all
received an expenditure compensation on an hourly basis. The subjects were selected to
have a symmetric, sensorineural hearing loss with an air-bone gap of not more than 10 dB
for all frequencies tested. The audiograms of all subjects are given in Table 6.1. The upper
four subjects in the table exhibited a high frequency loss with a steep slope of the hearing
threshold between low and high frequencies. The lower four subjects exhibited a rather
ﬂat or moderately sloping hearing loss.
For each subject and each ear, the signal processing was ﬁtted in advance to the measurements to yield an individual hearing loss compensation by linear ampliﬁcation. The
ampliﬁcation was adjusted using both digital attenuation within the digital signal processing and digitally programmable, analogue multiband ampliﬁers between the DACs and the
receivers (see Figure 6.1). The amount of ampliﬁcation, i.e. the target gain was chosen in
order to compensate for the deviation of the hearing impaired’s most comfortable loudness
level from that of normal hearing subjects. The most comfortable loudness level was determined by a categorical loudness scaling procedure (cf. Hohmann, 1993; Hohmann and
Kollmeier, 1995; Launer et al., 1996) for the common audiometric frequencies 500 Hz, 1
kHz, 2 kHz, 3 kHz, 4 kHz and 6 kHz. For lower and higher frequencies, the respective value
of the nearest available frequency was used. The calculated target gain values are shown
2

The range of values of dd for stimulus condition S0 Ndiﬀ was also compared to values calculated for real
binaural recordings using the same microphones in a cafeteria noise situation (a crowded cafeteria during
lunch time with a reverberation time T60 ≈ 2 s). The values were quite similar and the real recordings
were also rated as a diﬀuse situation using the same limits as employed for the measurement stimuli. The
particular calculated values of dd and thus of the limits ddiﬀ,min of dd and dcorr,max are depending on
various parameters like microphones, room acoustics and spatial conﬁguration and are not listed here.
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Subject
NF
HH
WH
JW
KM
BD
AA
DD*

250 Hz
10/10
10/15
10/15
10/ 5
40/35
45/55
40/35
20/20

500 Hz
15/10
15/20
15/15
10/ 0
50/40
50/55
50/50
30/30

1 kHz
35/35
15/15
20/20
10/ 5
45/40
50/55
65/70
45/40
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2 kHz
60/65
60/60
40/50
25/40
55/50
30/45
60/60
55/45

4 kHz
70/70
70/75
70/70
65/70
75/60
55/70
60/60
60/60

6 kHz
70/80
70/70
80/85
70/70
70/75
65/80
85/65
60/65

8 kHz
85/90
70/80
65/80
75/75
70/65
70/75
80/75
60/55

Table 6.1: Pure tone audiograms of the subjects, measured with headphones (Telephonics
TDH-39P). The values are the right/left hearing thresholds in dB HL at the speciﬁed
audiometric frequencies.

in Table 6.2. The ﬁtting procedure was performed with an insertion gain control by InSitu measurements using a PortaREM 2000 real ear measurement system. For the highest
frequencies 6 kHz and 8 kHz, the theoretical target gain usually was not fully provided by
the instruments. The insertion gain also had to be adjusted in some cases due to feedback
howling or on request of the subjects. All subjects reported the ampliﬁcation being at
least satisfying and comparable to their own hearing aids. Two subjects even prefered the
experimental linear ampliﬁcation to their own aids. This was not investigated further, but
it may be explained by the high frequency resolution of 30 third-octave bands used for the
frequency shaping which allowed for a very accurate and smooth insertion gain adjustment
across frequency.
Subject
NF
HH
WH
JW
KM
BD
AA
DD*

500 Hz
0/ 0
5/ 6
9/ 0
4/ 0
11/ 4
8/ 3
13/26
13/ 0

1 kHz
3/ 3
5/11
14/ 3
0/ 4
11/ 7
9/ 4
18/26
19/ 9

2 kHz
19/19
15/17
18/15
14/ 5
12/ 7
0/ 0
20/13
20/12

4 kHz
21/24
27/32
34/30
23/29
15/ 7
13/13
19/18
24/25

6 kHz
32/35
37/46
39/39
31/37
18/19
27/21
31/28
21/25

Table 6.2: Target gains right/left in dB as calculated from the categorical loudness scaling
results.

6.3.4

Results

The results of the preference judgements are shown in Figure 6.3 for all subjects and all
stimulus conditions. Rank 1 indicates that during the three comparisons, the processing
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Figure 6.3: Ranks of preferences for the three diﬀerent processing types “Linear” (solid
line), “Linear Fixed” (dashed line) and “Linear Selective” (dotted line). Each panel shows
the results for one of the stimulus conditions S0 N60/noise , S0 N60/speech and S0 Ndiﬀ , as denoted
in the uper left corner of the panel. The ordinate gives the rank obtained by paired
comparison of the processing types. A processing type with a higher rank was preferred to
all processing types with a lower rank. The abscissa denotes the 8 subjects. The 4 subjects
on the left had a high frequency hearing loss, while the 4 subjects on the right had a rather
ﬂat or sloping hearing loss.

strategy was not prefered at all. Rank 2 indicates that the processing was prefered once,
and rank 3 means two preferences which is the maximum, since one particular strategy was
present only in two of the three comparisons. To further evaluate the data, a preference
was considered as a “greater than” relation and the consistence of all three relations was
deﬁned as being the requirement for further consideration. Hence, the consistence of all
preferences with each other was veriﬁed for all subjects and all stimulus conditions. Only
in one case (subject DD*, condition S0 N60/noise ), the relations were not consistent and these
ranks were thus not included in the results.
For the stimulus conditions S0 N60/noise and S0 N60/speech , no particular preference of
any algorithm to the “Linear” processing or vice versa can be seen in the results. Since
the ranks are quite similar in both acoustical situations for each subject, the preferences
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seem to be subject speciﬁc rather than processing speciﬁc here. Except for subject WH,
however, all subjects prefered “Linear Selective” to “Linear Fixed”. This clearly indicates
that although no consistent preference of a noise reduction to “Linear” or vice versa was
found, “Linear Selective” yields a better perceived quality than “Linear Fixed”.
For stimulus condition S0 Ndiﬀ , 7 subjects prefered a noise reduction processing to the
“Linear” processing. In this acoustical situation, the noise reduction thus seems to consistently improve the signal quality. Additionally, 6 subjects prefered “Linear Selective” to
“Linear Fixed”, which again is a strong indication that “Linear Selective” yields a better
quality than “Linear Fixed”.

6.4
6.4.1

Experiment 2: Dichotic speech intelligibility
Procedure

In this experiment, the speech intelligibility, i.e., the speech reception threshold (SRT) in
noise was measured for the same signal processing techniques investigated in experiment 1.
The SRT is deﬁned as the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) where 50 % of the target speech
(in this case 50 % of the words of a sentence) is correctly repeated by the subject in
a particular acoustical situation. The same measurement setup was used and the same
subjects participated in this experiment as in experiment 1. Hence, the speech intelligibility
was measured in free-ﬁeld conditions with binaural, dichotic listening using a real-time
hearing aid simulation.
The employed speech intelligibility test was the adaptive Oldenburg sentence test (cf.
Wagener et al., 1999a-c). This test allows for an in principle unlimited repetition of SRT
measurement tasks, because the test is designed to appear as an open intelligibility test,
i.e., a test with an unlimited number of diﬀerent test sentences. This is maintained by
using syntactically ﬁxed, but semantically inpredictable sentences with a limited set of
possible words (e.g. “Thomas gets seven red shoes” or “Thomas gets eighteen expensive
cars”). The stimulus or acoustical noise conditions, respectively, were the same as used in
experiment 1 (S0 N60/noise , S0 N60/speech and S0 Ndiﬀ ). The test procedure was as follows. A
test sentence and the interfering signal were presented to the subject at a certain SNR. The
subject had to repeat all words of the sentence she or he understood. The correctly repeated
words were marked on a touchscreen response box (EPSON EHT-10S) by the measurement
supervisor. An adaptive procedure converging on 50 % intelligibility controlled the SNR
during the presentation of a total of 30 sentences. Finally, the SRT was estimated by ﬁtting
a logistic function to all responses of the subject using a maximum likelihood procedure.
The whole task was repeated for all investigated processing techniques and for all stimulus
conditions. For the adjustment of the SNR during the measurement, the target speech
level was varied while the noise level was ﬁxed. The absolute presentation level was the
same as in experiment 1 for the aided processing conditions (with hearing instrument). For
the unaided condition, the presentation level was individually adjusted for each stimulus
condition in order to maintain a comfortable loudness level of the interfering signals. On
the average (across all subjects and stimulus conditions), the resulting presentation level
was +1.3 dB higher for the unaided condition than for the aided conditions.
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Apparatus, stimuli and subjects

The subjects, the apparatus and the stimulus conditions (i.e. their spatial conﬁguration
and the interfering signals) were the same as for experiment 1 described above in Section
6.3. The employed processing parameters of the algorithms were also identical. The target
speech within one measurement task, however, was the respective sentence according to
the adaptive Oldenburg sentence test procedure. The SNR of the stimulus was adjusted
by the adaptive procedure within each task.

6.4.3

Results

The measured SRTs of all hearing impaired subjects and the respective mean values of
normal hearing subjects are shown in Figure 6.4. It can clearly be seen that the subjects
with a high frequency hearing loss on the left side of the ﬁgure generally perform better
than the subjects with a rather ﬂat hearing loss on the right side. However, both groups of
subjects perform considerably worse than normal hearing subjects, i.e., they all exhibit a
higher SRT than normal hearing subjects for all stimulus and processing conditions. The
individual results indicate that some subjects do exhibit an improvement of SRT due to
the noise reduction processing (compared to the processing “Linear”) and some do not.
It should be noted that two subjects (BD and DD*) exhibit a general negative eﬀect of
the hearing aid supply, i.e., the SRTs are higher for all conditions with a hearing aid than
for the unaided condition. This can be explained by the fact that the unaided condition
and the aided conditions were measured in diﬀerent sessions, i.e. on diﬀerent days, and
the intraindividual variance can thus be rather high. Additionally, the subjects had to
use a hearing aid during the measurements they were not accustomed to, which might
deteriorate speech intelligibility for some subjects. Another factor is the (presumably
limited) inﬂuence of the presentation level: Although both for the unaided condition and
for the aided conditions the same categorical loudness impression was targeted (comfortable
loudness of the interfering signal), the average presentation level (as well as the average
spectrum) at the subject’s ear was diﬀerent for the unaided condition than for the aided
conditions. The important diﬀerences, however, are those between the conditions with
the diﬀerent hearing aid processing schemes, i.e. “Linear”, “Linear Fixed” and “Linear
Selective”. These conditions were measured during a single session.
The median values of the SRTs are shown in Figure 6.5. In general, the results for
“Linear” and “Linear Selective” look very similar, while “Linear Fixed” obviously performs worse than the two other conditions. Similarly, a T-test revealed no signiﬁcant
diﬀerence between the SRTs of processing “Linear” and “Linear Selective” (α > 0.1), but
a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between SRTs of processing “Linear” and “Linear Fixed” and of
processing “Linear Fixed” and “Linear Selective” (α < 0.001). This again demonstrates
the better performance of algorithm “Selective” in comparison to algorithm “Fixed”, but
is somewhat disappointing with respect to the total eﬀect of algorithm “Selective”. Finally, Wilcoxon tests were performed separately for each stimulus condition. For stimulus
condition S0 N60/noise , there was again no signiﬁcant diﬀerence found between processing
“Linear” and “Linear Selective” (α > 0.1), but a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between processing
“Linear” and “Linear Fixed” and between processing “Linear Fixed” and “Linear Selec-
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Figure 6.4: Measured SRT of 8 hearing impaired subjects for diﬀerent conditions of binaural (dichotic) hearing instrument supply. Each panel shows the results of one subject. The
4 subjects on the left had a high frequency hearing loss, while the 4 subjects on the right
had a rather ﬂat or sloping hearing loss. The abscissa denotes the three stimulus conditions.
For each stimulus condition, the respective bars denote the SRT in the following processing
conditions (from left to right): Unaided (without a hearing instrument), aided with linear
ampliﬁcation (frequency shaping), aided with linear ampliﬁcation and algorithm “Fixed”
and aided with linear ampliﬁcation and algorithm “Selective”. The asterisks represent the
respective mean SRT of normal hearing subjects (without hearing instrument).

tive” (α < 0.05). This stimulus condition includes the most diﬃcult interfering signal of the
three employed stimulus conditions, because the speech shaped noise exhibits the maximum
spectral and temporal masking of the target speech. For stimulus conditions S0 N60/speech
and S0 Ndiﬀ , again there was no signiﬁcant diﬀerence found between the processing “Linear”
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Figure 6.5: Mean values of the SRTs shown in Figure 6.4. The thick horizontal lines
denote the median values, the boxes the range from the ﬁrst to the third quartile and the
outer bars the total range. Each median was calculated for 8 subjects in the respective
condition, see Figure 6.4 for details.

and “Linear Selective”, but also no signiﬁcant diﬀerence between processing “Linear” and
“Linear Fixed” (α > 0.1 in all cases except for processing “Linear” and “Linear Fixed”
and stimulus condition S0 N60/speech with α > 0.05). As above, a signiﬁcant diﬀerence was
found for both stimulus conditions between the processing “Linear Fixed” and “Linear
Selective” (α < 0.05). This means that the advantage of algorithm “Selective” over algorithm “Fixed” is more signiﬁcant than the advantage of no noise reduction processing
over algorithm “Fixed”. Due to the small diﬀerences and the small number of subjects,
however, this is only a hint that algorithm “Selective” might improve the SRT in certain
noise conditions. Hence, the experiment was not able to prove this assumption which is
based so far only on informal listening and the technical evaluation of the noise reduction
processing strategies.

6.5

Experiment 3: Diotic speech intelligibility

In the experiments 1 and 2, the subjects were able to listen binaurally to the unprocessed
and the processed dichotic sounds and hence were able to use their own central binaural processing capabilities to suppress undesired, spatially separated noise. However, the
performance of the binaural noise suppression abilities varies considerably across hearing
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impaired listeners (cf. Häusler et al., 1983; Kinkel et al., 1991; Holube, 1993; Gabriel et al.,
1992). This interindividual variability may be the reason that experiment 2 was not able
to prove a signiﬁcant improvement of speech intelligibility in noise for the processing “Linear Selective” which aims to replace or at least support the (possibly impaired) binaural
noise suppression capabilities in hearing impaired listeners. In order to eliminate the factor “remaining individual binaural processing capabilities” from the individual speech test
performance, the beneﬁt of the processing “Linear Selective” was tested in this experiment
using a diotic condition, i.e. identical signals were presented to both ears of the subject.
Hence, the speech intelligibility was measured for the signal processing conditions “Linear”
(linear ampliﬁcation alone) and “Linear Selective” (linear ampliﬁcation plus noise reduction algorithm “Selective”). As in experiment 2, the Oldenburg sentence test was employed
to measure the SRT for a speech shaped noise as interfering signal (cf. Section 6.4.1). However, a diﬀerent set of subjects and a diﬀerent hearing aid ﬁtting procedure was employed
as in experiment 2.

6.5.1

Apparatus and signals

The measurement setup of this experiment diﬀers from the setup employed for experiment 2. One major diﬀerence was that all signals were presented diotically by headphones.
Additionally, the signal processing was performed in advance to the measurement and not
in real-time during the measurement. The signals were processed for various diﬀerent SNRs
and stored on the hard disk of the PC. The measurement setup is depicted in the left panel
of Figure 6.6. The already processed signals were played back from the PC using digitalto-analogue converters (DACs) and presented to the subject by headphones via analogue
multiband ampliﬁers (used for the individual frequency shaping) and a ﬁnal ampliﬁer (used
for the overall level adjustment).
Only one stimulus condition with a spatial S0 N−60 conﬁguration was employed in this
experiment. The interfering noise was again the speech-shaped noise from the Oldenburg
sentence test, the stimulus condition will thus be referred to as S0 N−60/noise . This condition
is similar to stimulus condition S0 N60/noise employed in experiments 1 and 2 (cf. Sections
6.3.2 and 6.4.2), but the sound incidence direction of the interfering speech shaped noise
was 60 degrees to the right instead to the left. For the experiment, the target speech and the
interfering noise were recorded dichotically in advance with a Head Acoustics dummy head
in a seminar room with a reverberation time of T60 = 0.6s. Speech and noise were summed
up at various SNRs, processed with the diﬀerent processing techniques and stored on hard
disk to be available during the speech intelligibility measurement. For the processing with
algorithm “Selective”, the binaural reference values measured for the employed dummy
head were used. During the measurement, only the right channel of the processed signal
(i.e. the channel with the less favourable SNR) was presented diotically to both ears. All
speciﬁed SNRs are the respective value of the right channel before the processing, calculated
from the RMS values of the separately recorded speech and noise signals. Although the
processed signal was the same for both ears, the hearing loss compensation was performed
individually for each ear.
Like in the experiments 1 and 2, the values of the degree of diﬀusiveness dd were
calculated for the employed signals (cf. Section 6.3.2). The limits ddiﬀ,min and dcorr,max were
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Response
box

PC

Amplifier

S0N-60
Figure 6.6: Setup and signal conﬁguration used for the diotic speech intelligibilty measurement. The left panel shows the setup with the subject placed in the center of a
sound-insulated booth. The PC controls the measurement and the frequency shaping ampliﬁers and also performs the presentation of the signals and the assessment of the subject’s
response. The right panel depicts the spatial conﬁguration S0 N−60 used for the recording
of the signals.

again set in a way that the signals were rated as being mainly correlated and thus all
signal processing strategies were switched on. All other parameters of the algorithm were
adjusted to the values used for the experiments 1 and 2 (cf. Section 6.2 and Chapter 5).

6.5.2

Subjects

Six sensorineural hearing impaired subjects participated voluntarily in this study. They
were aged between 23 and 78 and they were all hearing aid users. All subjects had some
experiences in psychoacoustic measurements and they all received an expenditure compensation on an hourly basis. The subjects were selected to have a rather symmetric hearing
loss. The audiograms of all subjects are given in Table 6.3. All subject had rather moderate
hearing losses sloping in median from 30 dB at 250 Hz to 77 dB at 8 kHz.
During the assessment, the digitally programmable, analogue multiband ampliﬁers were
used to provide an individual hearing loss compensation by linear ampliﬁcation separately
for each ear of the subject. In this experiment, the electrical linear ampliﬁcation was adjusted to exactly satisfy the “one-half gain rule” (cf., e.g., Dempsey, 1994). No further
coupler measurements were performed. The total presentation level was individually adjusted in a preliminary test run in a way that the overall loudness impression was at the
top border of the comfortable loudness range.
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Subject
BD
GM
HM
KF
KR
WH

250 Hz
45/55
35/45
25/20
20/30
25/30
15/50

500 Hz
50/55
40/45
45/35
30/35
30/20
20/45

1 kHz
50/55
50/45
55/50
55/50
35/30
30/45
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2 kHz
30/45
65/60
55/50
60/55
40/30
50/45

4 kHz
55/70
90/90
60/60
60/70
60/75
55/60

6 kHz
65/80
90/90
65/70
65/50
70/75
50/65

8 kHz
70/75
90/90
70/80
80/55
65/75
80/80

Table 6.3: Pure tone audiograms of the subjects. measured with headphones (Telephonics
TDH-39P). The values are the right/left hearing thresholds in dB HL at the speciﬁed
audiometric frequencies.
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Figure 6.7: Measured SRTs of 6 hearing impaired subjects for diotic presentation. The
abscissa denotes the subjects and the mean values, respectively. For the mean values
(rightmost bars), the thick horizontal lines denote the median values which are additionally
given below the bars, the boxes denote the range from the ﬁrst to the third quartile and
the outer bars the total range. The light grey bars represent the processing with linear
ampliﬁcation alone. The black bars give the results obtained with linear ampliﬁcation and
noise reduction algorithm “Selective”.

6.5.3

Results

The measured SRTs of all subjects and the respective mean values are shown in Figure 6.7.
All subjects exhibit an improvement in SRT by the processing of algorithm “Selective”. A
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Wilcoxon test revealed that the diﬀerences between “Linear” and “Linear Selective” are
signiﬁcant (α < 0.05). The median improvement is 1.1 dB, the maximum improvement
is 2.6 dB (subject WH). Hence, a signiﬁcant improvement of the SRT was found in this
experiment.

6.6

Discussion

In this study, the eﬃcacy of two binaural noise reduction algorithms for hearing aids with
respect to subjective preference and speech intelligibility was investigated under realistic
free-ﬁeld conditions with real hearing instruments. The acoustical conditions included
standard situations with a target speaker and a single interfering sound source (either a
speech-shaped noise or a mixture of 2 talkers). Additionally, a simulated cafeteria situation
with multiple ambient noise sources was tested which was shown to exhibit a diﬀusiveness of
the sound ﬁeld comparable to a real cafeteria situation. Although this situation is rather
diﬃcult to test in laboratory free-ﬁeld conditions and thus often omitted, it is a very
important every-day situation for hearing aid wearers and therefore was also investigated
in this study.
The subjective preference was tested in a straight forward way. The hearing impaired
subjects simply switched between two diﬀerent hearing aid programs without any delay or
signal disruption and then directly chose the prefered program. The employed paradigm of
a complete paired comparison allows not only for an appropriate evaluation of the preference, but also for a consistency veriﬁcation. The results of the assessment clearly indicate
that the subjects prefered the new strategy-selective algorithm to the older algorithm after Peissig (1993) in all situations. However, in the situations with a single interfering
sound source, there was no general preference of the strategy-selective algorithm to the
unprocessed version or vice versa across the subjects. Although this indicates that the
quality of the processed version is comparable to the original signal, the performance of
the processing still has to be further improved in these particular situations in order to
yield a real beneﬁt for the hearing aid user. In the cafeteria noise situation, the subjects
clearly preferred the strategy-selective algorithm in comparison to the unprocessed version.
This demonstrates the high signal quality of the processing in this situation and also a real
beneﬁt for the hearing impaired, since the diﬀuse ambient noise was at least subjectively
reduced.
The inﬂuence of the algorithms on speech intelligibility was ﬁrst tested with a standard
sentence test in the same realistic acoustical free-ﬁeld conditions. Although the strategyselective algorithm yields signiﬁcantly better results than the algorithm after Peissig (1993),
no signiﬁcant improvement of speech intelligibility compared to the unprocessed signal was
found in any situation. There is only a slight hint that the strategy-selective algorithm
might slightly improve speech intelligibility for the interfering speech and in the cafeteria
situation (stimulus conditions S0 N60/speech and S0 Ndiﬀ ). The results obtained with this algorithm diﬀer more signiﬁcantly from the (worse) results obtained with the algorithm after
Peissig (1993) than the results of the unprocessed version do. With regard to the limited
number of subjects, however, this can not be considered as a proof of an eﬀective speech
intelligibility improvement. In an additional experiment, the strategy-selective algorithm
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was tested with the same sentence test and a similar binaural processing of the signals,
but a diotic presentation of the signals by headphone in order to avoid eﬀects of central
binaural processing in the auditory system of the subjects. In this case, the processing was
shown to signiﬁcantly improve speech intelligibility for the most diﬃcult noise signal, i.e.
speech shaped noise.
The strategy-selective processing was thus proved to reduce noise and to eﬀectively
improve the signal-to-noise ratio, but the eﬀect was not suﬃcient to yield an improvement of
speech intelligibility in the case of normal dichotic (binaural) listening. Since the processing
improves the signal-to-noise ratio, there are two possible explanations for the absence of
speech intelligibility improvement: The ﬁrst is that even in hearing impaired listeners,
the binaural performance of the human auditory system itself is superior to the noise
reduction processing and obtains no additional information by the processing that would
help to further improve intelligibility. The remaining binaural processing ability indeed
varies considerably across hearing impaired subjects in a way that is not predictable from
the audiogram (cf. Häusler et al., 1983; Kinkel et al., 1991; Holube, 1993; Gabriel et al.,
1992). Hence, even if the remaining binaural abilities of the subjects who participated in
this study might on the average have been superior to the eﬀect provided by the algorithm,
it can be expected that other subjects with less binaural abilities will proﬁt more from
the processing. It is possible to classify subjects with respect to their residual binaural
processing abilities by measuring the binaural intelligibility diﬀerence or BILD. The BILD
is the diﬀerence in SRT for monaural and binaural signal presentation in a setup where
target speech and interfering noise are spatially separated (cf. Hövel, 1984; Holube, 1993;
Kollmeier, 1997; Kühnel and Kollmeier, 1997). The inﬂuence of the BILD on speech
intelligibility in combination with binaural processing techniques should be investigated in
future evaluations. Although the remaining binaural abilities are not predictable from the
audiogram, the individual results of experiment 2 indicate that the subjects with a rather
ﬂat hearing loss derive more beneﬁt from the noise reduction processing in the conditions
S0 N60/speech and S0 Ndiﬀ than the subjects with a high frequency loss (for condition S0 Ndiﬀ ,
the strategy-selective processing yields an improvement of speech intelligibility for 3 of the
4 respective subjects). This eﬀect may be due to binaural abilities, but also due to the
more favourable absolute SNR values. The SRTs are in the range of about 0 down to -5 dB
for the subjects with a rather ﬂat hearing loss, which is a range where the processing should
be able to eﬀectively reduce noise. For the subjects with a high frequency loss, the SRTs
are in general lower with values down to less than -15 dB. This already approaches the
range of normal hearing. At this very low SNR, the processing can at best be expected to
subjectively reduce noise and to improve the perceived signal quality, but not to eﬀectively
improve the SNR.
Another possible explanation for the lack of speech intelligibility improvement would be
that the processing deteriorates the signal in a way that compensates for the eﬀect of SNR
improvement. Since an improvement of speech intelligibility was found for diotic presentation, this deterioration must be assumed to mainly eﬀect binaural signal parameters. In
this case, it can be expected that measurement conﬁgurations can be found where either
signal quality or speech intelligibility is signiﬁcantly deteriorated due to the processing.
Until now, this was not observed.
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It should be noted that the usage of hearing instruments instead of headphones in
general makes the investigation of small eﬀects in signal quality and speech intelligibility
more diﬃcult (but also more realistic). The available frequency range of the receivers is
smaller than for headphones, for instance, and hearing instruments also exhibit internal
noise which can be audible. These factors can inﬂuence, e.g., speech intelligibility (cf.
Albani et al., 1998). However, it is very promising that the strategy-selective processing was
found to not deteriorate neither quality nor speech intelligibility in any of the investigated
conditions even at very low signal-to-noise ratios.

6.7

Conclusions

In this study, the new strategy-selective algorithm introduced in Chapter 5 was shown to
exhibit a very high subjectively perceived quality of the processed signal. In the diﬃcult
cafeteria noise situation, the hearing impaired subjects clearly preferred this algorithm to
the unprocessed condition. The strategy-selective algorithm also performed clearly better
than the previous algorithm after Peissig (1993) in all conditions with respect to both signal
quality and speech intelligibility. Moreover, the processing did not deteriorate speech
intelligibility in comparison to linear ampliﬁcation alone even in acoustically “diﬃcult”
situations. Hence, the method of selecting particular processing strategies depending on
the acoustical situation introduced with this algorithm is very promising and can thus be
recommended for the use in future developments of hearing aid algorithms.
Although the algorithm exhibits a signiﬁcant signal quality improvement in the cafeteria
situation, the noise reduction performance of the algorithm still requires further development and improvement. Especially the performance with a single interfering sound source
is still disappointing, even though this condition can be considered as an “easy” noise
situation. An eﬀective speech intelligibility improvement was found only in the case of a
diotic signal presentation. Although this proves that the algorithm can reduce noise and
improve the SNR, the eﬀect could not be shown to yield a real beneﬁt in terms of SRT
under realistic free-ﬁeld conditions for the hearing impaired subjects. It may, however,
yield more beneﬁt if the SNR is more favourable than it was in the SRT measurements
especially of the subjects with a high frequency hearing loss. It may also be more beneﬁcial
for listeners with a more severe hearing loss as well as for cochlear implant patients.

Chapter 7
Summary and conclusions
In this study, processing strategies for the reduction of undesired noise in binaural
input signals were described and investigated. After a review in chapter 2 considering
strategies and algorithms that have been published in the past, a modiﬁed version of the
algorithm introduced by Peissig (1993) (see also Kollmeier et al., 1993; Wittkop et al.,
1997) using a ﬁxed processing was described in chapter 3. A complete paired comparison
paradigm was described and shown to be a suitable method to investigate the algorithm
with respect to the subjectively perceived sound quality. Parameters of the processing were
systematically varied, and a parameter combination was found that is appropriate for all
of the investigated acoustical conditions.
In chapter 4, a measure was proposed which allows for the long-term rating of the
actual acoustical condition with respect to its diﬀusiveness or “complexity”, respectively.
This measure was shown to be a monotonous function of the number of spatially separated
sound sources (if the amount of reverberation is constant) and a monotonous function of
the amount of reverberation (if the number of spatially separated sound sources is constant)
and also of the distance between the recording microphones and a single sound source. The
long time scale of several seconds of this measure aims at the automatic classiﬁcation of the
situation and the general selection of appropriate noise reduction strategies. While these
strategies themselves act on a very short time scale (in order to follow the ﬂuctuations
of the actual SNR), the switching between diﬀerent strategies should be performed rather
slow in order to avoid audible and disturbing artefacts.
In chapter 5, a strategy-selective algorithm was eventually described which utilizes the
automatic rating of the situation to switch on or oﬀ particular noise reduction strategies.
Two diﬀerent strategies for the reduction of undesired interfering signals in binaural input
signals were theoretically derived. A third strategy that is based on an empirical approach
of suppressing lateral sound sources was also integrated in the algorithm. The properties
of the strategies were ﬁrst investigated using artiﬁcial signals. Then, the processing was
optimized with respect to the sound quality. For this, the method described in chapter 3
was used which includes a systematic variation of processing parameters and the assessment
of subjective preference judgements in a complete paired comparison paradigm. Finally,
the algorithm was evaluated with respect to sound quality and speech intelligibility with
hearing impaired subjects in chapter 6.
The performance of the strategy-selective algorithm was found to be superior to or
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equal to the algorithm with the ﬁxed processing in all investigated acoustical conditions
and with respect to both signal quality and speech intelligibility for hearing impaired
subjects. Moreover, the strategy-selective algorithm was also found to be superior to or
equal to the condition without any noise reduction processing in all of the investigated
acoustical conditions. In particular, the hearing impaired subjects clearly prefered the
strategy-selective algorithm in the diﬀuse cafeteria noise situation. In this situation, only
the correlation gain factors are switched on which is a processing strategy based on the
assumption of diﬀuse background noise. The other processing strategies which assume one
or a few interfering sound sources are not active in this situation. This avoids disturbing
processing artefacts that occur in the algorithm with a ﬁxed processing. Since the annoyance of disturbing interfering signals and the related listening eﬀort is an important
factor of the beneﬁt a hearing impaired patient can derive from a noise suppression processing (cf. Marzinzik, 2000), the clear preference of the strategy-selective algorithm to
the no-processing condition is a very promising result. In the other acoustical situations,
however, it cannot be observed that the strategy-selective processing or no noise reduction
processing is clearly preferred.
Considering the speech intelligibility, the results are not as clear as for the subjective
preference. In the realistic free-ﬁeld conditions with dichotic listening (which includes some
reverberation), no signiﬁcant improvement of the SRT in noise was found for the strategyselective algorithm. At least it was found that this algorithm causes no deterioration at
all even at very low SNRs (cf. Fig. 6.4). The median SRTs were even slightly (but not
signiﬁcantly) improved for the interfering speech and the cafeteria noise. In these two
situations, the individual results are quite promising, especially for the subjects with a ﬂat
hearing loss. For these subjects, the resulting SRTs are in general higher and thus more
favourable for the signal processing. For a larger number of subjects with an appropriate
individual hearing loss, a (probably small, but) signiﬁcant improvement of the SRT may
be found in future investigations.
Although the results of this study with realistic acoustical situations exhibit less noise
reduction performance than earlier studies using anechoic conditions (e.g. Peissig, 1993),
there still is suﬃcient evidence that the strategy-selective noise reduction processing is
able to eﬀectively improve the SNR under certain conditions: The measurements with a
diotic presentation of the binaurally processed signals by headphones show a signiﬁcant
improvement of the SRT in the investigated situation with a single interfering noise source
(cf. Fig. 6.7). This performance clearly surpasses state-of-the-art monaural noise reduction
techniques (see Marzinzik, 2000, for an overview). Another evidence for the ability of the
algorithm to improve the SNR was found by Kleinschmidt et al. (2000), who used the
strategy-selective noise reduction processing as a preprocessor for robust automatic speech
recognition. The noise reduction processing resulted in an improvement of the recognition
rate, i.e., the percentage of correctly recognized words in conditions with a single, lateral
noise source. The shift of the recognition rate as a function of SNR exhibited an eﬀective
improvement of the SNR of up to 6 dB in a reverberant environment and up to 12 dB
in an anechoic environment due to the processing in this particular application. It should
be noted that a monaural noise reduction technique investigated in the same study also
yielded a comparable SNR improvement for the employed stationary interfering signals. In
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contrast to the monaural technique, however, the binaural processing can be expected to
also operate on temporal non-stationary interfering signals.
Taken together, the strategy-selective noise reduction algorithm is superior to a comparable algorithm with ﬁxed processing strategies with respect to both sound quality and
speech intelligibility. An eﬀective improvement of sound quality for hearing impaired subjects was found in terms of subjective preference. This is a real beneﬁt for hearing impaired
patients, since the listening eﬀort is an important factor for hearing speech in noise. A
signiﬁcant improvement in speech intelligibility in terms of SRT was found only for diotic
or monaural applications, respectively. However, the results indicate that an eﬀective, i.e.
signiﬁcant beneﬁt in terms of SRT might be shown in the future also in normal, dichotic
listening situations for appropriate hearing impaired patients, i.e. for patients with particular types of hearing losses. The development of the “ideal” hearing aid, i.e., a hearing aid
that completely restores all abilities of hearing to that of normal hearing, is a challenge
and the ultimate goal of audiological research, from which we are still far away. However,
very probably only a binaural hearing aid will be able to really approach this goal. The
development and investigation of binaural processing techniques in general thus should be
an issue of future research.
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Appendix A
SNR equations
In this Section, particular equations concerning the SNR introduced in section 5.2.2
are derived. To achieve more clearness, the frequency dependency (f ) of the spectra S(f ),
N(f ), Hs,l (f ), Hs,r (f ), Hn,l (f ) and Hn,r (f ) is not denoted in the following equations. Using
the deﬁnitions (5.1) yields
S·H

+N ·H

H

s,l
n,l
n,l
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Equations for the signal-to-noise ratios of the left and right spectrum now can be derived
=

as
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which gives the equations (5.11). Additionally and without further proof, the binaural
SNR, e.g., the SNR of the sum of the left and right spectrum, can be derived from (A.1)
as
Sb
QY − QN QS + 1
S · [Hs,l + Hs,r ]
=−
.
(A.4)
≡
·
Nb
N · [Hn,l + Hn,r ]
QY − QS QN + 1
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